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Ramirez & Co., Inc.
Dated: October 1, 2020

†   CUSIP numbers have been assigned by an independent company not affiliated with the Authority and are included solely for the convenience 
of the owners of the offered bonds.  Neither the Authority nor the Underwriter is responsible for the selection or uses of these CUSIP numbers 
and no representation is made to their correctness on the offered bonds or as indicated above.  The CUSIP number for a specific maturity 
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††  For information concerning factors affecting the weighted average life of the Term Series 2020A Bonds, see “WEIGHTED AVERAGE LIVES 
AND EXPECTED REDEMPTION PERIODS FOR THE TERM SERIES 2020A BONDS” in Appendix D hereto.
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This Official Statement is not to be construed as a contract or agreement between the Authority and the purchaser 
or owners of any of the Series 2020A Bonds.  Any statements in this Official Statement involving matters of opinion, 
whether or not expressly so stated, are intended as such and not as representations of fact.  No representation is made that 
any of such statements will be realized.  All quotations from and summaries and explanations of provisions of laws of the 
State of New York (the “State”) contained in this Official Statement do not purport to be complete and are qualified in 
their entirety by reference to the official compilations thereof.  All references to the Series 2020A Bonds and the 
proceedings and agreements relating thereto are qualified in their entirety by reference to the definitive forms of the 
Series 2020A Bonds and such proceedings and agreements.  This Official Statement is submitted only in connection with 
the sale of the Series 2020A Bonds by the Authority and may not be reproduced or used in whole or in part for any other 
purpose, except as specifically authorized by the Authority.  Any electronic reproduction of this Official Statement may 
contain computer-generated errors or other deviations from the printed Official Statement.  In any such case, the printed 
version controls. 

This Official Statement contains forecasts, projections and estimates that are based on expectations and 
assumptions which existed at the time such forecasts, projections and estimates were prepared.  The inclusion of such 
forecasts, projections and estimates should not be regarded as a representation by the Authority or the Underwriter that 
such forecasts, projections and estimates will occur.  Such forecasts, projections and estimates are not intended as 
representation of fact or guarantees of results.  If and when included in this Official Statement the words “expects,” 
“forecasts,” “intends,” “anticipates,” “estimates” and analogous expressions are intended to identify forward-looking 
statements and any such statements inherently are subjected to a variety of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results to differ materially from those projected.  Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, general economic and 
business conditions, changes in political, social and economic conditions, regulatory initiatives and compliance with 
governmental regulations, litigation and various other events, conditions and circumstances, many of which are beyond the 
control of the Authority.  These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they were prepared.  The Authority 
disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement 
contained herein (except as required by law) to reflect any change in the Authority’s expectations with regards thereto or 
any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. 

The Underwriter may offer and sell Series 2020A Bonds to certain dealers (including dealers depositing 
Series 2020A Bonds into investment trusts) and others at prices lower than the offering prices stated on the cover page of 
this Official Statement.  After the initial public offering, the Underwriter may change the price at which the Underwriter 
offers the Series 2020A Bonds for sale from time to time. 

In connection with the offering, the Underwriter may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or otherwise 
affect the price of the Series 2020A Bonds.  Specifically, the Underwriter may over allot the offering, creating a syndicate 
short position.  The Underwriter may bid for and purchase Series 2020A Bonds in the open market to cover such syndicate 
short position or to stabilize the price of Series 2020A Bonds.  Those activities may stabilize or maintain the market price 
of the Series 2020A Bonds above independent market levels.  The Underwriter is not required to engage in these activities 
and may end any of these activities at any time. 

The Underwriter has provided the following sentence for inclusion in this Official Statement.  The Underwriter 
has reviewed the information in the Official Statement in accordance with, and as a part of, its responsibilities to investors 
under the Federal securities laws as applied to the facts and circumstances of this transaction, but the Underwriter does not 
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information. 

IN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION INVESTORS MUST RELY ON THEIR OWN EXAMINATION 
OF THE AUTHORITY, THE GJGNY PROGRAM (AS HEREINAFTER DEFINED) AND THE TERMS OF THE 
OFFERING, INCLUDING THE SECURITY AND SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2020A BONDS AS 
DESCRIBED HEREIN AND THE MERITS AND RISKS INVOLVED.  THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN 
APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR ANY STATE 
SECURITIES COMMISSION NOR HAS THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR ANY STATE 
SECURITIES COMMISSION PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS OFFICIAL 
STATEMENT. 

No person has been authorized to give any information or to make any representations other than those contained 
in this Official Statement in connection with the offer made hereby, and if given or made, such information or 
representations must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Authority or the Underwriter.  Neither the 
delivery of this Official Statement nor any sale hereunder shall under any circumstances create any implication that there 



 

  

has been no change in the affairs of the Authority or the Program since the date hereof.  This Official Statement does not 
constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized, or in which the 
person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so, or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such 
offer or solicitation.  The information set forth herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. 
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SUMMARY OF TERMS 

The following is qualified in its entirety by reference to the information appearing elsewhere in this Official Statement.  
Terms used in this Official Statement and not defined herein are defined in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS 
AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 

Issuer .....................................................................................  The New York State Energy Research and Development 
Authority (the “Authority”) is a public benefit corporation 
of the State of New York (the “State”) created under the 
New York State Energy Research and Development 
Authority Act (the “Act”). 

Securities Offered ..................................................................  $16,690,000 Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency 
Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A of the 
Authority (the “Series 2020A Bonds”) are to be issued 
pursuant to the Indenture of Trust, dated as of October 1, 
2020 (the “Indenture”), between the Authority and The 
Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee (the “Trustee”), 
registrar and paying agent. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be limited obligations of the 
Authority, payable solely from and secured by the Pledged 
Revenues and Pledged Funds held by the Trustee, which 
includes all Pledged Loan Payments and all interest or other 
income derived from the investment or deposit of moneys 
in any Pledged Fund held by the Trustee under the 
Indenture. 

Interest and Principal .............................................................  Interest on the Series 2020A Bonds will accrue on the basis 
of a 360-day year, consisting of twelve 30-day months, 
from their delivery date at the rates set forth herein and will 
be payable semiannually on April 1 and October 1 of each 
year, commencing April 1, 2021 (each, an “Interest 
Payment Date”).  The record date for payment of interest 
on the Series 2020A Bonds is the fifteenth (15th) day of the 
calendar month immediately preceding the Interest 
Payment Date. 

Principal of the Series 2020A Bonds will be due as shown 
on the cover page of this Official Statement. 

Mandatory Redemption .........................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds are subject to redemption prior to 
maturity, in whole or in part, on each Interest Payment Date 
from amounts on deposit in the Redemption Fund from 
Excess Revenues (as defined herein). 

See the caption “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—
Redemption—Mandatory Redemption” herein. 
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Optional Redemption ............................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds are subject to redemption prior to 
maturity at the option of the Authority, in whole only, on 
any Interest Payment Date on and after the date on which 
the principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds is less than 
or equal to 10% of the original principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds. 

See the caption “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—
Redemption—Optional Redemption” herein. 

Form and Denomination ........................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds will be issued only in fully 
registered form registered in the name of Cede & Co. as 
nominee of The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”).  The 
Series 2020A Bonds will be issued in denominations of 
$100,000 or in any integral multiple of $5,000 in excess 
thereof. 

The Offering ..........................................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds are being offered to the public, 
subject to prior sale, when, as and if issued by the Authority 
and accepted by the Underwriter. 

Purpose of Issue ....................................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds are being issued to (a) finance 
loans made by the Authority to fund (i) the installation of 
energy efficiency improvements and (ii) the installation of 
solar electric systems in one-to-four family residential 
structures for eligible applicants as a part of the Authority’s 
Green Jobs—Green New York Program (the “GJGNY 
Program”), (b) fund a Reserve Fund and (c) pay the costs of 
issuing the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Green Bond Principles ..........................................................  The Authority has designated the Series 2020A Bonds as 
“Green Bonds” as the proceeds will be applied exclusively 
for projects and activities that promote renewable energy or 
energy efficiency purposes, and has received a 
“Second-Party Opinion of Alignment with Green Bond 
Principles for NYSERDA Series 2020A Bond Issuance” 
(attached as Appendix E hereto) from First Environment, 
Inc., an independent, third party auditor, that the 
Authority’s green bond framework is aligned with the 
Green Bond Principles as set by International Capital 
Market Association and has been consistently applied to the 
pre-issuance of the Series 2020A Bonds.  See the caption 
“USE OF PROCEEDS—Green Bond Principles” herein. 

Trustee ...................................................................................  The Bank of New York Mellon, New York, New York, is 
the trustee, registrar and paying agent under the Indenture.  

The GJGNY Program ............................................................  The Authority has established a revolving loan fund and 
financing mechanisms to provide loans to finance (i) the 
installation of energy efficiency improvements and (ii) the 
installation of solar electric systems for residential 1-4 
family dwellings (up to $25,000), as well as multifamily 
buildings (program limit $5,000 per unit or $500,000 per 
building), small business (fewer than 101 employees) and 
not-for-profit structures (up to $50,000) as a part of the 
GJGNY Program. 
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The Pledged Loan Payments will include loan payments 
derived from a portfolio of approximately $23.3 million of 
Program Loans (the “Portfolio Loans”).  See the caption 
“THE PORTFOLIO LOANS” for a description of the 
Portfolio Loans.  An amount equal to $15,821,989 of 
proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds will be deposited to 
the Loan Fund to reimburse the Authority’s revolving loan 
fund (the “GJGNY Revolving Fund”) for the assignment of 
Loan Payments from the Portfolio Loans upon the 
assignment to the Trustee of the right to receive Loan 
Payments with respect to the Portfolio Loans. 

The Portfolio Loans that will be the source of Pledged Loan 
Payments will be of two types.  As of the July 31, 2020 (the 
“Cutoff Date”), approximately 63.3% of the aggregate 
principal balance of the pool of Portfolio Loans consisted 
of “Smart Energy Loans” in which the residential obligor is 
billed monthly by the Servicer or pays the loan installment 
through an automated ACH payment.  The balance of the 
Portfolio Loans consists of “On-Bill Recovery Loans” 
wherein the monthly loan installment will be incorporated 
in the Borrower’s monthly or bimonthly utility bill and then 
transferred to the Servicer by the participating utility on a 
monthly basis. 

Origination ............................................................................  Slipstream Group Incorporated, operating as Energy 
Finance Solutions (the “Originator”), originated the 
Portfolio Loans. 

Servicer .................................................................................  Concord Servicing Corporation (the “Servicer”) will 
service Smart Energy Loans and On-Bill Recovery Loans 
and act as the custodian of the original promissory note for 
each Portfolio Loan.  For the On-Bill Recovery Loans, the 
participating utility acts as a subservicer, initially collecting 
the loan installment charge on its customer’s bill and 
remitting a payment to the Servicer on a monthly basis. 

Backup Servicer ....................................................................  Vervent, Inc. (the “Backup Servicer”) will agree to assume 
the primary portfolio servicing responsibilities if the 
Servicer resigns or is removed by the Authority. 

On-Bill Recovery Loan Servicing .........................................  The On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amount will be 
presented separately from any electricity/gas charges on a 
participating customer’s utility bill and will be subordinate 
to the billing and collection of the utility’s charges for 
electricity/gas services.  The participating utilities are 
Central Hudson Gas and Electric, Consolidated Edison 
Company of New York, Inc., Long Island Power Authority, 
New York State Electric and Gas Corporation, Niagara 
Mohawk Power Corporation (doing business as National 
Grid), Orange and Rockland, and Rochester Gas and 
Electric Corporation.  Each utility remits loan installment 
charges collected to the Servicer on a monthly basis. 

Utilities are obligated to collect the loan installment charges 
in the same manner as the collection of their service 
charges and in accordance with regulations adopted by the 
New York State Public Service Commission.  The 
collection processes include requirements for issuing notice 
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of termination for non-payment, entering into deferred 
payment arrangements, and ultimately termination of 
service. 

Not Debt of State ...................................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds shall not be a debt of the State nor 
shall the State be liable thereon. 

Enabling Legislation .............................................................  In addition to the pre-existing powers of the Authority, the 
Green Jobs—Green New York Act of 2009 established a 
revolving loan fund and other mechanisms to finance 
energy efficiency measures for residences, small businesses 
and not-for-profit corporations.  The Power New York Act 
of 2011 authorized an on-bill recovery financing 
mechanism for repayment of the Authority’s loans issued 
through the GJGNY Program through a charge collected on 
the participating customer’s utility bill. 

State Pledge and Agreement ..................................................  The Indenture will include the State’s pledge to, and 
agreement with, the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds that 
the State will not limit or alter the rights and powers vested 
in the Authority by the Act to fulfill the terms of any 
contract made by the Authority with such Owners, or in any 
way impair the rights and remedies of such Owners until 
such Series 2020A Bonds, together with the interest 
thereon, with interest on any unpaid installments of interest, 
and all costs and expenses in connection with any action or 
proceeding by or on behalf of such Owners, are fully met 
and discharged. 

Indenture ...............................................................................  The Indenture provides for the issuance of the 
Series 2020A Bonds pursuant to the Act, including the 
Authority’s pledge to the Trustee of the revenues, accounts 
and statutory and contractual covenants contained therein.  
The Trustee is authorized to enforce the Indenture and such 
covenants against the Authority.  See “APPENDIX A—
CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto. 

Disposition and Defeasance ..................................................  Generally, upon the sale, exchange, redemption, or other 
disposition (which would include a legal defeasance) of a 
Series 2020A Bond, an Owner generally will recognize 
taxable gain or loss in an amount equal to the difference 
between the amount realized (other than amounts 
attributable to accrued interest not previously includable in 
income) and such Owner’s adjusted tax basis in the 
Series 2020A Bond. 

The Authority may cause the deposit of moneys or 
securities in escrow in such amount and manner as to cause 
the Series 2020A Bonds to be deemed to be no longer 
Outstanding under the Indenture (a “defeasance”).  See the 
caption “Defeasance” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN 
DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto.  For Federal income tax purposes, 
such defeasance could result in a deemed exchange under 
Section 1001 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended (the “Code”), and a recognition by such Owner of 
taxable income or loss, without any corresponding receipt 
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of moneys.  In addition, the character and timing of receipt 
of payments on the Series 2020A Bonds subsequent to any 
such defeasance could also be affected.  See the caption 
“TAX MATTERS” herein. 

No Bankruptcy Authorization ...............................................  Under current law, the Authority is not authorized to seek 
protection from its creditors pursuant to the United States 
Bankruptcy Code. 

Tax Matters ...........................................................................  In the opinion of Hawkins Delafield & Wood LLP and Law 
Offices of Joseph C. Reid, P.A., Co-Bond Counsel, interest 
on the Series 2020A Bonds (i) is included in gross income 
for Federal income tax purposes pursuant the Code, and 
(ii) is exempt from personal income taxes imposed by the 
State of New York or any political subdivision thereof 
(including The City of New York).  See the caption “TAX 
MATTERS” herein. 

Rating ....................................................................................  The Series 2020A Bonds are expected to be rated “A (sf)” 
by Kroll Bond Rating Agency, LLC. 

Authority Contact ..................................................................  Office of the Treasurer, New York State Energy Research 
and Development Authority, 17 Columbia Circle, Albany, 
New York 12203. 
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT 

$16,690,000 
NEW YORK STATE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A 
(Federally Taxable) (Green Bonds) 

_______________________ 

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

This Official Statement (this “Official Statement”) sets forth certain information with respect to $16,690,000 
Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A (the “Series 2020A Bonds”) to be 
issued by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (the “Authority”).  The proceeds of the 
Series 2020A Bonds, together with moneys of the Authority, are being used to (a) finance loans made by the Authority to 
fund (i) the installation of energy efficiency improvements and (ii) the installation of solar electric systems in one-to-four 
family residential structures for eligible applicants as a part of the Authority’s Green Jobs—Green New York Program (the 
“GJGNY Program”), (b) fund a Reserve Fund and (c) pay the costs of issuance.  For a more complete description of the 
entire GJGNY Program, see the caption “GREEN JOBS-GREEN NEW YORK PROGRAM” herein.  See also the caption 
“THE PORTFOLIO LOANS” herein. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be issued under an Indenture of Trust, to be dated as of October 1, 2020 (the 
“Indenture”), between the Authority and The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee (the “Trustee”).  The Bank of New 
York Mellon will also act as the registrar and paying agent (the “Registrar and Paying Agent”) under the Indenture. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be limited obligations of the Authority, payable solely from and secured by 
Pledged Revenues and Pledged Funds held by the Trustee under the Indenture.  The Authority will pledge and assign to 
the Trustee in respect of the Series 2020A Bonds:  (i) all its right, title and interest in and to the Pledged Revenues (that is, 
all money, revenues and receipts to be received under the Indenture, including all Pledged Loan Payments and all interest 
or other income derived from the investment or deposit of moneys in any Pledged Fund) and to the extent provided in the 
Indenture, the rights of the Authority in and to the Program Agreements, to the extent applicable to Portfolio Loans; 
subject, however, to the Reserved Rights of the Authority; and (ii) all right, title, and interest in any Pledged Fund held by 
the Trustee under the Indenture and available under the terms of the Indenture for the payment of the Series 2020A Bonds.  
The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority Act, Title 9 of Article 8 of the Public Authorities Law 
of the State of New York, as amended (the “Act”), provides that it is the intention of the Act that any pledge made by the 
Authority shall be valid and binding from the time when the pledge is made, that the moneys so pledged and thereafter 
received by the Authority shall immediately be subject to the lien of such pledge without any physical delivery thereof or 
further act, and that the lien of any such pledge shall be valid and binding as against all parties having claims of any kind 
in tort, contract or otherwise against the Authority irrespective of whether such parties have notice thereof.  Under the Act, 
no instrument by which a pledge is created need be recorded. 

There are no significant assets or sources of funds available to pay the Series 2020A Bonds other than the 
Pledged Revenues and the Pledged Funds established pursuant to the Indenture.  The Series 2020A Bonds will not be 
guaranteed by the State.  Consequently, the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds must rely for repayment solely upon 
collection of the Pledged Revenues and any amounts held by the Trustee in the Pledged Funds pursuant to the Indenture.  
See the caption “INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS” herein. 

The factors affecting the GJGNY Program and the Series 2020A Bonds described throughout this Official 
Statement are complex and are not intended to be fully described in the preceding Summary of Terms or this Introductory 
Statement.  This Official Statement should be read in its entirety.  Brief descriptions of the Authority, the GJGNY 
Program, the Series 2020A Bonds, the Indenture and certain related agreements are included in this Official Statement.  
The descriptions of such documents contained herein do not purport to be comprehensive or definitive and are qualified in 
their entirety by reference to the entire text of such documents, and references herein to the Series 2020A Bonds are 
qualified in their entirety by reference to the forms thereof included in the Indenture and the information with respect 
thereto included in such documents, all of which are available for inspection at the principal corporate trust office of the 
Trustee in New York, New York.  A summary of the Indenture, together with defined terms used therein and in this 
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Official Statement, is contained in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto. 

All such descriptions are further qualified in their entirety by the application of bankruptcy, insolvency, 
fraudulent transfer, reorganization, moratorium and similar laws and laws and principles of equity relating to or affecting 
generally the enforcement of creditors’ rights. 

THE AUTHORITY 

The Authority is constituted pursuant to the Act (known as the New York State Energy Research and 
Development Authority Act).  The purposes of the Authority include the development and implementation of new energy 
technologies consistent with economic, social and environmental objectives and the development and encouragement of 
energy conservation technologies.  The Authority administers energy efficiency and renewable energy programs funded by 
charges imposed on electric and gas ratepayers, proceeds from the auction of carbon allowances, and Federal grants.  It 
also administers a Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard Program that provides incentives for the construction of new 
renewable energy electric generating systems.  The Authority’s staff also directs programs in research, development and 
the demonstration of new energy technologies in such areas as energy conservation, efficiency, storage and transmission, 
new sources of energy and conversion of or improvement in fossil fuel technologies.  The Authority’s Energy Analysis 
program provides information to government leaders and stakeholders to enable informed energy-related decision-making.  
This program also evaluates the Authority’s energy efficiency deployment and research and development programs and 
provides evaluation reports to senior management and other stakeholders. 

The Authority also holds title to two properties on behalf of the State of New York.  One, the Western New York 
Nuclear Service Center, the site of a former plant for reprocessing used nuclear fuel, is now the site of a demonstration and 
remediation program being conducted by the United States Department of Energy and the Authority.  The other, located in 
the Town of Malta, now known as the Saratoga Technology + Energy Park, is the subject of Authority plans to develop a 
campus for clean energy technology companies. 

The Authority is authorized to finance projects suitable for or related to:  the furnishing, generation, production, 
exploration, transmission, distribution, conservation, conversion or storage of energy or energy resources; the conversion 
of oil-burning facilities to alternate fuels; or the acquisition, extraction, conversion, transportation, storage, loading, 
unloading or reprocessing of fuel of any kind for industrial, manufacturing, warehousing, commercial, storage, research, 
recreational, educational, dormitory, health, mental hygiene or multi-family housing facilities or purposes, including, but 
not limited to, those projects which employ new energy technologies. 

The Authority is further empowered to issue bonds, notes and other obligations, the proceeds of which are used 
to promote its purposes, to otherwise borrow money to promote its purposes, including for the purposes of refunding 
outstanding Authority bonds and notes and paying costs related thereto, and to enter into contracts with respect thereto. 

Pursuant to such authorization, the Authority currently has $1.5 billion of conduit revenue bonds outstanding that 
were issued for the benefit of certain investor owned utilities in the State for pollution control and local furnishing of 
energy purposes.  Each such utility is the primary obligor on its respective separately secured Authority revenue bond 
issue and none of the loan payments made by any such utility to service and secure such outstanding Authority 
indebtedness are available to pay the debt service on the Series 2020A Bonds.  Such conduit revenue bonds issued for the 
benefit of investor owned utilities are not general obligations of the Authority and do not constitute an indebtedness of or a 
charge against the general credit of the Authority or give rise to any pecuniary liability of the Authority.  They are limited 
obligations of the Authority payable solely from and secured by payments made by such investor owned utilities for their 
respective revenue bond issues. 

The Authority previously issued six series of bonds to finance residential loans authorized by the GJGNY 
Program, consisting of three series of Residential Energy Efficiency Revenue Bonds, two series of Residential Solar Loan 
Revenue Bonds and one series of Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Revenue Bonds.  The trust estates for the 
previously issued series of Residential Energy Efficiency Revenue Bonds, Residential Solar Loan Revenue Bonds and 
Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Revenue Bonds each consist of collateral, including all revenues and receipts 
therefrom, that is wholly distinct and separate from the trust estate for the Series 2020A Bonds created by the Indenture.  
However, each of these trust estates include covenants whereby the Authority may under certain circumstances, and only 
to the extent the GJGNY Revolving Fund has moneys legally available therefore, be required to make payments to such 
trust estate.  As of July 31, 2020, the aggregate principal balance of the Authority’s Residential Energy Efficiency 
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Revenue Bonds outstanding was $56,395,000, the aggregate principal balance of the previously issued Residential Solar 
Loan Revenue Bonds outstanding was $36,705,562 and the aggregate principal balance of the Authority’s Residential 
Solar and Energy Efficiency Revenue Bonds outstanding was $13,085,000. 

The Authority may also issue additional bonds, notes and other obligations, the proceeds of which are used to 
promote its purposes including for the benefit of New York State’s investor-owned utilities, or otherwise borrow money to 
promote its purposes, including the purposes of refunding outstanding Authority bonds and notes and paying costs related 
thereto, and to enter into contracts with respect thereto, including loans from bond proceeds for the construction, 
acquisition, installation, reconstruction, improvement, maintenance, equipping, furnishing or leasing of any special energy 
project or for the reimbursement of costs incurred in connection with a special energy project completed or not completed 
at the time of such loan.  Solar electric installations and other residential energy efficiency improvements financed through 
the GJGNY Program are special energy projects. 

Under the Act, the membership of the Authority consists of the Commissioner of the New York State 
Department of Transportation, the Commissioner of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, the 
Chair of the New York State Public Service Commission and the Chair of the Power Authority of the State of New York, 
all of whom serve ex officio, and nine persons appointed by the Governor of the State of New York with the advice and 
consent of the Senate of the State.  The Chair of the Authority is appointed by the Governor of the State from among the 
members of the Authority.  The present members of the Authority and certain Executive Staff of the Authority are listed 
on the inside cover page of this Official Statement. 

Neither the members of the Authority nor any person executing the Series 2020A Bonds shall be liable 
personally on the Series 2020A Bonds or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the issuance of 
the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Pursuant to the Act, the property of the Authority and its income and operations are exempt from State taxation. 

Under current law, the Authority is not authorized to seek protection from its creditors pursuant to the United 
States Bankruptcy Code. 

See also the caption “INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS—Legislative and Regulatory Investment 
Considerations” herein. 

GREEN JOBS—GREEN NEW YORK PROGRAM 

Legislative Authorization 

The Authority’s GJGNY Program was authorized by Title 9-A of Article 8 of the Public Authorities Law of the 
State of New York, as amended (known as the Green Jobs—Green New York Act of 2009 and hereinafter referred to as 
the “GJGNY Act”), to establish a program to provide funding to support sustainable community development, create 
opportunities for green jobs, and establish a revolving loan fund to finance energy audits and energy efficiency retrofits or 
improvements for the owners or occupants of residential, multifamily, small business, and not-for-profit structures, 
including solar energy installations.  The GJGNY Act allocated $112 million from the proceeds of selling CO2 allowances 
under the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (“RGGI”) to fund program initiatives.  The Authority’s Board subsequently 
approved approximately $93.4 million in additional RGGI funds for funding program initiatives. 

Sections 1 through 11 of Chapter 388 of the Laws of 2011, as amended by Part DD of Chapter 58 of the Laws of 
2012 (hereinafter referred to as the “PNY Act”), established an on-bill recovery mechanism for loans issued by the 
Authority pursuant to the GJGNY Act.  The PNY Act directed and authorized the Authority to establish an on-bill 
recovery mechanism for repayment of loans for the performance of qualified energy efficiency services (as defined in the 
Act) for eligible projects through electric and gas corporations with annual revenues in excess of $200 million and the 
Long Island Power Authority.  The participating utilities are Central Hudson Gas and Electric, Consolidated Edison 
Company of New York, Inc., Long Island Power Authority, New York State Electric and Gas Corporation, Niagara 
Mohawk Power Corporation (doing business as National Grid), Orange and Rockland, and Rochester Gas and Electric 
Corporation (each, a “utility”).  The PNY Act initially limits the number of customers who may participate to no more 
than one-half of one percent of each utility’s total customers, provided that prior to reaching such limit, the Authority is 
required to petition the New York State Public Service Commission (“PSC”) to review said limit, and the PSC is required 
to increase such limit provided that it finds that the program has not caused significant harm to the utility or its ratepayers.  
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The PSC may suspend such an electric and gas corporation’s offering of the on-bill recovery charge provided that the 
PSC, after conducting a hearing, makes a finding that there is a significant increase in arrears or utility service 
disconnections that the PSC determines is directly related to the on-bill recovery charge, or a finding of other good cause. 

The PNY Act directed the Authority to pay a fee of $100 per loan to the utility in whose service territory such 
customer is located to help defray the costs that are directly associated with implementing the program and to pay a 
servicing fee of 1.00% of the loan amount to the utility in whose service territory such customer is located to help defray 
the costs that are directly associated with the program. 

The PNY Act provides that, unless fully satisfied prior to the sale or transfer of the property, the loan repayment 
shall survive such transfer and the remaining installments due shall be billed to the purchaser through their utility bill.  The 
PNY Act requires that a seller must notify a prospective purchaser in writing and provide certain information about the 
obligation prior to accepting a sale for the property.  Furthermore, the PNY Act requires the Authority to record, pursuant 
to article nine of the real property law, in the office of the appropriate recording officer, a declaration with respect to the 
property improved by such services of the existence of the loan and stating the total amount of the loan, the term of the 
loan, and that the loan is being repaid through a charge on an electric or gas meter associated with the property.  The 
declaration is required to further state that it is being filed pursuant to the PNY Act and, unless fully satisfied prior to sale 
or transfer of the property, the loan repayment utility meter charge will survive changes in ownership, tenancy, or meter 
account responsibility and, until fully satisfied, will constitute the obligation of the person responsible for the meter 
account.  Such declaration does not constitute a mortgage and will not create any security interest or lien on the property.  
Upon satisfaction of the loan, the Authority is required to file a declaration of repayment pursuant to article nine of the real 
property law. 

The PNY Act requires that schedules for the collection and billing of on-bill recovery charges provide that: 

• billing and collection services are available to all customers who have met the standards established by the 
Authority for participation and have executed an agreement for the performance of qualified energy 
efficiency services; 

• for residential properties, any such customer must hold primary ownership or represent the primary owner or 
owners of the premises and hold primary meter account responsibility or represent the primary holder or 
holders of meter account responsibility for all meters to which such on-bill recovery charges will apply; 

• the responsibilities of such electric and gas corporation are limited to providing billing and collection 
services for on-bill recovery charges as directed by the Authority; 

• the rights and responsibilities of residential customers paying on-bill recovery charges are governed by the 
provisions of Article 2 of the New York Public Service Law; 

• unless fully satisfied prior to sale or transfer, the on-bill recovery charges for any services provided at the 
customer’s premises will survive changes in ownership, tenancy or meter account responsibility, and arrears 
in on-bill recovery charges at the time of account closure or meter transfer will remain the responsibility of 
the incurring customer, unless expressly assumed by a subsequent purchaser of the property subject to such 
charges; 

• not less than forty-five (45) days after closure of an account that is subject to an on-bill recovery charge, and 
provided that the customer does not re-establish service with such utility, it is the responsibility of the 
Authority and not the utility to collect any arrears that are due and owing; 

• a customer remitting less than the total amount due for electric and/or gas services and on-bill recovery 
charges will have such partial payment first applied as payment for electric and/or gas services and any 
remaining amount will be applied to the on-bill recovery charge; 

• billing and collection services are available without regard to whether the energy or fuel delivered by the 
utility is the customer’s primary energy source; 
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• unless otherwise precluded by law, participation in the GJGNY Program does not affect a customer’s 
eligibility for any rebate or incentive offered by a utility; and 

• the on-bill recovery charge will be collected on the bill from the customer’s electric utility unless the 
qualified energy efficiency services at that customer’s premises result in more projected energy savings on 
the customer’s gas bill than the electric bill, in which case such charge will be collected on the customer’s 
gas utility bill. 

The PSC will not approve any application for the conversion to submetering of any master meter which is subject to any 
on-bill recovery charges. 

The PNY Act also provides that the rights and responsibilities of residential customers participating in GJGNY 
Program on-bill recovery are substantially comparable to those of electric and gas customers not participating in on-bill 
recovery, and charges for on-bill recovery are treated as charges for utility service for the purpose of the PNY Act, 
provided that: 

• all determinations and safeguards related to the termination and reconnection of service also apply to 
on-bill recovery charges billed by a utility; 

• in the event that the responsibility for making utility payments has been assumed by occupants of a 
multiple dwelling or by occupants of a two-family dwelling, such occupants are not billed for any 
arrears of on-bill recovery charges or any prospective on-bill recovery charges, which will remain the 
responsibility of the incurring customer; 

• deferred payment agreements are available to customers participating in on-bill recovery on the same 
terms as other customers, and the utility retains the same discretion to defer termination of service as 
for any other delinquent customer; 

• where a customer has a budget billing plan or levelized payment plan, the utility is required to 
recalculate the payments under such plan to reflect the projected effects of installing energy efficiency 
measures as soon as practicable after receipt of information on the energy audit and qualified energy 
efficiency services selected; 

• late payment charges on unpaid on-bill recovery charges are determined as provided in the New York 
Public Service Law on, or as otherwise consented to by, the customer in the agreement and any such 
charges are remitted to the Authority; 

• when a complaint is related solely to work performed under the GJGNY Program or to the appropriate 
amount of on-bill recovery charges, the utility is only required to inform the customer of the complaint 
handling procedures of the Authority, which retains responsibility for handling such complaints, and 
such complaints are not deemed to be complaints about utility service in any other PSC action or 
proceeding; 

• billing information is required to include information on the on-bill recovery charges, including the 
basis for such charges, and any information or inserts provided by the Authority related thereto; and 

• at least annually the Authority is required to provide the utility with information for inclusion or 
insertion in the customer’s bill that sets forth the amount and duration of remaining on-bill recovery 
charges and the Authority’s contact information and procedures for resolving customer complaints with 
such charges. 

Regulatory Approvals 

The PSC issued an Order effective December 15, 2011 approving tariff filings by each of the six major electric 
and gas corporations establishing the billing and collection procedures for the on-bill recovery charges, in compliance with 
the provisions of the amended statute.  On April 19, 2012 the PSC issued an Order amending the tariffs to remove late 
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payment charges on unpaid loan installment charges to avoid the pyramiding of late fees and ensure compliance with 
federal banking regulations (12 CFR, Part 226). 

GJGNY Program 

The Authority is responsible for administering the GJGNY Program, which among other things authorized and 
directed the Authority to provide financing for residential energy efficiency improvement loans and loans to finance the 
installation of solar electric (also referred to as photovoltaic, or PV) systems in the State for owners of residential 1-4 
family buildings.  The GJGNY Program was funded initially with $112 million in RGGI funds authorized by the GJGNY 
Act, and approximately $93.4 million in additional RGGI funds approved by the Authority’s Board, of which about $112.2 
million was allocated for a GJGNY Revolving Fund for residential loans (the balance of funding is used for workforce 
development initiatives, outreach and marketing, energy audit subsidies, and program administration, implementation and 
evaluation costs for other program activities authorized by the GJGNY Act).  Consistent with such purpose, a portion of 
such funds is pledged under an agreement between the Authority and the New York State Environmental Facilities 
Corporation (the “NYSEFC”) to reimburse NYSEFC for payments, if any, made under its guaranty of one series of the 
Authority’s bonds and to secure the payment of two other series of Authority bonds issued to NYSEFC.  All such bonds 
were issued to fund energy audits and energy efficiency improvements for eligible applicants.  The amount so pledged is 
not available to pay the Series 2020A Bonds. 

THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM 

General 

Through the GJGNY Act, the Authority offers loans to finance the installation of solar electric systems and other 
residential energy efficiency measures in 1-4 family residential homes.  Pursuant to the GJGNY Act, residential loans are 
limited to not more than $13,000 per Borrower, or not more than $25,000 if the financed project payback is 15 years or 
less.  Loans are offered at loan terms of 5, 10, or 15 years, and must meet project cost effectiveness criteria.  Loans were 
originally offered with a 2.99% interest rate (except for loans issued from loan applications received during a temporary 
promotional period from June 1, 2020 to June 15, 2020 described under the caption “THE AUTHORITY’S 
RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring” herein, which were issued at a 0.00% 
interest rate).  Since January 1, 2013, loans have been offered with interest rates between 3.49% and 7.99% (plus 0.5% for 
Smart Energy Loans not repaid through ACH repayment) based upon the Borrower’s household income as compared to 
the applicable county medium income.  The GJGNY financing program offers both unsecured consumer loans, repaid 
through automated monthly ACH repayment or through statement billing, hereinafter referred to as “Smart Energy 
Loans,” and loans repayable through an installment charge on the obligor’s participating electric and gas utility bill, 
hereinafter referred to as “On-Bill Recovery Loans.”  Both loans are issued by the Originator (as defined herein) using 
loan underwriting criteria set by the Authority.  The Authority reimburses the Originator for conforming Smart Energy 
Loans and funds On-Bill Recovery Loans and pays the Originator an origination fee.  The Smart Energy Loans are 
serviced directly by the Servicer (as defined herein); the Servicer also services the On-Bill Recovery Loans, with initial 
billing and collections performed by the respective utility. 

The contractual rights of the Authority under its respective agreements with the Originator, the Servicer, the 
Backup Servicer (as defined herein) and the participating utilities as described herein are not assigned or pledged by the 
Authority pursuant to the Indenture and cannot be enforced directly by the Trustee or by Owners.  Amounts received by 
the Authority as a result of its exercise of such rights, other than any Pledged Loan Payments remitted to the Authority, do 
not constitute Pledged Revenues and are not assigned or pledged by the Authority under the Indenture.  See the captions 
“DESCRIPTION OF THE INDENTURE—Enforcement of Loan Agreements” and “—Representations, Warranties and 
Covenants as to Program Agreements” herein. 

Solar electric systems are installed by contractors approved through the NY-Sun Initiative.  The NY-Sun 
Initiative has committed more than $1 billion to stimulate the marketplace and increase the number of solar electric 
systems across the State over 10 years and aims to add more than 3 gigawatts of installed solar capacity in the State by 
2023.  The ultimate goal of the NY-Sun Initiative is the development of a sustainable, self-sufficient solar industry in the 
State.  To get there, the NY-Sun Initiative has incentive programs that support solar projects for commercial and industrial 
companies, homes, multifamily buildings, small commercial, not-for-profit and municipal buildings.  Funding for the 
program has been allocated by the New York State Public Service Commission through the Renewable Portfolio Standard 
and Clean Energy Fund (CEF) programs with additional funding made available through the Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative. 
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The NY-Sun Initiative program establishes incentives based on a Megawatt (MW) Block structure that is 
designed to provide certainty and transparency to the solar industry and their customers regarding incentive levels.  The 
structure provides a clear signal to the industry that New York State intends to eliminate cash incentives in a reasonable 
timeframe, and allow for the elimination of those incentives sooner in regions where market conditions can support it, 
based on market penetration, demand, and payback.  The MW Block approach allocates megawatt targets to specific 
regions of the State, breaks those targets into blocks, and assigns incentives per block.  Incentives are awarded based on 
the block in effect at the time of submission.  Once all blocks within a region/sector are fully subscribed, the incentive is 
no longer available to that region/sector.  The program is divided into geographic regions (PSEG Long Island, Con Edison, 
and Upstate) and sectors (Residential, Small Commercial, and Commercial/Industrial).  Incentives are only available for 
new solar electric systems designed and installed by participating contractors and builders.  Incentives will be provided 
directly to the contractor of record for the project, not to the customer or builder. 

The program relies on contractors to install new solar electric systems for customers seeking incentives through 
the program.  Contractors are responsible for the contract with the customer, while builders are responsible for the 
installation of the system.  A company that is approved as both a contractor and builder is responsible for all aspects of the 
project.  Before a contractor and builder can work together, they must establish a contractor-builder relationship agreement 
through the program.  To participate in the program, a company must submit a contractor application, enter into a 
Participation Agreement with the Authority and must meet requirements of the Authority’s Residential and Small 
Commercial Program Manual.  An average-sized residential solar electric system produces approximately 8,797 kilowatt 
hours (kWh) per year.  The customer’s savings on their electric bill is tied to the retail electric rate, which varies by utility 
company and region, with a rough estimate around $0.1645/kWh, as a weighted average across the state.  While actual bill 
savings will vary based on system size, design, equipment, and geographic location, an average residential solar electric 
system will generate approximately $1,447 in electric bill savings per year. 

In connection with the residential energy efficiency loan program, services are delivered by Authority approved 
contractors, who identify and install cost-effective improvements to reduce energy consumption in New York State’s 
one-to-four family residential structures.  Contractors perform a comprehensive home energy assessment (audit), including 
health and safety testing, prior to performing work, and also a “test out” of the house after work is complete to ensure a 
safe and healthy environment after installation of energy-efficiency improvements.  The GJGNY Program offers 
low-interest financing to encourage comprehensive work scopes, including a homeowner cash back incentive for those 
households qualifying for the Assisted Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® program.  Residential energy efficiency 
improvements through this program include building shell improvements, high-efficiency heating and cooling 
improvements, ENERGY STAR® appliances and lighting. 

Residential energy efficiency improvements are installed by participating contractors which have entered into 
agreements with the Authority.  Contractors delivering audits and performing services must be accredited by the Building 
Performance Institute (“BPI”).  BPI accreditation includes a review of certain business standards and practices, in addition 
to technical certification requirements.  The Authority performs quality assurance inspections on approximately 15 percent 
of projects to ensure contractor work meets program standards.  In addition, BPI performs quality assurance inspections to 
ensure work meets BPI’s technical standards.  If projects fail to meet standards, BPI and/or the Authority follow up with 
the contractor to ensure remediation takes place.  Failure to meet BPI and program standards may result in probation, 
suspension, loss of accreditation and/or removal from program, in accordance with BPI and the Authority’s processes.  
Consumers select a participating contractor providing services in their area from a list of about 180 participating 
contractors available on the Authority’s website.  First year estimated savings for all residential energy efficient projects 
(including those not funded with a GJGNY loan) is on average $620 or approximately 8% of the average project costs of 
$8,103. 

Sales and Marketing 

The GJGNY Program is marketed on a state-wide basis by the Authority through a print and social media 
campaign, through competitively selected constituency-based organizations performing direct community outreach, and 
through marketing, sales and outreach activities conducted by solar installation contractors. 

Originator and Origination Agreement 

Both Smart Energy Loans and On-Bill Recovery Loans are originated by Slipstream Group Incorporated (the 
“Originator”).  The Originator was formed as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation in 1980 with the mission to champion and 
deliver innovative energy initiatives that produce enduring economic and environmental benefits for all.  In 1996, the 
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Originator launched its turn-key renewable energy and energy efficiency financing program, known as Energy Finance 
Solutions (“EFS”).  The Originator has more than 167 professional employees (28 of which are in the Residential EFS 
department), delivering financing services in more than ten states, and has its corporate headquarters located in Madison, 
Wisconsin.  The Originator serves clients in 21 states, including New York, focusing on four core product lines:  energy 
efficiency and renewable energy program implementation and marketing; financing program development, 
implementation and marketing; building science training, certification, and quality assurance; and climate, emerging 
technology, and utility business model research.  The Originator’s services include program design; capital sourcing; 
lender management and fund administration; trade ally recruitment, management, and certification; project development 
and quality assurance; information/contact center; marketing; education and event management; customer, retailer, income 
verification and contractor incentive and loan payment processing; portfolio, program, and project tracking and reporting 
including energy and carbon metrics.  The Originator is governed by a board of directors that currently numbers 11 
members and is managed by an eight-member executive team.  Since its inception, EFS has originated and financed more 
than $575 million in loans, serving over 58,000 customers with energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. 

The Originator originated, or will continue to originate, the Smart Energy Loans and On-Bill Recovery Loans 
pursuant to the terms and provisions of an Agreement, dated as of January 1, 2010, between the Authority and the 
Originator, and an Agreement, effective as of June 1, 2017, between the Authority and the Originator (collectively, as 
amended and supplemented, the “Origination Agreement”) as described under this caption “THE AUTHORITY’S 
RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM.”  The current term of the Origination Agreement ends on May 31, 2022; however, 
the Origination Agreement may be terminated by the Authority at any time, with or without cause, upon ninety (90) days 
prior written notice to the Originator.  Pursuant to the Origination Agreement, the Originator directly funds each On-Bill 
Recovery and Smart Energy Loans in the name of the Authority.  The Originator is responsible for assuring that each loan 
complies with the terms and conditions and loan underwriting standards at the time the applicable loan is underwritten, 
and the Originator is responsible for the total loss incurred by the Authority resulting from such non-compliance, not to 
exceed the outstanding loan balance and related interest. 

Underwriting—Loan Approval Process 

Applicants submit a credit application to the Originator on-line, by mail or by fax.  The credit application 
requires the applicant to document income stated on the credit application by providing copies of relevant income 
supporting documentation for each source of income or by providing a copy or transcript of the prior year’s federal income 
tax return; provided, however, Borrowers applying for loans less than $5,000 and Borrowers with FICO®∗ scores greater 
than 720 are not required to document their income.  The Originator reviews loan applications and originates loans 
pursuant to loan underwriting criteria established by the Authority.  The Originator is paid an origination fee of $165 per 
originated Smart Energy Loan and $225 per originated On-Bill Recovery Loan; the Originator charges a fee of $150 to the 
loan applicant for either loan, which may be included in the amount financed.  Loans under the GJGNY Program are 
initially funded from the GJGNY Revolving Fund.  The Authority’s underwriting standards categorize loans as “Tier 1” 
and “Tier 2” loans.  Based on current standards, to be classified as a “Tier 1” loan, the underlying Borrowers must comply 
with the following at the time the loan is applied for: 

• FICO® score of at least 640; 

• Debt-to-income ratio not greater than 50% (Borrowers with FICO scores greater than 780 do not have a debt 
to income ratio limitation); 

• No reported bankruptcies, foreclosures, or repossessions within the prior seven years; and 

• No reported combined outstanding collections, judgments or tax liens greater than $2,500. 

Consistent with provisions in the GJGNY Act and the legislation authorizing on-bill recovery financing, which 
directed the Authority to use its best efforts to broaden access to financing by consumers, the Authority developed 
alternative underwriting standards for approval of “Tier 2” loans in order to broaden those that qualify by reducing credit 
score requirements, substituting satisfactory energy bill and mortgage payment history, allowing for a higher level of 
debt-to-income, and requiring a shorter period for any prior bankruptcies.  Borrowers of “Tier 2” loans must comply with 
the following at the time the loan is originated: 
                                                             
∗ FICO® is a federally registered trademark of Fair Isaac Corporation. 
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• FICO® score of at least 540; 

• For Borrowers with FICO® scores of less than 640, the Borrower must have been current on all mortgage 
payments for the prior 12 months, with no payments being more than sixty (60) days delinquent during the 
prior 24 months; 

• Borrowers with FICO® scores less than 600 may not have a debt-to-income ratio greater than 70%; 
Borrowers with FICO® scores less than 680, but at least 600, may not have a debt-to-income ratio greater 
than 75%; and Borrowers with FICO® scores of 680 or greater may not have a debt-to-income ratio greater 
than 80%; provided, however, Borrowers who are income-qualified for Assisted Home Performance with 
ENERGY STAR incentives that fund up to $4,000 or 50% of the project cost may have a debt-to-income 
ratio up to 100%, regardless of their FICO® score; 

• No bankruptcies, foreclosures, or repossessions within the last two years; and 

• No combined outstanding collections, judgments or tax liens greater than $2,500. 

In addition to the above criteria, loans must meet the following project cost-effectiveness requirements: 

• On-Bill Recovery Loan monthly payments may not exceed 1/12th of the estimated average annual energy cost 
savings over the loan term. 

• Smart Energy Loans must either: (a) financed pre-qualified improvements are at least 85% of the loan amount; or 
(b) estimated energy cost savings over the anticipated life of improvements must be at least 80% of the total 
principal and interest to be paid on the loan. 

The Indenture provides that Indenture funds may be applied to “Tier 2” loans only if such loans were originated at least 
five years prior to the date such “Tier 2” loan is pledged.  As of the Cutoff Date, 21.1% of the Portfolio Loan by aggregate 
principal amount consisted of “Tier 2” loans. 

The Originator prepares loan documents to be signed by the Borrower(s) and disburses the loan proceeds to the 
contractor upon submission of a certification of completion signed by the contractor and the Borrower(s) for Energy 
Efficiency projects, and upon completion of the utility interconnection for Solar Voltaic projects.  On a weekly basis, the 
Originator submits completed loans to the Authority’s competitively selected master loan servicer (the “Servicer”), 
initially Concord Servicing Corporation, for servicing of the loans.  The Servicer determines conformance with the 
Authority’s loan underwriting standards based on a sample of 15% of the loans issued by the Originator.  Once accepted 
by the Servicer, the Authority reimburses the Originator for the loan disbursement from the GJGNY Revolving Fund.  The 
Servicer is responsible for Borrower billing and collections. 

Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring 

The Originator procures a credit report for each applicant.  The loans are offered to consumers at fixed interest 
rates established by the Authority.  Since in the inception of the program, loans have been offered at rates ranging from 
2.99% to 8.49% depending on various factors in place at such time (except for loans issued from loan applications 
received during a temporary promotional period from June 1, 2020 to June 15, 2020 described below, which were issued 
at a 0.00% interest rate).  Currently, loans are offered at 3.49% if the borrower’s address is located in a federal census 
block group where more than 50% of the residents have census-reported household income of less than or equal to 120% 
of county median income, or if the borrower submits income documentation meeting this criteria; for borrowers not 
meeting these criteria, loans are offered at 6.99% (in both cases, the interest rate is 0.5% higher for Smart Energy Loans 
not repaid through ACH repayment). 

The Authority offered a temporary 0.00% interest rate promotion designed to help support contractors resume 
activities which had been suspended under the “New York State on Pause” Executive Order responding to the COVID-19 
Pandemic.  See the caption “INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS—Considerations Relating to the Pledged Revenues—
COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019)” herein.  The Authority began accepting applications for program loans at 0.00% 
on June 1, 2020, and suspended the offering on June 15, 2020 once applications had exceeded a cap that had been 
established for the promotion.  In total, approximately 2,100 applications were received representing approximately $29 
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million in loan principal.  As of July 31, 2020, 29 of these loans were issued and outstanding in the Portfolio Loans with 
an aggregate principal balance of $309,295, representing 1.3% of the Portfolio Loans. 

Servicer and Servicing Agreement 

The Authority has a servicing agreement with Concord Servicing Corporation (“Concord”) to service the 
Portfolio Loans (defined and described more fully under the caption “THE PORTFOLIO LOANS” herein).  Concord is a 
recognized leader in portfolio servicing and financial technology, delivering solutions to meet the demands of loan 
originators and capital providers (and their customers) in multiple asset classes.  Founded in 1988, Concord delivers 
comprehensive portfolio servicing solutions, including billing, payment processing and critical reporting.  Additional 
services include loan validation and audit services, electronic custodial services, third party customer service, delinquency 
collections and loss mitigation.  Concord’s corporate headquarters and base of operations is in Scottsdale, Arizona, with a 
satellite office in Mexico City, Mexico. 

Concord is a dual-site, full-scope servicer for clients who are owners and originators of consumer receivables, 
secured and unsecured, across a variety of asset classes including home improvement, solar, energy efficiency, vacation 
ownership and landholdings.  Founded in 1988, Concord services two million consumer obligations totaling $6.7B, of 
which $1.7B are part of asset-backed securitizations.  Concord also serves as a backup servicer for $2.9B of consumer 
receivables that are part of structured financings. 

As a financial technology service provider, Concord works to keep data safe and secure by investing in enterprise 
technologies, implementing stringent physical security controls and mandating strict procedural controls. 

Concord is PCI Data Security Standard (DSS) compliant and has incorporated tokenization for credit cards 
through a third-party payment gateway.  Concord’s platform includes a significant investment in disaster recovery 
processes to ensure business continuity in the event of a disruptive event. 

Concord annually engages KPMG, LLP to perform a Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements 
(SSAE 16) Service Organization Control Report 1 (SOC 1SM) over Concord’s receivables servicing system and suitability 
of the design and operating effectiveness of its controls. 

Concord fosters a workplace culture that values integrity and ethical conduct by operating an effective corporate 
compliance program that integrates all compliance efforts—from compliance with external regulations to compliance with 
internal rules and procedures.  As an example, Concord’s Contact Center maintains a formal Compliance Management 
System (CMS), which outlines the policies and procedures for activities within the Contact Center and identifies the 
systems and controls in place to ensure consistent compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including the Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act, and the Telephone Consumer Protection Act.  Concord’s 
full-time Chief Compliance Officer oversees all efforts in this area. 

Throughout every stage of the COVID-19 global pandemic, Concord has been closely monitoring and preparing 
for possible scenarios to ensure the right plans and resources are in place.  Though Concord’s corporate office in 
Scottsdale, AZ, and its regional office in Mexico City, Mexico, remain open for business, Concord has taken strict 
measures to reduce any unnecessary exposure to the COVID-19 pandemic by ensuring all of its employees who can work 
from home continue to do so and meetings are being held virtually.  Concord’s comprehensive Business Continuity plan 
was designed to address various threats and vulnerabilities, and its ongoing strategies for responding to the COVID-19 
pandemic are embedded within its Business Continuity plan and emergency response methodology. 

A core team has been established and is actively working to ensure the decisions that Concord has made and 
continues to make are based on the most current information available.  Concord is committed to seamlessly providing the 
service and support its clients have come to expect, and is taking all necessary steps to minimize any disruption so that the 
needs of its clients and business partners are met. 

For more information and updates on Concord’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, visit 
https://www.concordservicing.com/covid-19-update.  This website is not incorporated into and shall not be deemed to be a 
part of this Official Statement. 

The Authority has entered into an Agreement, dated as of the 3rd day of November, 2010 (as amended and 
supplemented, the “Servicing Agreement”), with the Servicer, to provide for the servicing of the Portfolio Loans.  With 
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respect to the Series 2020A Bonds, the Servicer agrees to remain the loan servicer of the Portfolio Loans until the 
Series 2020A Bonds are no longer outstanding or until such time as a new Servicer has been appointed by the Authority 
and is acting as Servicer with respect to the Portfolio Loans.  The Servicing Agreement may be terminated by the 
non-defaulting party upon (a) thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other party specifying such default and (b) failure 
of such defaulting party to cure such default within such thirty-day period.  Failure by the Authority to make any payment 
required under the Servicing Agreement when due is deemed a default thereunder. 

The Servicing Agreement appoints the Servicer as custodian for the Loan Agreements, and the Servicer accepts 
such custodianship and agrees to segregate such Loan Agreements from its own and from its other clients’ files and 
materials. 

Pursuant to the Servicing Agreement, the Servicer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Authority from and 
against all liabilities, losses, claims, damages, judgments, penalties, causes of action, costs and expenses (including, 
without limitation, attorneys’ fees and expenses) imposed upon or incurred by or asserted against the Authority resulting 
from or arising out of the Servicer’s negligence in the performance of the Servicing Agreement. 

The Servicer receives a weekly data file from the Originator posted through a secure File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP) site, containing information about loans for which it disbursed loan proceeds.  The Originator also sends the original 
loan documents, and copies of loan application, credit report and other information supporting the credit approval for the 
weekly batch of new loans to the Servicer.  The Servicer reviews the data file to determine that formatting requirements 
are met.  Once the file has been reviewed, the Servicer imports the data into its servicing system.  The loans are validated 
through a setup program in the servicing system.  The Servicer then reviews a sample of approximately 15% of the new 
loans to determine that the loan approval complies with the Authority’s loan underwriting standards, by reviewing the 
supplied credit application and supporting information.  Exceptions are reported to the Authority and the Originator for 
resolution.  Once the data validation and loan standards validation are complete, the Servicer posts the new loans into the 
active loan servicing system and provides balancing reports by email to the Authority for review. 

On a weekly basis, the Servicer posts an On-Bill Recovery Loan Establishment file on its secure FTP site for any 
On-Bill Recovery Loans issued to customers for each utility to initiate billing of the On-Bill Recovery Loan installments 
on the customer’s utility bill.  Under the terms of the billing services agreement between each utility and the Authority, the 
utility agrees to commence the billing on the customer’s bill no later than the second billing cycle commencing after the 
date the Servicer provides the new account file. 

Once processed by the utility, the utility posts a weekly Account Opening File on the Servicer’s secure FTP site 
confirming its establishment of the On-Bill Recovery Loan installment charge on the customer’s bill, provides the 
customer’s next scheduled meter reading date (which provides an indication of the billing cycle in which the installment 
charge is expected to commence).  The file also reports any rejections of processing, which the Servicer reviews and 
follows up with the utility as appropriate. 

Procedures for payment processing vary based on the type of loan.  For each loan, payments collected by the 
Servicer are held in an account in the name of the Issuer and will be transferred to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue 
Fund no less frequently than each Business Day (subject to retention of an amount not in excess of $1,000). 

On-Bill Servicing Parameters 

On-Bill Recovery Loans are billed and collected by the participating utility pursuant to a billing services 
agreement with the Authority.  Each utility other than the Long Island Power Authority serves and bills its customers 
according to the general rules of its rate schedules, as filed with and approved by the PSC as the same may be modified or 
superseded from time to time, the New York Public Service Law, the PSC’s regulations in Title 16 of the Codes, Rules 
and Regulations of the State of New York, the utility’s business procedures, and the utility’s Vendor Agreement with New 
York State Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance, and local Department(s) of Social Services within its service 
territory.  The Long Island Power Authority serves and bills its customers according to the general rules of the Authority’s 
Tariff for Electric Service, as the same may be modified or superseded from time to time, the New York Public Service 
Law and its business procedures. 
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Pursuant to its billing services agreement, each utility is obligated to:  

• configure and upgrade its customer billing system to accommodate on-bill recovery of the Authority’s loan 
installments; 

• accept loan installment information from the Authority and commence billing, collecting, and remitting the 
On-Bill Recovery Loan installments in accordance with the provisions of a Process Document, which details 
the procedures to be followed by them in fulfilling their statutory and related duties with respect to the 
On-Bill Recovery (“OBR”) Program, including a description of the mechanisms and requirements for the 
exchange of OBR Program-related information between the parties and their designated agents (a “Process 
Document”); 

• remit on the 15th day of the month all amounts paid by customers for the On-Bill Recovery Loan 
installments during the preceding month to the Authority or its designated agent by electronic (ACH) 
payment using account information provided in writing by the Authority; 

• provide accurate information to the Authority in the files and by the methods defined and according to the 
due dates stated in the data exchange protocols, as the same may be amended from time to time; 

• provide to customers with On-Bill Recovery Loans any bill inserts required by law, including the On-Bill 
Recovery Mechanism Process for Submission and Resolution of Customer Complaints (“Customer Dispute 
Resolution Procedure”); 

• advise the Authority of successor customers following the closing of the utility account for the premises’ 
electric and/or gas utility meter(s) where the previous customer was being billed by a utility for the On-Bill 
Recovery Loan installments; and 

• apply customer payments to its electric and/or gas charges before applying payments to the On-Bill 
Recovery Loan installments and comply with specific rules for the application of partial payments, payment 
in excess of the amount due and public assistance and Home Energy Assistance Program payments. 

The utility is not responsible for billing or collection of any On-Bill Recovery Loan installments for a customer while the 
Authority is billing such customer directly and the utility will not accept for collection any arrears due to the Authority’s 
direct billing of a customer or any arrears transferred to the Authority for collection. 

The Authority’s responsibilities under each billing services agreement are to: 

• ensure that all customers for whom it transmits to the utility OBR Program loan establishment information 
have entered into valid, enforceable contractual obligations to repay loans for qualified energy efficiency 
services for eligible projects; 

• on a monthly basis, report to each utility the number of loan applications in process, the number of loans 
outstanding, and the maximum number of accounts eligible for the utility OBR Program in the utility’s 
service territory; 

• provide each utility accurate information in a timely manner for:  (i) use in the identification of customers 
with On-Bill Recovery Loan installment loans, (ii) the billing and collection of On-Bill Recovery Loan 
installments, and (iii) calculating the fees due from the Authority to the utility, and to provide information to 
each utility in the files and by the methods defined and according to the due dates stated in the Data 
Exchange Protocols, as the same may be amended from time to time; 

• resolve directly with utility’s customers any disputes related to the On-Bill Recovery Loan installments or 
the utility OBR Program; 

• notify initial Borrowers subsequent to the closing of their loans that the On-Bill Recovery Loan installments 
will be appearing on their utility bills; 
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• notify successor customers of their obligation to pay the On-Bill Recovery Loan installments as part of their 
monthly utility bills and of the terms of payment and consequences of non-payment; 

• requests by the Authority or its contractor for the utility to provide the Authority or its contractor with 
customer account billing and payment history information in connection with the utility OBR Program are 
based on written customer consent given to the Authority or its contractor, evidence of which the Authority 
or its contractor is required to retain for a minimum of six years; and 

• annually provide the utility in both paper and electronic formats acceptable to the utility copies of its bill 
insert describing its Customer Dispute Resolution Procedures and, at other times as may be required, any 
other bill insert required by law. 

The utility billing function responsibilities include: 

• no earlier than the first bill for a billing period, and no later than the second billing cycle after the utility 
receives from the Authority a valid customer account number, monthly On-Bill Recovery Loan installment 
amount and number of the On-Bill Recovery Loan installments to be billed, the utility is required to issue to 
each customer so designated, in accordance with its normal business practices, bills for electric and/or gas 
service that include the monthly On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amount; 

• billing of the On-Bill Recovery Loan installment shall continue until the number of loan installments billed 
equals the number of loan installments to be billed or the On-Bill Recovery Loan is satisfied, whichever 
occurs first, unless billing of On-Bill Recovery Loan installments is stopped earlier for any reason described 
in the Process Document; a customer receiving electric and/or gas utility bills on a bi-monthly basis will be 
billed for two On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts on each utility bill; 

• the utility’s cancellation of a customer’s previously billed electric and/or gas service charges will not result 
in the cancellation of On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts previously billed; 

• the utility will apply the same due dates to On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts as applicable to 
other utility charges; 

• customers with unpaid On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts will be subject to the applicable 
provisions of the Governing Utility Service Documents regarding charges for collection, reconnection and 
dishonored payments, deferred payment agreements and termination/disconnection and reconnection of 
service; 

• the utility will not bill occupants of a multiple dwelling or two-family dwelling, who pay utility charges 
otherwise due from the customer responsible for the premises in order to avoid termination of service to the 
entire premises or to restore service that was terminated, for any arrears of On-Bill Recovery Loan 
installment amounts or any prospective On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts, which are the 
responsibility of the incurring customer; 

• the utility will not bill post-petition accounts opened for customers in bankruptcy unless the loan is assumed 
by the trustee in bankruptcy or not discharged in the judgment and the Authority notifies the utility that 
On-Bill Recovery Loan installments should be billed; 

• the utility’s bills to customers with On-Bill Recovery Loans will include a line item entitled “NYSERDA 
Loan Installment” and will include the Authority’s contact information for questions related to On-Bill 
Recovery Loan installment or the OBR Program; and 

• at least once annually, the utility is required to provide notice to customers with On-Bill Recovery Loans, 
for such payment installments that remain subject to on-bill recovery, the dollar amount of remaining 
unbilled On-Bill Recovery Loan installments and the number of unbilled On-Bill Recovery Loan 
installments remaining. 
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Payment Application:  Smart Energy Loan billing—pay by check 

As of the Cutoff Date, 10.9% of the aggregate principal balance of Pledged Loan Payments were processed by 
check payment by the customer.  For Portfolio Loans setup for payment by check with statement billing, the Servicer 
mails a statement to the Borrower twenty-one (21) days in advance of the due date reporting the upcoming installment 
amount due and any unpaid prior balance.  The statement includes a coupon with the customer loan number to be returned 
with payment made payable to the Authority.  On a daily basis, payments are received at the Servicer’s office.  Payments 
are sorted for input by a services coordinator and delivered to the assigned account representative.  Batches are input into 
the servicing system and ascertained through secondary entry of the payment amount.  Once the batch has been 
ascertained and balanced, payments are systematically applied to consumer accounts, system assigned payment application 
is reviewed, updated as needed, and posted. 

The account representative sorts the batch by a system assigned sequence number, which identifies the Demand 
Deposit Account (DDA).  System generated deposit slips are printed in duplicate (one deposit slip is attached to the 
deposit and one is forwarded to the Treasury Management department).  The account representative places completed 
deposits in a fireproof file cabinet for pickup by bank courier or overnight delivery.  The Servicer performs client specific 
procedures for unidentified payments from consumers or payments that cannot be processed.  Payments that cannot be 
processed are held in a secure file cabinet.  Payments received on Portfolio Loans (based on a Developer/Project/Lender 
code structure used in the Servicer’s servicing system) are deposited to a segregated demand deposit account of the 
Authority which is pledged to the Trustee under the Indenture (the “Dedicated Account”).  The Authority shall cause the 
transfer of all such Loan Payments from the Dedicated Account to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund no less 
frequently than each Business Day (subject to retention of an amount not in excess of $1,000). 

Payment Application:  Smart Energy Loan billing—ACH payment 

As of the Cutoff Date, 52.4% of the aggregate principal balance of Pledged Loan Payment were processed 
through automated clearing house (ACH) debit from the consumer’s checking or savings account.  ACH authorizations 
can be received as part of the loan application process or periodically from consumers.  The signed authorization request 
includes a voided check or deposit slip to obtain the necessary information to debit the consumer’s bank account.  These 
authorizations are kept on file.  Servicer personnel notify the consumer’s bank prior to the first debit date to verify the 
accuracy of the account information.  The Servicer mails the consumer a letter confirming the customers’ intentions to 
make ACH payments.  This letter will include a portion of the banking information the customer intends to use, the 
payment amount that will be debited and the date of the first debit.  If the customer does not send in the authorization 
form, this letter must be mailed to confirm the setup. 

On a daily basis, the servicing system automatically generates a report identifying the next due date for ACH 
consumers.  This report is verified for accuracy by the Servicer’s Treasury Management department.  An electronic ACH 
file is created from the Servicer’s servicing system and transmitted to the bank via FTP.  Concurrently, an ACH 
Transmission report is generated.  The dollar amounts and item counts are ascertained by telephone with the bank to 
determine a complete and accurate transmission.  An edit report reflecting payments is generated and compared to the 
ACH Transmission report.  Once the ACH payment information is determined to be accurate, payments are applied to loan 
accounts, system assigned payment application is reviewed, updated as needed, and posted.  ACH return items are 
processed by way of an electronic file from the bank.  The return item file includes the account number, amount, original 
processing date, and return reason.  The return item file is usually received one to two days after the ACH file original 
post-date.  The file is imported to the servicing system and reviewed for accuracy prior to updating the consumer payment 
history.  ACH payments received on Portfolio Loans (based on a Developer/Project/Lender code structure used in the 
servicing system) are deposited into the Dedicated Account.  The Authority shall cause the transfer of all such Loan 
Payments from the Dedicated Account to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund no less frequently than each 
Business Day (subject to retention of an amount not in excess of $1,000). 

Payment Application:  On-Bill Recovery Loans 

As of the Cutoff Date, 36.7% of the aggregate principal balance of the Pledged Loan Payment were processed 
through billing and collection performed by utilities pursuant to billing services agreements with the Authority.  By the 
fifteenth (15th) day of each calendar month, each utility is responsible for initiating an ACH payment to a segregated 
demand deposit account in the Authority’s name representing the aggregate amount of collections of On-Bill Recovery 
Loan installments for the preceding month.  By the same date, the utility must also post a detail file to the Servicer’s 
secure FTP site with the remittance payment details.  The Servicer processes the payment detail file and posts the 
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payments received to loan account balances in its servicing system.  At the end of each calendar month, the Authority is 
required to transfer such funds to the Dedicated Account.  The Authority shall cause the transfer of all such Loan 
Payments from the Dedicated Account to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund no less frequently than each 
Business Day (subject to retention of an amount not in excess of $1,000). 

Account Closure Provisions for On-Bill Recovery Loans 

The On-Bill Recovery Loans have provisions allowing for the transferability of the loan installment obligation 
upon sale or transfer of the property unless the obligation is satisfied prior to sale or transfer.  On a weekly basis, the utility 
posts a Utility Account Closing file to the Servicer’s secure FTP site indicating that a utility account has been closed 
(which could occur due to voluntary closure or temporary suspension of service by the customer, or involuntarily through 
termination of service by the utility for nonpayment).  The utility also posts a Utility Successor Account File (the 
“Successor Account File”) to report a customer who has established utility service at an address for which there was an 
On-Bill Recovery Loan obligation where there were remaining loan installments not yet billed. 

In the case of outstanding arrears on an On-Bill Recovery Loan installment that exist when an account is closed, 
if the customer does not re-establish service with such utility within forty-five (45) days, it is the responsibility of the 
Authority, and not the utility, to collect any arrears that are due and owing, regardless of whether or not the customer 
subsequently re-establishes service with the utility.  On a weekly basis, the utility posts to the Servicer’s secure FTP site 
any arrears balance remaining after forty-five (45) days without the customer re-establishing service with such utility 
through a Utility Transfer of Uncollected Payment File.  Upon notification of an uncollectible balance from the utility 
through the Utility Transfer of Uncollected Payment File, the Servicer commences statement billing of the arrears balance. 

Upon notification of any account closure or temporary suspension of utility service by the utility, if a successor 
customer does not establish service within sixty (60) days of such notice, the Servicer commences direct statement billing 
to the current property owner pursuant to the terms of the Loan Agreement.  The Servicer requests the Authority’s 
program title company to perform a last owner search within this 60-day period, which is reported by the title company to 
the Servicer for direct billing.  This direct billing continues until a successor customer establishes service, or the existing 
customer re-establishes service, at the property address, at which time the billing will return to on-bill recovery billing 
through the successor account establishment process.  Any amounts directly billed are collected by the Authority or the 
Servicer and are not subsequently transferred to the utility for billing and/or collection. 

Account Transfer Provisions for On-Bill Recovery Loans 

When utility service is opened or re-opened for a metered property that had a previous On-Bill Recovery Loan 
installment charge, the utility notifies the Servicer via a Successor Account File posted on the Servicer’s secure FTP site.  
The account owner may be a new owner (a purchaser or tenant of the property) or may be the prior account owner (in the 
case of account closure through termination, or suspension of utility service for a seasonal customer).  Upon receipt of the 
Successor Account File, the Servicer determines if the name of the successor customer is different from the current 
Borrower of record in the Servicer’s system.  If the name is different, the Servicer establishes a new loan number for the 
new customer for the remaining unbilled loan installments on the loan account; if there is no change in the name on the 
account, the loan number will remain the same.  Once this determination is made, the Servicer will request the utility to 
establish an On-Bill Recovery Loan installment charge on the successor customer’s bill through the On-Bill Recovery 
Loan Establishment File as previously described.  The utility will establish the On-Bill Recovery Loan installment charge 
on the customer account, and report back to the Servicer via posting a Utility Account Openings File on the secure FTP 
site; the Servicer reviews any exceptions or denials noted through this process.  The Servicer will notify the customer of 
record via US mail that their utility bill will include an On-Bill Recovery Loan installment charge.  This notification 
includes the On-Bill Recovery Loan installment monthly (or bimonthly) amount and the loan term in number of payments.  
The customer will be directed to contact the Authority/Servicer if they have any questions. 

Other Unique Servicing Provisions of On-Bill Recovery Loans 

On-Bill Recovery Loans include other unique provisions related to servicing, including: 

• the obligor’s payment obligation is not a fixed monthly due date—the promissory note provides that the 
obligor’s On-Bill Recovery Loan installment will be billed by the utility no later than the second billing 
cycle commencing after notification is submitted by the Servicer to the utility; 
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• the obligor’s billing cycle does not end on the same date of each month, and varies from month to month 
based on the utility’s meter reading and billing cycles; 

• the installment charge is only included in a full billing cycle and no more than 12 installments will be billed 
per year—if the utility subsequently changes the obligor’s billing cycle, one short billing cycle will result 
and this billing cycle will not include billing of the installment charge; and 

• the obligor has the right to prepay the obligation, in whole or in part, without penalty, but must arrange for 
prepayment directly with the Servicer—an obligor who pays more than the amount billed through the utility 
billing process will be deemed to have prepaid their utility service charges. 

Collection Procedures 

Accounts are past due if any amount is unpaid by the date upon which payment is due pursuant to the promissory 
note.  For Smart Energy Loans, the Servicer is responsible for performing delinquency collections on accounts once they 
are fifteen (15) days past due and until they are ninety (90) days past due.  Under a collection plan set by the Authority, the 
Servicer calls or sends written notices to obligors every fifteen (15)  days.  The Servicer charges a transactional fee for 
these delinquency collections efforts that are included in its Servicing Fees.  Once an account is ninety (90) days past due, 
it is referred to Blackwell Recovery, a unit of the Servicer, for default collection on a contingency basis.  Recoveries 
received from delinquency collections and default collections are netted against the remaining principal balance to report 
charge-offs on a net basis.  The Servicer performs no delinquency collection activities on On-Bill Recovery Loans—these 
activities are performed by the respective utility. 

Both On-Bill Recovery Loans and Smart Energy Loans ultimately allow the use of the State Attorney General’s 
Office for collections under Section 18 of the New York State Finance Law, which includes the ability to collect an 
additional 22% of the balance outstanding (to cover fees for the Attorney General), and allow for referral of the debt for 
collection by the Department of Taxation and Finance under Section 171-f of the New York State Tax Law, which 
provides for the offset against State tax refunds or other State payments owed to the obligor. 

Collection/Delinquency 

Collection activities are governed by the servicing and fee agreements between the Servicer and the Authority. 
The Servicer maintains errors and omissions insurance coverage for this service. 

The Servicer is licensed or registered for collections in states as required or deemed necessary under state 
regulations.  The Servicer is a standing member of the American Collectors Association (ACA) and adheres to the 
collection standards outlined within the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, as amended (“FDCPA”).  The 
collection and customer service personnel are required to attend an internal FDCPA training class and pass a FDCPA test.  
On-going FDCPA training is also conducted at least quarterly in the weekly collection and customer service department 
training meetings. 

Each collector or customer service representative is also required to answer a random FDCPA question prior to 
logging into the servicing system.  The answers to these random questions are reported to management for ongoing 
follow-up training with each employee. 

Collection/Delinquency:  Assessment of Late Charges 

Late charges are assessed on Smart Energy Loans when a customer’s payment is not received by the allotted 
grace period of ten (10) days after the due date, which is written into the promissory note signed by the customer at time of 
purchase.  No late charges are assessed on late payment of the On-Bill Recovery Loan installment charges collected by the 
utilities through their billing and collection systems. 

Collection/Delinquency:  Telephone Collection Efforts and Written Late Notices 

The Servicer’s late notices are automatically generated based on the collection plan established between the 
Servicer and the Authority, which includes not more than ten phone calls and three written notices occurring 
approximately every fifteen (15) days commencing once the account is fifteen (15) days past due and concluding when 
such collection activities do not result in payment and the account is ninety (90) days past due.  The written notices advise 
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the consumer of the payment due date and total amount past due.  The late notice will automatically include a payment 
remittance form preprinted with the lockbox address, account number, and scan line.  If appropriate and as determined 
within the FDCPA and specific state compliance regulations, the late notice will also include the required 30-day 
“Validation Notice”.  This notice validates that the customer is not currently disputing the contractual obligation or the 
validity of the debt the Servicer is collecting.  This notice extends the consumer a 30-day opportunity to notify the Servicer 
with written notice of any contractual dispute.  Upon receipt of the written notice, the Servicer will then follow FDCPA 
requirements to validate the debt with the Authority. 

The Servicer collections are performed within a module that allows the collection personnel to easily move from 
account to account.  This module is designed specifically for the collections environment and limits access according to 
collection department personnel’s access privileges.  The collection accounts of each portfolio are selected and segregated 
each evening automatically.  The collection programs are set up and monitored by senior management. 

Default Collections 

The Servicer has established a unit doing business as Blackwell Recovery to perform default collection services. 
Blackwell Recovery specializes in the collection of receivables that are more than ninety (90) days past due and is 
compensated on a contingency fee basis.  Collection programs are outlined in the servicing and fees and collections 
agreement with the Authority. 

Charge-offs 

The Authority charges off accounts once they are one hundred twenty (120) days past due.  However, any 
subsequent recoveries or collections on such loans remain pledged revenues to the Bonds. 

Extensions and Workouts 

In performing delinquency collections, the Servicer is authorized to waive late payment charges but may not 
modify the terms of the loan without the Authority’s consent.  In performing default collections, Blackwell Recovery may 
offer to settle with the obligor under terms agreed to by the Authority. 

Backup Servicer and Backup Servicing Agreement 

Vervent, Inc., formerly known as First Associates Loan Servicer LLC (the “Backup Servicer” and together with 
the Servicer, the “Servicers”) will provide backup services for the Portfolio Loans pursuant to the terms and provisions of 
a Backup Servicing Agreement, dated as of July 1, 2013 (as amended and supplemented, the “Backup Servicing 
Agreement”), between the Authority and the Backup Servicer.  The Backup Servicer and Portfolio Financial Servicing 
Company combined operations to form a single servicing organization, Vervent, Inc., as a result of the Backup Servicer’s 
successful investment round with Stone Point Capital. 

Vervent, Inc. is headquartered in San Diego, California and has been in business for more than 30 years, offering 
financial servicing support. It is the only company in its class to receive a Morningstar MOR ABS1 ranking for two 
consecutive years with a forecast of ‘stable’ which is the highest certification for mitigated operational risk and overall 
excellence in loan servicing. Vervent, Inc. began servicing mobile home loans in 1986, consumer (non-mortgage) loans in 
2008, small business and commercial loans and leases in 2005, and credit cards in 2017; and offers consumer and 
commercial loan and lease servicing, backup servicing, call center services and third-party collections via Activate 
Financial, LLC, its wholly-owned subsidiary. Vervent, Inc.’s business model focuses on future-built technology, stringent 
compliance protocols and proactive, AI-powered service. 

Pursuant to the Backup Servicing Agreement, the Backup Servicer agrees to assume the primary portfolio 
servicing responsibilities under the Servicing Agreement within forty-five (45) days of receipt of written notice by the 
Authority that the Backup Servicer has been appointed the successor servicer; provided, however, the Backup Servicer 
will be entitled to receive the compensation set forth in the Backup Servicing Agreement rather than the compensation 
provided for under the Servicing Agreement.  With respect to the Series 2020A Bonds, the Backup Servicing Agreement 
extends through the date the Series 2020A Bonds are no longer Outstanding. 

The Backup Servicer agrees to maintain sufficient servicing and collection staff to commence full servicing upon 
the transfer of the Servicer’s rights and obligations under the Servicing Agreement.  In furtherance of such agreement, and 
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until it is appointed the successor servicer, the Backup Servicer (i) receives and reviews a monthly report provided by the 
Servicer and determines that the report is complete, (ii) verifies the aggregate outstanding principal balance of Portfolio 
Loans at the beginning of the related calendar month, verifies the number and principal balance of delinquent and 
defaulted Portfolio Loans at the close of the related calendar month, and verifies the aggregate outstanding principal 
balance of Portfolio Loans at the close of the related calendar month and (iii) receives a complete month end servicing data 
file sent over via a secure FTP site and housed at the Backup Servicer.  Except as provided in the Backup Servicing 
Agreement, the Backup Servicer does not have any obligation to supervise, verify, monitor or administer the performance 
of the Servicer, and will have no liability for any action taken or omitted by the Servicer. 

THE PORTFOLIO LOANS 

General 

The Authority owns pools of “Tier 1” loans and “Tier 2” loans purchased or funded by the Authority to finance 
the installation of solar electric systems and other residential energy efficiency improvements in residential 1-4 family 
dwellings.  On the date of issuance of the Series 2020A Bonds (the “Date of Issuance”), the Authority will assign to the 
Trustee the right to receive Loan Payments for certain Program Loans (the “Portfolio Loans”) that are then outstanding 
(and, with respect to any “Tier 2” loans, that have been outstanding for at least five years as of the Cutoff Date) and no 
more than sixty (60) days delinquent as of the Cutoff Date.  As of the Cutoff Date, 53.7% of the aggregate principal 
balance of the Portfolio Loans were loans to finance the installation of solar electric systems and the remaining 
approximately 46.3% of the aggregate principal balance of the Portfolio Loans were loans to finance other residential 
energy efficiency improvements.  Such Pledged Loan Payments will be pledged to the Trustee pursuant to the Indenture 
on the Date of Issuance. 

Other than the Trustee, as secured party under the Indenture, no party will have any material direct or contingent 
claim on any Pledged Loan Payments. 

Loan Criteria 

Each Program Loan whose Loan Payments are to be pledged by the Authority to the Trustee on the Date of 
Issuance will satisfy each of the following criteria as of its date of origination and/or as of the second Business Day prior 
to reimbursement from proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds (the “Pledge Date”), as applicable: 

• each Program Loan is a valid and binding obligation of the obligor at each such time; 

• no Program Loan is subject at either such time to a prior perfected lien; 

• each Program Loan had an original maturity of not more than 180 months and a remaining maturity on 
the Pledge Date of at least three months and not more than 180 months; 

• each Program Loan had a remaining principal balance on the Pledge Date of at least $100 and not 
more than $25,000; 

• each Program Loan had an interest rate at each such time of at least 2.99% (except for loans issued 
from loan applications received during a temporary promotional period from June 1, 2020 to 
June 15, 2020 described under the caption “THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN 
PROGRAM—Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring” herein, which were issued at a 0.00% 
interest rate); 

• each Program Loan provides at each such time for level scheduled monthly payments that fully 
amortize the amount financed over its original term to maturity; 

• each Portfolio Loan was originated in the United States/State of New York and was not on the Pledge 
Date identified on the records of the Servicer as being subject to any pending bankruptcy proceeding; 

• each Program Loan arose under a contract with respect to which the Authority on the Pledge Date had 
performed all obligations required to be performed by it thereunder; 
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• each Program Loan was originated and on the Pledge Date had been serviced in compliance with all 
applicable laws; 

• each Program Loan:  (a) if a “Tier 1” loan, was not more than sixty (60) days delinquent as of the 
Pledge Date or (b) if a Portfolio Loan and a “Tier 2” loan, was originated no fewer than sixty (60) 
months prior to the Pledge Date and was not more than sixty (60) days delinquent as of the Pledge 
Date; and 

• the Borrower under each Program Loan met the underwriting criteria for the Program Loans 
described under the caption “THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—
Underwriting—Loan Approval Process” herein at the time of origination of such Program Loan. 

See the caption “INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS—Considerations Relating to the Pledged Revenues—The 
Authority’s Obligation to Cause the Release of Certain Portfolio Loans by Effecting their Prepayment is Limited” 
herein and the caption “Certain Covenants—Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Loans—Non-Eligible 
Loans” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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Characteristics of the Portfolio Loans 

The following tables set forth information with respect to the Portfolio Loans as of the close of business on the 
Cutoff Date.  The percentages below are calculated based on the Cutoff Date pool balance.  An amount equal to any 
reduction in the principal amount of the Portfolio Loans from the Cutoff Date to the Pledge Date will be deposited to the 
Revenue Fund and will be used to pay principal on the Series 2020A Bonds on October 1, 2021.  The percentages set forth 
in the tables below may not always add to 100% and the balances may not always add to the total therefor due to rounding. 

Composition of the Portfolio Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date 

 
On-Bill 

Recovery Loans 
Smart Energy 

Loans Total 

Original Principal Balance $9,466,689 $16,643,774 $26,110,463 
Principal Balance as of the Cutoff Date $8,545,411 $14,749,639 $23,295,050 
Percentage of Pool Balance 36.68% 63.32% 100%
Number of Portfolio Loans 644 1,615 2,259 
Average Principal Balance as of the 

Cutoff Date $13,269 $9,133 $10,312 
Weighted Average Coupon Rate 4.90% 4.49% 4.64%
Coupon Rate (Range) 0.00%-7.99% 0.00%-8.49% 0.00%-8.49%
Weighted Average Original Term 

(months) 179.2 177.3 178.0
Original Term (Range) (months) 60-180 months 60-180 months 60-180 months
Weighted Average Remaining Term 

(months) 161.50 156.89 158.58
Weighted Average FICO® Score* 755.84 738.49 744.78
Weighted Average Debt-to-Income** 34.9% 34.0% 34.3%
____________________ 
*Based upon the FICO® score at the origination of each Portfolio Loan and the outstanding principal amounts of each Portfolio Loan
as of the Cutoff Date.  FICO® is a federally registered service mark of Fair Isaac Corporation.  FICO® scores generated by credit 
reporting agencies.  The Originator utilizes TransUnion, Equifax or Experian credit reports depending on location of the obligor. 
FICO® scores were unavailable for some obligors at the time of application of the related Portfolio Loan.  A FICO® score is a 
measurement determined by Fair Isaac Corporation using information collected by the major credit bureaus to assess credit risk. 
Data from an independent credit reporting agency, such as a FICO® score, is one of several factors that may be used by the 
Authority in its credit scoring system to assess the credit risk associated with each applicant.  See the caption “THE 
AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring” herein.  FICO® scores are 
intended to show the likelihood that an individual might default on a debt based on past credit history.  An individual’s credit 
history may not reliably predict his or her future creditworthiness.  Additionally, the reliability of the credit scoring the FICO®

scores provide is limited by the accuracy of the data contained within the credit bureau files.  Accordingly, FICO® scores should not 
necessarily be relied upon as a meaningful predictor of the performance of the Portfolio Loans. 
**Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of 
stated income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
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Composition of “Tier 1” Loans within the Initial Portfolio  
as of the Cutoff Date 

 
On-Bill 

Recovery Loans 
Smart Energy 

Loans Total 

Original Principal Balance $6,782,015 $12,248,683 $19,030,699 
Principal Balance as of the Cutoff Date $6,625,330 $11,762,233 $18,387,564 
Percentage of “Tier 1” Pool Balance 36.03% 63.97% 100%
Number of Portfolio Loans 451 1,236 1,687 
Average Principal Balance as of the 

Cutoff Date $14,690 $9,516 $10,900 
Weighted Average Coupon Rate 5.31% 4.74% 4.94%
Coupon Rate (Range) 0.00%-7.99% 0.00%-8.49% 0.00%-8.49%
Weighted Average Original Term 

(months) 179.8 176.8 177.9
Original Term (Range) (months) 60-180 months 60-180 months 60-180 months
Weighted Average Remaining Term 

(months) 174.12 167.96 170.18
Weighted Average FICO® Score* 764.31 748.07 753.90
Weighted Average Debt-to-Income** 28.5% 29.1% 28.9%
____________________ 
*Based upon the FICO® score at the origination of each Portfolio Loan and the outstanding principal amounts of each Portfolio Loan
as of the Cutoff Date.  FICO® is a federally registered service mark of Fair Isaac Corporation.  FICO® scores generated by credit 
reporting agencies.  The Originator utilizes TransUnion, Equifax or Experian credit reports depending on location of the obligor. 
FICO® scores were unavailable for some obligors at the time of application of the related Portfolio Loan.  A FICO® score is a 
measurement determined by Fair Isaac Corporation using information collected by the major credit bureaus to assess credit risk. 
Data from an independent credit reporting agency, such as a FICO® score, is one of several factors that may be used by the 
Authority in its credit scoring system to assess the credit risk associated with each applicant.  See the caption “THE 
AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring” herein.  FICO® scores are 
intended to show the likelihood that an individual might default on a debt based on past credit history.  An individual’s credit 
history may not reliably predict his or her future creditworthiness.  Additionally, the reliability of the credit scoring the FICO®

scores provide is limited by the accuracy of the data contained within the credit bureau files.  Accordingly, FICO® scores should not 
necessarily be relied upon as a meaningful predictor of the performance of the Portfolio Loans. 
**Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of 
stated income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
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Composition of “Tier 2” Loans within the Initial Portfolio  
as of the Cutoff Date 

 
On-Bill 

Recovery Loans 
Smart Energy 

Loans Total 

Original Principal Balance $2,684,673 $4,395,091 $7,079,764 
Principal Balance as of the Cutoff Date $1,920,081 $2,987,405 $4,907,486 
Percentage of “Tier 2” Pool Balance 39.13% 60.87% 100%
Number of Portfolio Loans 193 379 572 
Average Principal Balance as of the 

Cutoff Date $9,949 $7,882 $8,580 
Weighted Average Coupon Rate 3.49% 3.53% 3.52%
Coupon Rate (Range) 2.99%-7.99% 3.49%-7.99% 2.99%-7.99%
Weighted Average Original Term 

(months) 176.9 179.2 178.3
Original Term (Range) (months) 60-180 months 60-180 months 60-180 months
Weighted Average Remaining Term 

(months) 117.98 113.32 115.14
Weighted Average FICO® Score* 724.90 700.80 709.86
Weighted Average Debt-to-Income** 58.4% 53.3% 55.2%
____________________ 
*Based upon the FICO® score at the origination of each Portfolio Loan and the outstanding principal amounts of each Portfolio Loan
as of the Cutoff Date.  FICO® is a federally registered service mark of Fair Isaac Corporation.  FICO® scores generated by credit 
reporting agencies.  The Originator utilizes TransUnion, Equifax or Experian credit reports depending on location of the obligor. 
FICO® scores were unavailable for some obligors at the time of application of the related Portfolio Loan.  A FICO® score is a 
measurement determined by Fair Isaac Corporation using information collected by the major credit bureaus to assess credit risk. 
Data from an independent credit reporting agency, such as a FICO® score, is one of several factors that may be used by the 
Authority in its credit scoring system to assess the credit risk associated with each applicant.  See the caption “THE 
AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—Underwriting—Pricing and Credit Scoring” herein.  FICO® scores are 
intended to show the likelihood that an individual might default on a debt based on past credit history.  An individual’s credit 
history may not reliably predict his or her future creditworthiness.  Additionally, the reliability of the credit scoring the FICO®

scores provide is limited by the accuracy of the data contained within the credit bureau files.  Accordingly, FICO® scores should not 
necessarily be relied upon as a meaningful predictor of the performance of the Portfolio Loans. 
**Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of 
stated income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Project Type  
as of the Cutoff Date 

Project Type 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

Energy Efficiency 1,418 62.8% $10,774,279 46.3% 
Solar Photovoltaic    841   37.2   12,520,770   53.7 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Underwriting Tier  
as of the Cutoff Date 

Underwriting Tier 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

Tier 1 1,687 74.7% $18,387,564 78.9% 
Tier 2    572   25.3     4,907,486   21.1 
Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 

 
Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Original Principal Balance  

as of the Cutoff Date 

Original Principal Balance 
Range 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number 

of  Portfolio Loans 
Original 

Principal Balance 
Percentage of 

Total 

$0 - $2,000 21 0.9% $       37,885 0.1% 
$2,001 - $4,000 268 11.9 823,860 3.2 
$4,001 - $6,000 263 11.6 1,308,458 5.0 
$6,001 - $8,000 236 10.4 1,637,136 6.3 

$8,001 - $10,000 248 11.0 2,225,741 8.5 
$10,001 - $12,000 245 10.8 2,696,762 10.3 
$12,001 - $14,000 274 12.1 3,536,250 13.5 
$14,001 - $16,000 140 6.2 2,104,849 8.1 
$16,001 - $18,000 128 5.7 2,173,006 8.3 
$18,001 - $20,000 130 5.8 2,462,106 9.4 
$20,001 - $22,000 88 3.9 1,844,162 7.1 
$22,001 - $24,000 78 3.5 1,782,661 6.8 
$24,001 - $25,000    140     6.2     3,477,588   13.3 

Total 2,259 100.0% $26,110,463 100.0% 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Current Principal Balance 
as of the Cutoff Date 

Current Principal Balance 
Range 

Number of 
Portfolio Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 

Principal Balance  
as of the Cutoff 

Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

$1 - $2,000 48 2.1% $       76,307 0.3% 
$2,001 - $4,000 356 15.8 1,088,726 4.7 
$4,001 - $6,000 262 11.6 1,311,509 5.6 
$6,001 - $8,000 271 12.0 1,907,282 8.2 
$8,001 - $10,000 253 11.2 2,260,490 9.7 

$10,001 - $12,000 252 11.2 2,771,715 11.9 
$12,001 - $14,000 232 10.3 2,975,490 12.8 
$14,001 - $16,000 154 6.8 2,315,975 9.9 
$16,001 - $18,000 152 6.7 2,596,611 11.1 
$18,001 - $20,000 94 4.2 1,761,809 7.6 
$20,001 - $22,000 68 3.0 1,426,515 6.1 
$22,001 - $24,000 50 2.2 1,158,400 5.0 
$24,001 - $25,000      67     3.0     1,644,221     7.1 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Original Term to Maturity 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Original Term Range 
(months) 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

0-60 27 1.2% $     125,663 0.5% 
61-120 66 2.9 453,367 1.9 
121-180 2,166   95.9   22,716,019   97.5 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
_______________ 
*See the caption “PORTFOLIO LOANS—Loan Criteria” for information concerning the maturity dates for certain 
Portfolio Loans. 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Number of Payments Made 
as of the Cutoff Date 

Number of Payments Made 
Number of 

Portfolio Loans 

Percentage of Total 
Number of Portfolio 

Loans 

Principal Balance 
as of the Cutoff 

Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date 

Pool Balance 

0–12 1,441 63.8% $16,470,741 70.7% 
13–24 181 8.0 1,475,842 6.3 
25–36 29 1.3 207,753 0.9 
37–48 15 0.7 144,582 0.6 
49–60 136 6.0 1,328,279 5.7 
61–72 395 17.5 3,330,157 14.3 
73–84 21 0.9 125,341 0.5 
85–96 13 0.6 96,271 0.4 
97-108 9 0.4 29,630 0.1 

109-120 4 0.2 31,528 0.1 
121-132 5 0.2 33,327 0.1 
133-144 6 0.3 14,836 0.1 
145-156 1 0.0* 1,102 0.0* 
157-168        3     0.1            5,660     0.0* 
Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 

_______________ 
* Less than 0.05%, but greater than 0.00%. 
 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Remaining Term to Maturity 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Remaining Term Range 
(Months) 

Number of 
Portfolio Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 

Principal Balance 
as of the Cutoff 

Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date 
Pool Balance 

13-24 3 0.1% $         5,660 0.0%** 
25-36 1 0.0** 1,102 0.0** 
37-48 15 0.7 42,115 0.2 
49-60 33 1.5 173,647 0.7 
61-72 8 0.4 45,689 0.2 
73-84 9 0.4 50,724 0.2 
85-96 13 0.6 92,638 0.4 

97-108 44 1.9 291,197 1.3 
109-120 462 20.5 3,921,786 16.8 
121-132 97 4.3 996,499 4.3 
133-144 15 0.7 135,265 0.6 
145-156 26 1.2 182,144 0.8 
157-168 226 10.0 2,058,301 8.8 
169-180 1,307   57.9   15,298,283   65.7 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
_______________ 
*See the caption “PORTFOLIO LOANS—Loan Criteria” for information concerning the maturity dates for certain Portfolio Loans. 
** Less than 0.05%, but greater than 0.00%. 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Debt-To-Income (DTI)* 
as of the Cutoff Date 

DTI Range* 
Number of 

Portfolio Loans 

Percentage of Total 
Number of Portfolio 

Loans 
Principal Balance 

as of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date 
Pool Balance 

0-10.00% 255 11.3% $  2,551,773 11.0% 
10.01-20.00% 273 12.1 2,891,641 12.4 
20.01-30.00% 408 18.1 4,503,671 19.3 
30.01-40.00% 495 21.9 5,373,834 23.1 
40.01-50.00% 337 14.9 3,578,041 15.4 

50.01%+ 475 21.0 4,237,904 18.2 
Not available**      16     0.7        158,187     0.7 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
_______________ 
*Based upon the DTI at the origination of each Portfolio Loan and the outstanding principal amounts of each Portfolio Loan as of the Cutoff 
Date.  DTI is calculated by dividing the customer’s total regular monthly income by the sum of the minimum monthly payments listed on the 
customer’s credit report.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide 
documentation of stated income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
**Debt-to-income information is not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related 
property. 
 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by FICO® Score 
as of the Cutoff Date 

FICO® Score Range* 
Number of 

Portfolio Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

<640 102 4.5% $     869,999 3.7% 
640-660 112 5.0 929,189 4.0 
661-680 147 6.5 1,270,532 5.5 
681-700 180 8.0 1,660,064 7.1 
701-720 204 9.0 1,950,180 8.4 
721-740 236 10.4 2,475,254 10.6 
741-760 230 10.2 2,341,751 10.1 
761-780 367 16.2 4,248,153 18.2 
781-800 510 22.6 5,781,801 24.8 
801-820 153 6.8 1,588,924 6.8 
821-840 2 0.1 21,016 0.1 

Not available**      16     0.7        158,187     0.7 
Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 

_______________ 
*Based upon the FICO® score at the origination of the Portfolio Loan. 
**FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property. 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Year of Origination  
as of the Cutoff Date 

Year of Origination 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

2011 1 0.0%* $         1,206 0.0%* 
2013 1 0.0* 10,338 0.0* 
2014 149 6.6 1,065,085 4.6 
2015 421 18.6 3,830,857 16.4 
2016 5 0.2 81,127 0.3 
2018 4 0.2 63,634 0.3 
2019 940 41.6 9,869,362 42.4 
2020    738   32.7     8,373,441   35.9 
Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 

_______________ 
* Less than 0.05%, but greater than 0.00%. 

 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Payment Method  
as of the Cutoff Date 

Payment Method 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of  
Total Number  

of Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

Smart Energy Loan–ACH 1,251 55.4% $12,208,044 52.4% 
Smart Energy Loan–Check 364 16.1 2,541,595 10.9 
On-Bill Recovery Loan    644   28.5     8,545,411   36.7 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
 

Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by Coupon Rate 
as of the Cutoff Date 

Contract Rate 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of 
Total Number 

of  Portfolio Loans 
Principal Balance as 

of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of 
Cutoff Date Pool 

Balance 

0.00% 29 1.3% $     309,295 1.3% 
2.99% 1 0.0* 10,338 0.0* 
3.49% 1,380 61.1 13,546,785 58.2 
3.99% 309 13.7 1,788,664 7.7 
4.99% 9 0.4 107,973 0.5 
5.49% 1 0.0 7,318 0.0 
6.99% 477 21.1 6,890,242 29.6 
7.49% 27 1.2 239,244 1.0 
7.99% 25 1.1 383,462 1.6 
8.49%        1     0.0*          11,729     0.1 
Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 

_______________ 
* Less than 0.05%, but greater than 0.00%. 
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Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by County of Obligor 
as of the Cutoff Date 

County of Obligor 

Number of 
Portfolio 

Loans 

Percentage of 
Total Number 

of Portfolio 
Loans 

Principal Balance as 
of the Cutoff Date 

Percentage of Cutoff 
Date Pool Balance 

Nassau 459 20.3% $  6,678,640 28.7% 
Suffolk 450 19.9 5,992,676 25.7 
Monroe 247 10.9 1,645,750 7.1 
Onondaga 116 5.1 772,045 3.3 
Erie 124 5.5 749,734 3.2 
Westchester 61 2.7 736,580 3.2 
Other*    802   35.5     6,719,625   28.8 

Total 2,259 100.0% $23,295,050 100.0% 
_______________ 
*The aggregate principal balance, as of the Cutoff Date, of the Portfolio Loans associated with each County that is included in the “Other” category 
accounted for less than 2.00% of the Cutoff Date pool balance.
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Delinquency and Loss Information 

Although the repayment history of the Portfolio Loans is limited, the Authority has been making loans under its residential loan programs since December 2010, 
and believes the terms and origination criteria of such previously originated loans to be materially similar to those of the Portfolio Loans.  Set forth below is delinquency 
and credit loss information relating to:  (a) the Portfolio Loans originated as of the Cutoff Date (including a breakdown between “Tier 1” and “Tier 2” loans); and (b) all 
of the Authority’s Program Loans, including such Portfolio Loans, as of the Cutoff Date (including a breakdown between “Tier 1” and “Tier 2” loans).  There can be no 
assurance that the delinquency and credit loss experience with respect to the Portfolio Loans owned or to be owned by the Authority will correspond to the delinquency 
and credit loss experience of the total portfolio of Program Loans set forth in the following tables.  The percentages in these tables may not add up to 100% due to 
rounding. 

On-Bill Recovery Loans provide for billing by a utility upon its normal service billing cycle, commencing with the first billing period after the date on which the 
On-Bill Recovery Loan is fully disbursed, and requires the utility to remit monthly collections by the 15th day of the next calendar month.  In the Servicer’s system, the 
15th day of the third calendar month from the date that each On-Bill Recovery Loan is established as its projected remittance due date.  However, because actual utility 
billing cycles differ from this projected cycle, an On-Bill Recovery Loan’s actual first utility billing cycle can commence later than expected, which may cause the 
Servicer’s system to report the On-Bill Recovery Loan as delinquent even if the utility bill payment was timely made, due to this disparity between the projected and the 
actual installment due date.  This disparity can continue in future reporting periods.  As a result, certain of the Program Loans (being those On-Bill Recovery Loans) in 
the tables below may be reported as being 31-60 days delinquent when, in fact, such Program Loans were current or, if they were actually delinquent, as being more 
delinquent than they really were. 

Delinquency Experience - All “Tier 1” Program Loans 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

December 31, 2011 $    7,158,225 $     48,981 0.68% $      8,638 0.12% $           -  0.00% 
March 31, 2012 10,558,683  - 0.00  -  0.00  -  0.00 
March 31, 2013 24,228,094 148,703 0.61 51,094 0.21 29,516 0.12 
March 31, 2014 38,393,827 273,821 0.71 149,941 0.39 94,367 0.25 
March 31, 2015 64,555,394 458,810 0.71 260,462 0.40 219,764 0.34 
March 31, 2015 119,417,483 735,320 0.62 372,203 0.31 329,516 0.28 
March 31, 2017 163,751,543 2,717,542 1.66 777,243 0.47 611,928 0.37 
March 31, 2018 162,703,380 2,261,356 1.39 1,105,389 0.68 428,842 0.26 
March 31, 2019 159,413,247 2,425,843 1.52 1,008,862 0.63 686,355 0.43 
March 31, 2020 157,998,287 2,158,062 1.37 987,277 0.62 538,707 0.34 
July 31, 2020 154,022,675 1,962,394 1.27 646,053 0.42 690,656 0.45 
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Delinquency Experience - All “Tier 2” Program Loans* 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

December 31, 2011 $     406,665 $          -  0.00% $           -  0.00% $            -  0.00% 
March 31, 2012 864,905  -  0.00 -  0.00  -  0.00 
March 31, 2013 2,761,219 57,675 2.09 27,795  1.01  -  0.00 
March 31, 2014 4,241,303 46,677 1.10 10,929  0.26  -  0.00 
March 31, 2015 8,675,983 52,407 0.60 27,901  0.32 30,971  0.36 
March 31, 2015 21,971,831 168,819 0.77 161,128  0.73 63,541  0.29 
March 31, 2017 31,815,370 631,089 1.98 340,073  1.07 213,621  0.67 
March 31, 2018 34,783,921 652,818 1.88 434,682  1.25 199,368  0.57 
March 31, 2019 36,345,417 740,242 2.04 350,788 0.97 215,425 0.59 
March 31, 2020 37,699,863 502,508 1.33 346,454 0.92 277,830 0.74 
July 31, 2020 37,009,775 395,527 1.07 323,455 0.87 380,297 1.03 
____________________ 
*For the Loan Payments on a “Tier 2” Program Loan to be pledged as part of the trust estate securing the Series 2020A Bonds, such “Tier 2” Program Loan must have been originated 
no fewer than sixty (60) months prior to the applicable Cutoff Date. 

 
Delinquency Experience - All Program Loans 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

December 31, 2011 $    7,564,890 $     48,981 0.65% $       8,638 0.11% $             -  0.00% 
March 31, 2012 11,423,588  -  0.00 -  0.00  -  0.00 
March 31, 2013 26,989,312 206,378 0.76 78,889 0.29 29,516 0.11 
March 31, 2014 42,635,130 320,497 0.75 160,870 0.38 94,367 0.22 
March 31, 2015 73,231,377 511,217 0.70 288,363 0.39 250,735 0.34 
March 31, 2016 141,389,314 904,140 0.64 533,331 0.38 393,057 0.28 
March 31, 2017 195,566,913 3,348,631 1.71 1,117,316 0.57 825,549 0.42 
March 31, 2018 197,487,300 2,914,174 1.48 1,540,070 0.78 628,210 0.32 
March 31, 2019 195,758,663 3,166,085 1.62 1,359,651 0.69 901,781 0.46 
March 31, 2020 195,698,150 2,660,570 1.36 1,333,732 0.68 816,538 0.42 
July 31, 2020 191,032,450 2,357,920 1.23 969,508 0.51 1,070,953 0.56 

 
 

Delinquency Experience – Initial “Tier 1” Portfolio Loans* 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

July 31, 2020 $18,387,564 $136,697 0.74% $ -  0.00% $ -  0.00% 
____________________ 
*Based on the Loan Criteria, no Portfolio Loans were more than 60 days past due as of the Cutoff Date. 
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Delinquency Experience – Initial “Tier 2” Portfolio Loans* 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

July 31, 2020 $4,907,486 $67,252 0.37% $ -  0.00% $ -  0.00% 
____________________ 
*Based on the Loan Criteria, no Portfolio Loans were more than 60 days past due as of the Cutoff Date. 

 
 

Delinquency Experience – Portfolio Loans* 

Date 

Principal 
Amount 

Outstanding 31-60 days Percent of Total 61-90 days Percent of Total 91-120 days Percent of Total 

July 31, 2020 $23,295,050 $203,949 1.11% $ -  0.00% $ -  0.00% 
____________________ 
*Based on the Loan Criteria, no Portfolio Loans were more than 60 days past due as of the Cutoff Date. 

 
Net Loss Experience - All “Tier 1” Program Loans 

as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2010 9 $         80,391 3.58% 722.4 34.6% 147.5 105.8 9.7 $         13,271 $            -   0.00% 
2011 863 7,504,711 3.60% 751.7 33.0% 141.3 84.5 16.1 1,398,728 269,397 3.59% 
2012 1,482 14,474,375 3.38% 751.1 31.4% 158.3 76.8 27.4 4,119,686 589,776 4.07% 
2013 1,865 18,379,940 3.41% 750.3 28.9% 169.9 69.7 41.4 7,118,773 691,224 3.76% 
2014 2,273 25,359,161 3.52% 752.0 28.7% 170.6 61.4 54.7 11,983,304 799,558 3.15% 
2015 4,388 60,427,674 3.51% 755.9 26.4% 172.7 52.1 67.9 33,119,287 1,135,033 1.88% 
2016 5,157 68,631,968 3.53% 755.6 24.8% 173.9 42.8 83.9 43,068,136 1,275,930 1.86% 
2017 2,166 25,067,993 4.64% 748.4 25.8% 176.0 33.5 100.3 17,247,811 721,987 2.88% 
2018 1,518 15,260,346 5.70% 748.7 26.6% 177.0 21.6 120.6 11,791,968 260,456 1.71% 
2019 1,657 18,132,948 5.44% 753.7 27.8% 177.6 11.0 145.4 15,747,324 232,175 1.28% 
2020      765       8,822,402 4.71% 756.4 27.2% 177.7 2.7 166.1       8,414,388                -   0.00% 

Total/Average 22,143 $262,141,907 3.92% 753.4 26.9% 172.0 46.0 80.1 $154,022,675 $5,975,535 2.28% 
_______________ 
*All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached a 
settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
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Net Loss Experience - All “Tier 2” Program Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2011 50 $     428,256 3.60% 708.1 48.5% 165.5 88.9 21.0 $     106,950 $17,178 4.01% 
2012 188 1,829,001 3.43% 689.3 57.5% 162.2 78.2 34.0 548,376 158,133 8.65% 
2013 224 2,133,932 3.43% 705.4 56.9% 173.0 72.6 47.5 899,712 117,227 5.49% 
2014 283 2,823,914 3.51% 710.9 57.2% 174.9 62.7 60.8 1,401,390 140,809 4.99% 
2015 1,074 13,505,092 3.53% 706.8 53.4% 174.7 52.2 76.2 7,367,009 1,015,356 7.52% 
2016 1,199 14,218,539 3.54% 706.0 52.3% 174.8 43.5 92.1 8,978,504 977,457 6.87% 
2017 773 8,085,661 4.14% 697.5 51.2% 176.8 32.8 109.0 5,480,899 727,815 9.00% 
2018 646 5,843,707 4.38% 696.2 52.6% 177.5 22.1 129.3 4,564,318 346,986 5.94% 
2019 614 5,940,158 4.30% 685.2 52.6% 176.5 11.4 151.9 5,279,118 214,630 3.61% 
2020    236     2,458,164 4.03% 683.7 53.0% 179.0 3.2 170.9     2,383,498        13,700 0.56% 

Total/Average 5,287 $57,266,425 3.80% 700.5 52.8% 175.2 40.3 98.5 $37,009,775 $3,729,291 6.51% 
_______________ 
*All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached 
a settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
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Net Loss Experience - All Program Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2010 9 $         80,391 3.58% 722.4 34.6% 147.5 105.8 9.7 $         13,271 $             -    0.00% 
2011 913 7,932,967 3.60% 749.4 33.9% 142.6 84.7 16.3 1,505,678  286,575 3.61% 
2012 1,670 16,303,376 3.39% 744.1 34.3% 158.8 77.0 28.2 4,668,063  747,909 4.59% 
2013 2,089 20,513,871 3.42% 745.5 31.8% 170.2 70.0 42.0 8,018,484  808,451 3.94% 
2014 2,556 28,183,074 3.52% 747.8 31.6% 171.0 61.6 55.3 13,384,695  940,367 3.34% 
2015 5,462 73,932,766 3.52% 747.0 31.3% 173.1 52.1 69.4 40,486,295  2,150,389 2.91% 
2016 6,356 82,850,507 3.54% 747.1 29.6% 174.1 42.9 85.3 52,046,640  2,253,387 2.72% 
2017 2,939 33,153,654 4.52% 736.0 32.0% 176.2 33.3 102.4 22,728,710  1,449,802 4.37% 
2018 2,164 21,104,053 5.34% 734.2 33.8% 177.1 21.7 123.0 16,356,285  607,443 2.88% 
2019 2,271 24,073,106 5.16% 736.8 33.9% 177.3 11.1 147.1 21,026,443  446,805 1.86% 
2020   1,001     11,280,566 4.56% 740.5 33.2% 178.0 2.8 167.1     10,797,886        13,700 0.12% 

Total/Average 27,430 $319,408,332 3.90% 743.9 31.6% 172.6 45.0 83.4 $191,032,450 $9,704,827 3.04% 
_______________ 
*All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached 
a settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
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Net Loss Experience – Initial “Tier 1” Portfolio Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2016 5 $       97,060 3.49% 743.8 28.7% 179.4 36.6 119.3 $       81,127 $ -    0.00% 
2018 4 68,258 7.57% 702.5 37.8% 180.0 21.1 148.1 63,634 $ -    0.00% 
2019 940 10,356,557 5.18% 752.8 29.4% 177.9 9.3 159.3 9,869,362 $ -    0.00% 
2020    738     8,508,825 4.65% 755.7 28.1% 177.6 2.8 171.3     8,373,441 $ -    0.00% 

Total/Average 1,687 $19,030,699 4.94% 753.9 28.9% 177.8 6.5 164.4 $18,387,564 $ -    0.00% 
_______________ 
**All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached 
a settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
 

Net Loss Experience – Initial “Tier 2” Portfolio Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2011 1 $       2,575 3.49% 705.0 53.7% 180.0 103.0 34.1 $       1,206 $ -    0.00% 
2013 1 18,066 2.99% 621.0 34.8% 180.0 87.0 53.2 10,338 $ -    0.00% 
2014 149 1,611,103 3.51% 709.9 58.2% 179.3 67.9 72.5 1,065,085 $ -    0.00% 
2015 421   5,448,020 3.52% 710.1 54.4% 178.1 60.3 82.1 3,830,857 $ -    0.00% 

Total/Average 572 $7,079,764 3.52% 709.8 55.2% 178.4 62.1 79.8 $4,907,486 $ -    0.00% 
*All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached 
a settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
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Net Loss Experience – Portfolio Loans 
as of the Cutoff Date* 

Year of 
Origination 

Number of 
Loans 

Original 
Loan 

Principal 

Weighted 
Average 
Interest 

Rate 

Weighted 
Average 
FICO** 

Weighted 
Average 

DTI** 

Weighted 
Average 
Original 

Term 

Weighted 
Average 

Payments 
Made 

Weighted 
Average 

Remaining 
Term 

Outstanding 
Principal 
Balance*** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-offs**** 

Cumulative 
Net 

Charge-off 
Percent 

2011 1 $         2,575 3.49% 705.0 53.7% 180.0 103.0 34.1 $         1,206 $ -    0.00% 
2013 1 18,066 2.99% 621.0 34.8% 180.0 87.0 53.2 10,338 $ -    0.00% 
2014 149 1,611,103 3.51% 709.9 58.2% 179.3 67.9 72.5 1,065,085 $ -    0.00% 
2015 421 5,448,020 3.52% 710.1 54.4% 178.1 60.3 82.1 3,830,857 $ -    0.00% 
2016 5 97,060 3.49% 743.8 28.7% 179.4 36.6 119.3 81,127 $ -    0.00% 
2018 4 68,258 7.57% 702.5 37.8% 180.0 21.1 148.1 63,634 $ -    0.00% 
2019 940 10,356,557 5.18% 752.8 29.4% 177.9 9.3 159.3 9,869,362 $ -    0.00% 
2020    738     8,508,825 4.65% 755.7 28.1% 177.6   2.8 171.3     8,373,441 $ -    0.00% 

Total/Average 2,259 $26,110,463 4.56% 742.1 35.9% 178.0 21.6 141.5 $23,295,050 $ -    0.00% 
_______________ 
*All weighted averages are calculated using the original principal amount of each Initial Program Loan. 
**Based upon the FICO® score or debt-to-income (DTI), as applicable, at the origination of each Portfolio Loan.  DTI and FICO® scores are not collected on On-Bill Recovery Loans that have been 
assumed by subsequent purchasers of the related property.  Effective September 5, 2019, applicants with FICO scores in excess of 780 were no longer required to provide documentation of stated 
income; for these applications, the applicant’s Debt-to-Income based on reported income was capped at 100%. 
***Principal amount outstanding excludes principal balance of loans which are greater than 120 days delinquent, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or reached a settlement due 
to hardship. 
****Cumulative net charge-offs represent the outstanding principal balances on those loans which are more than 120 past due, or in cases where the obligor has filed for bankruptcy, died or has reached 
a settlement due to hardship circumstances. 
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USE OF PROCEEDS 

Sources and Uses 

The proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds, together with moneys of the Authority, are being used:  (a) to finance 
Loans made by the Authority to fund (i) the installation of energy efficiency improvements and (ii) the installation of solar 
electric systems for eligible participants pursuant to the GJGNY Program for one-to-four family residential structures; 
(b) to fund a Reserve Fund; and (c) to pay the costs of issuing the Series 2020A Bonds.  A portion of the proceeds of the 
Series 2020A Bonds equal to the Reserve Fund Requirement will be deposited to the Reserve Fund, a portion of the 
proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds equal to approximately $534,211 will be deposited to the Costs of Issuance Fund and 
the remainder of the proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds will be deposited to the Loan Fund.  The amounts on deposit in 
the Loan Fund will be used to reimburse the Authority’s GJGNY Revolving Fund for a portion of the amounts advanced 
under the Portfolio Loans upon the assignment to the Trustee of the right to receive Loan Payments with respect to such 
Portfolio Loans.  The Loan Payments for the Portfolio Loans will be pledged by the Authority in exchange for an amount 
equal to approximately 67.9% of the aggregate principal amount of such Portfolio Loans, plus accrued interest, such that, 
on the Date of Issuance, the Value of the Portfolio Loans plus all cash and investments on deposit to the credit of the 
Pledged Funds will not be less than 141.6% of the aggregate amount of the outstanding principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds. 

Green Bond Principles 

The Series 2020A Bonds are being designated by the Authority as “Green Bonds.”  The purpose of designating 
the Series 2020A Bonds as “Green Bonds” is to allow investors to invest directly in bonds which finance projects which 
the Authority believes are environmentally beneficial (“Green Projects”).  The Green Projects to be financed with the 
proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds include (i) the installation of energy efficiency improvements and (ii) the installation 
of solar electric systems for eligible participants pursuant to the GJGNY Program for one-to-four family residential 
structures.  The Series 2020A Bonds will be used to finance loans previously funded by the Authority.  The term “Green 
Bonds” and “Green Projects” are neither defined in, nor related to, the Indenture, and their use herein is solely for 
identification purposes and is not intended to provide or imply that the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds are entitled to 
any security other than that described under the heading “SECURITY AND SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR THE 
SERIES 2020A BONDS” herein.  The Authority makes no representation that every component of the projects being 
financed with the Series 2020A Bonds meets the classification of a Green Project.  The Authority assumes no obligation to 
ensure compliance with any legal or other principles of Green Bonds as such principles may evolve over time. 

The Authority has established a green bond framework (the “Framework”) in accordance with the “Green Bond 
Principles 2018” promulgated by the International Capital Market Association (the “Green Bond Principles”) for use in 
connection with the Series 2020A Bonds.  Pursuant to the Framework, the Authority’s mission is to advance innovative 
energy solutions in ways that improve New York’s economy and environment through promoting energy efficiency and 
the use of renewable energy sources.  The Authority works with residents, business owners, developers, community 
leaders, local government officials, university researchers, utility representatives, investors, and entrepreneurs to develop, 
invest, and foster the conditions that:  (a) attract the private sector capital investment needed expand New York’s clean 
energy economy, (b) overcome barriers to using clean energy at a large-scale in New York and (c) enable New York’s 
communities and residents to benefit from energy efficiency and renewable energy. 

In connection with the Series 2020A Bonds and the Green Projects to be financed with the Series 2020A Bonds, 
the Authority has contracted with First Environment, Inc. (“First Environment”) to assess the alignment of the 
Series 2020A Bonds with the Green Bond Principles.  First Environment, Inc. is an environmental engineering and 
consulting firm headquartered in New Jersey that has been providing environmental solutions since 1987.  First 
Environment has extensive credentials in validation and verification of climate-related assertions including international 
accreditation under ISO 14065 (Requirements for greenhouse gas validation and verification bodies for use in 
accreditation or other forms of recognition).  In addition, First Environment has been approved by the Climate Bonds 
Standard Board as a Climate Bonds Verifier since March 2017. 

The Green Bond Principles 2018 are voluntary process guidelines that recommend transparency and disclosure 
of information by issuers to stakeholders with respect to “Green Bonds.” The Green Bond Principles 2018 have four main 
components: (i) use of bond proceeds, (ii) process for project evaluation and selection, (iii) management of bond proceeds, 
and (iv) reporting the use of the bond proceeds.  First Environment has provided the Authority with a “Second-Party 
Opinion of Alignment with Green Bond Principles for NYSERDA Series 2020A Bond Issuance” indicating that the 
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Framework is aligned with the Green Bond Principles and has been consistently applied to the pre-issuance of the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  See “APPENDIX E—SECOND PARTY OPINION OF ALIGNMENT WITH GREEN BOND 
PRINCIPLES FOR NYSERDA SERIES 2020A BOND ISSUANCE” hereto.  See the captions “GREEN JOBS—GREEN 
NEW YORK PROGRAM” and “THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM” herein for a description of 
process for evaluating and selecting the Green Projects.  It is the Authority’s obligation to confirm that such proceeds are 
used for eligible Green Projects. 

The opinion of First Environment reflects only the views of First Environment.  Any explanation of the 
significance of its opinion may be obtained from First Environment, which opinion was based upon First Environment’s 
own investigation, studies, assumptions and criteria.  The Authority furnished certain information to First Environment 
with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds and the Green Projects to be financed with the Series 2020A Bonds. 

SECURITY AND SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2020A BONDS 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be limited obligations of the Authority, payable solely from and secured by the all 
money, revenues and receipts to be received under the Indenture, including all Pledged Loan Payments and all interest or 
other income derived from the investment or deposit of moneys in any Pledged Fund, including amounts on deposit in the 
Reserve Fund. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will not be general obligations of the Authority.  The Series 2020A Bonds will not 
constitute an indebtedness of or a charge against the general credit of the Authority.  The Series 2020A Bonds will 
not constitute a debt of the State of New York or any Borrower, and neither the State of New York nor any 
Borrower will be liable on the Series 2020A Bonds.  No Owner of any Series 2020A Bonds will have the right to 
demand payment of the principal of, or premium, if any, or interest on, the Series 2020A Bonds out of any funds to 
be raised by taxation. 

The Authority will pledge and assign to the Trustee in respect of the Series 2020A Bonds all its right, title and 
interest in and to the Pledged Funds and the Pledged Revenues; that is, all money, revenues and receipts to be received 
under the Indenture, including all Pledged Loan Payments and all interest or other income derived from the investment or 
deposit of moneys in any Pledged Fund. 

Specifically, the Pledged Loan Payments will include loan payments derived from approximately $23.3 million 
of Portfolio Loans identified as the source of Pledged Loan Payments.  See the caption “THE PORTFOLIO LOANS” 
herein.  The Portfolio Loans are not pledged to the repayment of the Series 2020A Bonds, only the Pledged Loan 
Payments received therefrom are pledged to the repayment of the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Trustee has no right to sell 
Portfolio Loans which are the source of the Pledged Loan Payments and apply the proceeds thereof to pay the Owners of 
the Series 2020A Bonds, even if an Event of Default under the Indenture has occurred.  Upon the issuance of the 
Series 2020A Bonds, the Value of the Portfolio Loans plus all cash and investments on deposit to the credit of the Pledged 
Funds will not be less than 141.6% of the aggregate amount of the outstanding principal amount of the Series 2020A 
Bonds. 

THE SERIES 2020A BONDS 

The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Series 2020A Bonds.  Reference is hereby made to the 
Indenture and the Series 2020A Bonds in their entirety for the detailed provisions thereof.  The Series 2020A Bonds will 
be issued in the aggregate principal amount shown on the cover page of this Official Statement. 

General 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be issued initially in the form of one fully registered bond for each stated maturity, 
without coupons, in a denomination equal to the aggregate principal amount of such stated maturity and will be registered 
in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee of DTC.  DTC will act as securities depository for the Series 2020A Bonds 
(together with any successor securities depository, the “Securities Depository”).  See the caption “Securities Depository” 
below.  Beneficial interests in the Series 2020A Bonds may be purchased in book-entry-only form, in denominations of 
$100,000 or in any integral multiple of $5,000 in excess thereof. 

Payment of the principal of, and interest on, the Series 2020A Bonds at maturity shall be made upon the 
presentation and surrender of the Series 2020A Bonds as hereinafter described.  All payments of interest and premium, if 
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any, on, and of principal upon redemption of, the Series 2020A Bonds prior to maturity shall be paid through the 
Securities Depository in accordance with its normal procedures, which now provide for payment by the Securities 
Depository to its participants in same-day funds. 

In accordance with DTC procedures, conveyance of notices and other communications are to be made by the 
Trustee to DTC and by DTC to Direct Participants (as hereinafter defined), by Direct Participants to Indirect Participants 
(as hereinafter defined), and by Direct and Indirect Participants to beneficial owners.  Cede & Co. is the Registered Owner 
for all purposes under the Series 2020A Bond documents, including for the purposes of granting consents and for changes 
to the Series 2020A Bond documents.  Beneficial owners may wish to take steps to ensure the transmission to them of 
notices of significant events with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds, such as redemptions, tenders, tender offers, defaults, 
and proposed amendments to the Series 2020A Bond documents.  Each beneficial owner of Series 2020A Bonds must 
make arrangements with its participant to receive notices and payments with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Securities Depository 

The information contained in the following paragraphs under this caption “Securities Depository” has been 
extracted from a schedule prepared by DTC entitled “SAMPLE OFFERING DOCUMENT LANGUAGE DESCRIBING 
BOOK-ENTRY-ONLY ISSUANCE.”  The Authority and the Underwriter make no representation as to the completeness 
or the accuracy of such information or as to the absence of material adverse changes in such information subsequent to the 
date hereof. 

DTC, New York, New York, will act as Securities Depository for the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Series 2020A 
Bonds will be issued as fully-registered bonds registered in the name of Cede & Co. (DTC’s partnership nominee) or such 
other name as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC.  One fully-registered bond certificate will be 
issued for each stated maturity of the Series 2020A Bonds, and will be deposited with DTC. 

DTC is a limited-purpose trust company organized under the New York Banking Law, a “banking organization” 
within the meaning of the New York Banking Law, a member of the Federal Reserve System, a “clearing corporation” 
within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code, and a “clearing agency” registered pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).  DTC holds and 
provides asset servicing for over 3.5 million issues of U.S. and non-U.S. equity issues, corporate and municipal debt 
issues, and money market instruments (from over 100 countries) that DTC’s participants (“Direct Participants”) deposit 
with DTC.  DTC also facilitates the post-trade settlement among Direct Participants of sales and other securities 
transactions in deposited securities, through electronic computerized book-entry transfers and pledges between Direct 
Participants’ accounts.  This eliminates the need for physical movement of securities.  Direct Participants include both 
U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies, clearing corporations, and certain other 
organizations. DTC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”).  DTCC is 
the holding company for DTC, National Securities Clearing Corporation and Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, all of 
which are registered clearing agencies.  DTCC is owned by the users of its regulated subsidiaries.  Access to the DTC 
system is also available to others such as both U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies, 
and clearing corporations that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with a Direct Participant, either directly or 
indirectly (“Indirect Participants”).  The DTC rules applicable to its Participants are on file with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (“SEC”).  More information about DTC can be found at www.dtcc.com (it being understood that 
information available at this website is not incorporated herein by reference). 

Purchases of Series 2020A Bonds under the DTC system must be made by or through Direct Participants, which 
will receive a credit for the Series 2020A Bonds on DTC’s records.  The ownership interest of each actual purchaser of 
each Series 2020A Bond (the “beneficial owner”) is in turn to be recorded on the Direct and Indirect Participants’ records.  
Beneficial owners will not receive written confirmation from DTC of their purchase, but beneficial owners are expected to 
receive written confirmation providing details of the transaction, as well as periodic statements of their holdings, from the 
Direct or Indirect Participant through which the beneficial owner entered into the transaction.  Transfers of ownership 
interests in the Series 2020A Bonds are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of Direct and Indirect 
Participants acting on behalf of beneficial owners.  Beneficial owners will not receive certificates representing their 
ownership interests in Series 2020A Bonds, except in the event that use of the book-entry-only system for the 
Series 2020A Bonds is discontinued. 

To facilitate subsequent transfers, all Series 2020A Bonds deposited by Direct Participants with DTC are 
registered in the name of DTC’s partnership nominee, Cede & Co., or such other name as may be requested by an 
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authorized representative of DTC.  The deposit of Series 2020A Bonds with DTC and their registration in the name of 
Cede & Co. or such other DTC nominee do not effect any change in beneficial ownership.  DTC has no knowledge of the 
actual beneficial owners of the Series 2020A Bonds; DTC’s records reflect only the identity of the Direct Participants to 
whose accounts such Series 2020A Bonds are credited, which may or may not be the beneficial owners.  The Direct and 
Indirect Participants will remain responsible for keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers. 

Conveyance of notices and other communications by DTC to Direct Participants, by Direct Participants to 
Indirect Participants, and by Direct Participants and Indirect Participants to beneficial owners will be governed by 
arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time.  
Beneficial owners of Series 2020A Bonds may wish to take certain steps to augment the transmission to them of notices of 
significant events with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds, such as redemptions, tenders, defaults, and proposed 
amendments to the Series 2020A Bond documents.  For example, beneficial owners of the Series 2020A Bonds may wish 
to ascertain that the nominee holding the Series 2020A Bonds for their benefit has agreed to obtain and transmit notices to 
beneficial owners.  In the alternative, beneficial owners may wish to provide their names and addresses to the registrar and 
request that copies of notices be provided directly to them. 

Redemption notices shall be sent to DTC.  If less than all of the Series 2020A Bonds within a maturity are being 
redeemed, DTC’s practice is to determine by lot the amount of the interest of each Direct Participant in such Series 2020A 
Bond to be redeemed. 

Neither DTC nor Cede & Co. (nor any other DTC nominee) will consent or vote with respect to the Series 2020A 
Bonds unless authorized by a Direct Participant in accordance with DTC’s Procedures.  Under its usual procedures, DTC 
mails an Omnibus Proxy to the Authority as soon as possible after the record date.  The Omnibus Proxy assigns Cede & 
Co.’s consenting or voting rights to those Direct Participants to whose accounts Series 2020A Bonds are credited on the 
record date (identified in a listing attached to the Omnibus Proxy). 

Redemption proceeds and principal and interest payments on the Series 2020A Bonds will be made to Cede & 
Co., or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC.  DTC’s practice is to credit 
Direct Participants’ accounts upon DTC’s receipt of funds and corresponding detailed information from the Authority or 
the Trustee, on each payable date in accordance with their respective holdings shown on DTC’s records.  Payments by 
Participants to beneficial owners will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is the case with 
securities held for the accounts of customers in bearer form or registered in “street name,” and will be the responsibility of 
such Participant and not of DTC, the Trustee or the Authority, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may 
be in effect from time to time.  Payment of redemption proceeds and principal and interest payments to Cede & Co. (or 
such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC) is the responsibility of the Authority or 
the Trustee, disbursement of such payments to Direct Participants will be the responsibility of DTC, and disbursement of 
such payments to the beneficial owners will be the responsibility of Direct and Indirect Participants. 

DTC may discontinue providing its services as depository with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds at any time by 
giving reasonable notice to the Authority or the Trustee.  Under such circumstances, in the event that a successor 
depository is not obtained, certificates for the Series 2020A Bonds are required to be printed and delivered and thereafter, 
transfer, exchange and replacement of Series 2020A Bonds would be governed by the applicable terms of the Indenture. 

The Authority may decide to discontinue use of the system of book entry transfers through DTC (or a successor 
depository).  In that event, certificates for the Series 2020A Bonds will be printed and delivered.  

The above information concerning DTC and DTC’s book-entry-only system has been obtained from sources that 
the Authority and the Underwriter believe to be reliable, but neither of the Authority or the Underwriter takes 
responsibility for the accuracy thereof. 

THE AUTHORITY, THE TRUSTEE, THE REGISTRAR AND PAYING AGENT AND THE 
UNDERWRITER HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY WITH RESPECT TO:  (I) THE ACCURACY OF THE RECORDS OF 
THE SECURITIES DEPOSITORY OR ANY PARTICIPANT AS TO THE BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP OF THE 
SERIES 2020A BONDS; (II) THE DELIVERY OF EITHER NOTICES OR PAYMENT TO ANY PARTY OTHER 
THAN THE SECURITIES DEPOSITORY OR ITS NOMINEE AS REGISTERED OWNER OF THE SERIES 2020A 
BONDS; (III) ANY CONSENT GIVEN OR OTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE SECURITIES DEPOSITORY OR ITS 
NOMINEE AS THE OWNER OF RECORD OF ALL ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING SERIES 2020A BONDS; OR 
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(IV) THE SELECTION BY THE SECURITIES DEPOSITORY OR ANY PARTICIPANTS OR ANY BENEFICIAL 
OWNERS TO RECEIVE PAYMENT IN THE EVENT OF A PARTIAL REDEMPTION OF SERIES 2020A BONDS. 

Interest 

Interest will be computed on the basis of a 360-day year, consisting of twelve 30-day months.  Interest on the 
Series 2020A Bonds will be payable semi-annually on April 1 and October 1 of each year, commencing April 1, 2021 
(each, an “Interest Payment Date”).  The record date for payment of interest on the Series 2020A Bonds is the 
fifteenth (15th) day of the calendar month immediately preceding the Interest Payment Date. 

Redemption 

Mandatory Redemption.  The Series 2020A Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity, in whole or in 
part, on each Interest Payment Date, commencing April 1, 2021, from amounts remaining on deposit in the Redemption 
Fund representing “Excess Revenues” as described below, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount of 
such Series 2020A Bonds or portions thereof to be redeemed, together with accrued and unpaid interest to the date fixed 
for redemption.  “Excess Revenues” means, on each Interest Payment Date, the lesser of (x) the amount transferred from 
the Revenue Fund to the Redemption Fund pursuant to clause (d) described under the caption “DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INDENTURE—Application of Pledged Revenues held in the Revenue Fund” herein on the first Business Day of the next 
preceding March or September, as applicable, or (y) the balance then on deposit in the Redemption Fund.  Moneys to be 
applied to the redemption of the Series 2020A Bonds pursuant to this paragraph shall be applied:  first, on each Interest 
Payment Date in April, commencing in April 2021, to the redemption of Series 2020A Bonds, if any, that mature on the 
Interest Payment Date in the following October; second, to the redemption of Series 2020A Bonds that mature on 
October 1, 2036; and third, to the remaining Series 2020A Bonds ratably according to the outstanding principal amount of 
Series 2020A Bonds of each maturity.  See “APPENDIX D—WEIGHTED AVERAGE LIVES AND EXPECTED 
REDEMPTION PERIODS FOR THE TERM SERIES 2020A BONDS” hereto. 

The Authority may from time to time direct the Trustee to purchase Series 2020A Bonds with moneys in the 
Redemption Fund, at a price not greater than par, plus accrued interest to the date of such purchase.  The Authority may 
also purchase or redeem Series 2020A Bonds prior to maturity with other moneys available to do so.  See the caption 
“Purchase of Series 2020A Bonds” below. 

Optional Redemption.  The Series 2020A Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity at the option of the 
Authority, in whole only, on each Interest Payment Date on which the aggregate principal amount of Outstanding 
Series 2020A Bonds, after giving effect to all other principal payment of Series 2020A Bonds on such date, is no greater 
than ten percent (10%) of the original principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds on the Date of Issuance, at a 
redemption price equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the principal amount of Series 2020A Bonds being redeemed, 
together with accrued and unpaid interest to the date fixed for redemption, from any source available to the Authority, 
including without limitation amounts on deposit in any Pledged Fund and available therefor. 

Notice of Redemption; Redemption Conditional.  Except as otherwise set forth in the Indenture, notice of 
redemption shall be given by the Trustee by mailing a copy of the redemption notice by first-class mail at least twenty (20) 
days but not more than sixty (60) days prior to the date fixed for redemption to the Registered Owners of the Series 2020A 
Bonds to be redeemed at the addresses shown on the books of registry maintained by the Registrar and Paying Agent.  
Any redemption notice may state that such redemption is conditional on the receipt by the Registrar and Paying Agent of 
money required to pay the redemption price on the redemption date or upon the satisfaction of any other conditions, or that 
it may be rescinded upon the occurrence of any other event. 

Effect of Redemption.  If the Series 2020A Bonds (or portions thereto) have been duly called for redemption and 
notice of the redemption thereof has been duly given or provided for and if moneys for the payment of such Series 2020A 
Bonds (or the principal amount thereof to be redeemed) and the premium (if any) and interest thereon to the date fixed for 
redemption have been paid or are held by the Trustee, then such Series 2020A Bonds (or the principal amount of such 
Series 2020A Bonds called for redemption) shall on the redemption date become due and payable and interest on such 
Series 2020A Bonds (or the principal amount thereof to be redeemed) shall cease to accrue from the redemption date and 
the Registered Owner shall have no rights under the Indenture as the Registered Owner of such Series 2020A Bonds (or 
the principal amount thereof to be redeemed) except to receive the principal amount thereof and premium, if any, and 
interest thereon to the redemption date. 
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Purchase of Series 2020A Bonds 

The Trustee, acting on behalf of the Authority, as the Authority’s agent and with the Authority’s funds, will, if 
and to the extent practicable, purchase Series 2020A Bonds at the written direction of an Authorized Officer at such time, 
in such manner and at such price as may be specified in an Officer’s Certificate.  The Trustee may so purchase 
Series 2020A Bonds with any moneys then held by it and available for the redemption or purchase of Series 2020A Bonds 
as described under the captions “Debt Service Fund” and “Redemption Fund” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN 
DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto, provided that subsequent to the giving of notice of 
redemption of any Series 2020A Bonds moneys held for the redemption of such Series 2020A Bonds may not be applied 
to any such purchase and provided further that moneys held for the defeasance of Series 2020A Bonds as described under 
the caption “Defeasance” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” 
hereto shall not be deemed to be held and available for the redemption or purchase of Series 2020A Bonds.  All such 
Series 2020A Bonds so purchased shall be cancelled by the Trustee in accordance with the Indenture. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INDENTURE 

The following is a brief summary of certain provisions of the Indenture.  For a more detailed description, see 
“APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto.  Neither the following 
brief summary nor Appendix A hereto, however, are to be considered a full statement of the terms of the Indenture and, 
accordingly, both are qualified by reference thereto and are subject to the full text thereof.  Capitalized terms not otherwise 
previously defined in this Official Statement or defined below have the meaning set forth in Appendix A hereto. 

Funds 

Each of the following Funds is established under and governed by the terms of the Indenture: 

(a) Loan Fund; 

(b) Revenue Fund; 

(c) Debt Service Fund; 

(d) Reserve Fund; 

(e) Redemption Fund; and 

(f) Cost of Issuance Fund. 

All such Funds are held by the Trustee and all such Funds, other than the Cost of Issuance Fund, constitute Pledged Funds. 

The Authority covenants in the Indenture to cause all Pledged Revenues to be paid to the Trustee for deposit in 
the Revenue Fund.  The Trustee is obligated to deposit all Pledged Revenues in the Revenue Fund upon receipt by the 
Trustee. 

Application of Pledged Revenues held in the Revenue 
Fund 

The Indenture provides that the Trustee will apply any monies in the Revenue Fund to make deposits as follows 
and in the following order of priority: 

(a) on the first Business Day of each month, to the order of the Authority, in an amount certified 
to the Trustee by an Authorized Officer, which amount shall not be in excess of the aggregate amount of 
Scheduled Administrative Expenses then payable or projected to become payable through the end of such 
calendar month; provided, however, that if there are insufficient funds in the Revenue Fund for payment of 
Scheduled Administrative Expenses pursuant to this clause (a), the Trustee will draw the required amounts as 
described under the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet 
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Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS 
AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto; 

(b) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Debt Service Fund, as 
necessary so that the amounts on deposit are equal to the sum of:  (i) interest accrued and to accrue on 
Series 2020A Bonds through the next succeeding Interest Payment Date; plus (ii) with respect to each such 
Interest Payment Date on which a Principal Installment is due on such Series 2020A Bonds, such Principal 
Installment; provided, however, that if there are insufficient funds in the Revenue Fund for payment in respect of 
interest or Principal Installment on the Series 2020A Bonds pursuant to this clause (b), the Trustee will draw the 
required amounts as described under the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Priority of Unscheduled 
Draws to Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN 
DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto; 

(c) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Reserve Fund, in the manner 
described under the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Reserve Fund” in “APPENDIX A—
CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto, if the amount therein is less than 
the Reserve Fund Requirement, the moneys available therefor so that the balance therein shall equal the Reserve 
Fund Requirement; and 

(d) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Redemption Fund, the 
remaining balance in the Revenue Fund. 

All amounts deposited to the Redemption Fund pursuant to clause (d) above shall be used to optionally or mandatorily 
redeem Series 2020A Bonds on the next Interest Payment Date for which notice can be given. 

Loan Fund 

A portion of the proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds will be deposited in the Loan Fund.  All amounts deposited 
in the Loan Fund will be applied to reimburse the GJGNY Revolving Fund on the Date of Issuance for all or a portion of 
the aggregate amount of the outstanding principal balance of, and the accrued but unpaid interest on, Program Loans upon 
the assignment to the Trustee of the right to receive Loan Payments with respect to such Program Loans. 

Debt Service Fund 

The Debt Service Fund is established to pay the Principal Installments of and interest on the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  See the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Debt Service Fund” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN 
DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 

Reserve Fund 

The Reserve Fund will initially be funded in an amount equal to $333,800 from the proceeds of the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  The Indenture provides that the Reserve Fund is to be maintained at an amount equal to the greater of: (a) two 
percent (2.00%) of the aggregate amount of all Outstanding Series 2020A Bonds; or (b) $50,000 (the “Reserve Fund 
Requirement”).  The Reserve Fund is established to pay Scheduled Administrative Expenses and Required Debt Service 
on the Series 2020A Bonds to the extent funds are not sufficient to make such payments from the Revenue Fund and the 
Redemption Fund.  See the caption “USE OF PROCEEDS—Sources and Uses” herein and the caption “Funds Created 
under the Indenture—Reserve Fund” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto. 

Redemption Fund 

The Redemption Fund is established to pay the principal component of the Redemption Price of the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  See the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Redemption Fund” in “APPENDIX A—
CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 
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Cost of Issuance Fund 

The Cost of Issuance Fund is established to pay the costs of issuing the Series 2020A Bonds.  See the caption 
“USE OF PROCEEDS—Sources and Uses” herein and the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Cost of Issuance 
Fund” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 

Enforcement of Loan Agreements 

The Indenture provides that the Authority will diligently enforce or cause to be enforced, and take or cause to be 
taken all reasonable steps, actions and proceedings necessary for the enforcement of, all terms, covenants and conditions 
of the Loan Agreements as and when due, including prompt collection of all Pledged Loan Payments and including 
enforcement by the Authority of all On-Bill Recovery Agreements, as provided in the next sentence; provided, however, 
that the Authority reserves the right, at its sole option, with respect to any Portfolio Loan upon which currently payable 
principal or interest has remained unpaid for a period of no less than ninety (90) days, while such amount remains unpaid 
to effect the release of any future Loan Payments upon such Portfolio Loan from the lien hereof by depositing with the 
Trustee the aggregate amount of unpaid principal thereof and interest thereon and any such Program Loan shall thereafter 
not be deemed to be a Portfolio Loan for purposes of the Indenture.  The Indenture further provides that the Authority 
shall not consent or agree to or permit  the amendment, waiver or release of the payment obligations of any Borrower 
under any Loan Agreement or consent or agree to or permit any other amendment of, or waive or release any other 
Borrower obligation under, any Loan Agreement that would in any manner materially adversely affect the rights or 
security of the Owners under the Indenture and shall, to the extent permitted by law, at all times cause to be defended, 
enforced, preserved and protected the rights and privileges of the Authority with respect to each Loan Agreement in 
connection therewith; provided, that the Authority reserves the rights, at its sole option:  (x) to grant reasonable 
forbearances to Borrowers (unless such forbearance will, in the reasonable judgment of the Authority, have a material 
adverse impact on the Authority’s ability to meet its obligations under the Indenture); (y) to settle a default or cure a 
delinquency on any Portfolio Loan on such terms as shall be permitted by law; or (z) to forgive amounts owing on any 
Portfolio Loan; provided, that such forgiveness is consistent with standard business practices for consumer lending.  
Enforcement of the Loan Agreements by the Servicer shall be deemed under the Indenture to be enforcement by the 
Authority. 

Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to 
Program Agreements 

See the caption “Certain Covenants—Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Program Agreements” in 
“APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto for a description of the 
Representations, Warranties and Covenants of the Authority with respect to the Program Agreements.  See also the 
captions “THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN PROGRAM—Originator and Origination Agreement,” “—
Servicer and Servicing Agreement” and “—Backup Servicer and Backup Servicing Agreement” herein. 

INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The following investment considerations describe certain risk factors of an investment in the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  Additional investment considerations relating to an investment in the Series 2020A Bonds are described 
throughout this Official Statement, whether or not specifically designated as investment considerations.  Investors should 
consider such investment considerations in deciding whether to purchase any of the Series 2020A Bonds.  There can be no 
assurance that other investment considerations will not become material in the future.  In the event of a shortfall of 
Pledged Revenues, material delays in payments of principal or interest, or losses, on the Series 2020A Bonds could result 
and could materially reduce the value of the Series 2020A Bonds.  These and other factors could result in a loss of 
marketability, or of market value, of the Series 2020A Bonds even if no such payment delay or loss occurs. 

Considerations Relating to the Pledged Revenues 

Limited Sources of Payment 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be limited obligations of the Authority, payable principally from Pledged 
Revenues received by the Trustee under the Indenture.  The Authority will pledge and assign to the Trustee in respect of 
the Series 2020A Bonds all its right, title and interest in and to the Pledged Revenues; that is, all money, revenues and 
receipts to be received under the Indenture, including all Pledged Loan Payments and all interest or other income derived 
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from the investment or deposit of moneys in any Pledged Fund.  No assurances can be given that Pledged Revenues will 
be sufficient to make payments on the Series 2020A Bonds or that any monies on deposit in the Reserve Fund will be 
available to make payments on the Series 2020A Bonds if the Pledged Revenues are not sufficient. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will not be insured or guaranteed by the Authority, the Originator, the Servicer, any of 
their respective affiliates, or any other person or entity.  In addition, the Portfolio Loans will be unsecured obligations of 
the Borrowers thereunder.  Therefore, the receipt by the Trustee of principal and interest on the Portfolio Loans will be 
dependent on the ability and willingness of the Borrowers to make these payments.  The primary credit enhancement for 
the Series 2020A Bonds is overcollateralization, excess interest on the Portfolio Loans and amounts on deposit in the 
Reserve Fund.  The amount of credit enhancement is limited and can be depleted over time.  If these sources of funds are 
insufficient, Owners of any Series 2020A Bonds will suffer losses. 

The Series 2020A Bonds will not be general obligations of the Authority.  The Series 2020A Bonds will not 
constitute an indebtedness of or a charge against the general credit of the Authority.  The Series 2020A Bonds will not 
constitute a debt of the State, and the State will not be liable on the Series 2020A Bonds.  No Owner of any Series 2020A 
Bonds will have the right to demand payment of the principal of, or interest on, the Series 2020A Bonds out of any funds 
to be raised by taxation. 

The Trustee Has No Right to Sell Portfolio Loans 

Only the Pledged Loan Payments received from the Portfolio Loans are pledged to the repayment of the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  The Portfolio Loans are not pledged to the trust estate created by the Indenture.  Thus, the Trustee 
has no right to sell Portfolio Loans, which are the source of the Pledged Loan Payments, and to apply the proceeds thereof 
to pay the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds, even if an Event of Default under the Indenture has occurred. 

COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019) 

On January 31, 2020, the United States Department of Health and Human Services Secretary declared a public 
health emergency in response to the spread of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19” and the “COVID-19 Pandemic”).  On 
March 13, the President of the United States declared a national emergency beginning March 1, 2020.  On March 7, 2020, 
Governor Cuomo declared a State disaster emergency for the entire State of New York due to the spread of COVID-19 
through September 7, 2020, which declaration has been extended through October 4, 2020.  The suspensions and 
modifications of certain statutes, local laws, ordinances, orders, rules, or regulations in connection with the state disaster 
emergency declaration have been extended until October 4, 2020 as well. 

The United States Congress has enacted several COVID-19 Pandemic-related bills, including the Coronavirus 
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, signed into law on March 27, 2020, the Paycheck Protection and Health Care 
Enhancement Act, signed into law on April 24, 2020 and the Student Veteran Coronavirus Response Act, signed into law 
on April 28, 2020 (collectively, the “CARES Acts”), that authorize numerous measures in response to the economic 
effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic.  Such measures include, but are not limited to: direct financial aid to American 
families; temporary relief from certain federal tax requirements; scheduled payment of federally owned education loans 
and certain other federal higher education aid requirements; temporary relief for borrowers with federally-related mortgage 
loans; payroll and operating expense support for small businesses and nonprofit entities; loan assistance for distressed 
industries; federal funding of higher education institutions’ emergency aid to students and operations and support for the 
capital markets. 

The CARES Acts also authorize the United States Department of the Treasury (the “Treasury”) to provide up to 
approximately $450 billion in loans, loan guarantees and other investments to support programs and facilities established 
by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the “Federal Reserve”) that are intended to provide liquidity to 
the financial system and facilitate lending to eligible businesses and to states, political subdivisions and instrumentalities.  
Such injection of liquidity follows recent actions by the Federal Reserve, including the purchase of Treasury securities and 
mortgage-backed securities, facilitating the flow of credit to municipalities by expanding its Money Market Mutual Fund 
Liquidity Facility to include a wider range of securities, including certain municipal variable rate demand notes, and 
facilitating the flow of credit to municipalities by expanding its Commercial Paper Funding Facility to include 
high-quality, tax-exempt commercial paper as eligible securities.  No assurance can be given that such liquidity assistance 
from the federal government will assure that a secondary market exists for Authority debt obligations, including the 
Series 2020A Bonds, or the availability to the Authority of adequate liquidity to fully fund GJGNY Program needs at any 
particular time. 
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In response to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Authority moved its workforce to work remotely effective 
March 16, 2020, and has been able to maintain effective communications and carry out its activities without disruption, 
including its administration of the Program. 

On March 17, 2020, the Servicer notified the Authority that it had instituted a work-from-home campaign for 
staff with the ability to do so and that its business processes would continue uninterrupted.  On March 23, 2020, the 
Servicer reported to the Authority that approximately 95% of its employees were working from home, securely logging 
into the Servicer’s systems, and carrying out its business activities as normal, and that its financial position was expected 
to help them weather the current challenging situation.  See the caption “THE AUTHORITY’S RESIDENTIAL LOAN 
PROGRAM—Servicer and Servicing Agreement” herein. 

To provide relief to consumers that may be facing financial hardship due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the 
Authority directed the Servicer to discontinue assessing late payment fees and performing delinquency collection efforts 
on all program Smart Energy Loans until September 30, 2020, and authorized the Servicer to offer two-month payment 
deferrals upon borrower request; through August 31, 2020, approximately 17 requests have been submitted and granted.  
The Authority also suspended referring defaulted loans to the New York State Attorney General’s Office for collection.  
Additionally, on March 13, 2020, the New York State Department of Public Service announced that it would immediately 
work with utilities across the State to ensure any customers affected by COVID-19 restrictions will not lose power or heat 
due to financial hardship. 

On June 1, 2020, the Authority temporarily revised its program loan interest rate to 0.00% for the term of loans 
for new applicants for a promotional period of up to 12 months or until $20 million in loan applications were approved.  
The Authority suspended this offering on June 15, 2020 after receiving approximately 1,852 residential solar and energy 
efficiency loan applications for approximately $24.3 million in financing, and another 285 applications for approximately 
$5.3 million in other program eligible residential loans. 

As of the date hereof, the Authority is not aware of federal or state consumer lending law changes in response to 
the COVID-19 Pandemic that it expects to materially and adversely affect its operation of the GJGNY Program.  Any 
further COVID-19 Pandemic relief measures that may be required by law or voluntarily implemented by the Authority and 
that are applicable to Portfolio Loans would be expected to result in a delay in the receipt of, or in a reduction of, the 
Revenues.  If actual receipt of Revenues were to vary materially from those projected, the ability of the Trust Estate to 
provide sufficient revenues to fund interest and administrative costs and to amortize the Series 2020A Bonds, might be 
materially and adversely affected. 

The full impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic, and of directly and indirectly related developments, on the 
Authority’s finances and operations, on the performance of the Portfolio Loans constituting security for the Series 2020A 
Bonds, and on the security, market value and liquidity of Series 2020A Bonds cannot be predicted at this time.  The 
COVID-19 Pandemic could adversely affect global, national, regional or local economies in a manner that might reduce 
the ability of certain Portfolio Loan borrowers to make full and timely loan repayment.  The number and aggregate 
principal balance of Portfolio Loans for which repayment may be so affected by the COVID-19 Pandemic is not known at 
this time, but may be significant.  As a result, there may be a delay in, or reduction of, total Portfolio Loan collections that 
might materially and adversely affect the ability of the Trust Estate to provide sufficient Revenues to fund interest and 
administrative costs and to amortize the Series 2020A Bonds, as initially projected or as projected herein.  The Authority 
is monitoring and assessing the economic and legal impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic and of governmental responses 
thereto, including orders, laws, regulations and mandates adopted by the State or the federal government, on its operations 
and financial position. 

The Authority’s Obligation to Cause the Release of Certain Portfolio Loans by Effecting their Prepayment is 
Limited 

The Indenture provides that the Authority will, subject to certain limitations, effect the release of Pledged Loan 
Payments with respect to Portfolio Loans that are determined to not have complied with the Loan Criteria.  See the 
captions “THE PORTFOLIO LOANS—Loan Criteria” herein.  Such Authority obligations are (i) at any time, limited to 
any amounts in the GJGNY Revolving Fund then legally available for such purpose and not subject to any lien in favor of 
another party or otherwise restricted from being applied to such purpose; and (ii) inapplicable during any period during 
which either:  (A) the aggregate principal amount of such Loans that are not Eligible Loans as described in the first 
sentence of this paragraph does not exceed $100,000; or (B) the aggregate Value of:  (A) all Pledged Loan Payments, other 
than such Pledged Loan Payments upon Loans that are not Eligible Loans as described in such sentence; plus (B) all cash 
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and investments on deposit to the credit of the Pledged Funds is not less than 175% of the aggregate amount of:  (x) the 
outstanding principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds; plus (y) the accrued but unpaid interest on the Series 2020A 
Bonds. 

Those representations and warranties described in the preceding paragraph do not address the collectability of the 
Portfolio Loans.  See the caption “Certain Covenants—Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Loans—
Non-Eligible Loans” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto.  
There may not be sufficient financial resources available in the GJGNY Revolving Fund at any specific time to effect the 
release of any Pledged Loan Payments that relate to any Portfolio Loan that is determined to not meet such criteria. 

Amounts Permitted to Pay Administrative Expenses from the Trust Estate are Limited 

The Indenture limits the amounts that may be applied to pay Administrative Expenses from the trust estate 
securing the Series 2020A Bonds to $160,000 in any Bond Year (the “Scheduled Administrative Expenses”); provided, 
that such amount may be amended upon satisfaction of the Rating Agency Requirement.  See also the caption “Funds 
Created under the Indenture—Revenue Fund” in APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto.  As of the Date of Issuance, the Servicing Fees for the Portfolio Loans have averaged 
approximately $5.07 per loan/per month, the Backup Servicing Fees are 0.05% of the principal amount of the Portfolio 
Loans per annum and the Trustee’s annual administration fee and the Rating Surveillance Fees are collectively $10,500 
per annum.  To the extent that the actual amount of Administrative Expenses exceeds the Scheduled Administrative 
Expenses, the Authority is required to pay such excess Administrative Expenses from any amounts in the GJGNY 
Revolving Fund then legally available for such purpose and not subject to any lien in favor of another party or otherwise 
restricted from being applied to such purpose.  There may not be sufficient financial resources available in the GJGNY 
Revolving Fund at any specific time to pay any such excess Administrative Expenses, which might result in a payment 
shortfall that might permit one or more of the Trustee, the Servicer, the Backup Servicer or the Rating Agency to 
discontinue performing its services under such related agreement. 

The Authority is Permitted to take Certain Actions upon Satisfying the Rating Agency Requirement 

If the Authority satisfies the Rating Agency Requirement it may, without having to obtain the consent of any 
Owners, increase the amount of the Scheduled Administrative Expenses, terminate, amend or replace any of the Servicing 
Agreement, the Backup Servicing Agreement or the Origination Agreement, or assign, or consent to the assignment or 
delegation of, any material portion of the duties under any of the Servicing Agreement, the Backup Servicing Agreement 
or the Origination Agreement.  Satisfaction of the “Rating Agency Requirement” means with respect to any proposed 
action, upon not less than ten (10) Business Days’ prior written notification to each Rating Agency of such action, written 
confirmation from such Rating Agency to the Authority that such action will not result in a suspension, reduction or 
withdrawal of the then current rating assigned by such Rating Agency to the Series 2020A Bonds; provided, however, that 
if within such ten (10) Business Day period, any Rating Agency has neither replied to such notification nor responded in a 
manner that indicates that such Rating Agency is reviewing and considering the notification, then (a) the Authority shall 
be required to confirm that such Rating Agency has received such notice, and if it has, promptly request the related Rating 
Confirmation; and (b) if such Rating Agency neither replies to such notification nor responds in a manner that indicates it 
is reviewing and considering the notification within five (5) Business Days following such second request, the Rating 
Agency Requirement shall be deemed to be satisfied. For the purposes of this definition, any confirmation, request, 
acknowledgment or approval that is required to be in writing may be in the form of electronic mail or a press release 
(which may contain a general waiver of any Rating Agency of its right to review or consent).  See the definition of 
“Rating Agency Requirement” in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INDENTURE” hereto. 

Limited History of Portfolio Loans and Collection of Pledged Loan Payments 

As of the Cutoff Date, the Portfolio Loans had a weighted average age of only 23.3 months and a weighted 
average original term of 178 months, so the default history and collection history included herein is based on very limited 
experience.  Over 78.3% of the Portfolio Loans by outstanding principal balance were originated in 2019 and 2020.  There 
are no assurances that Pledged Revenues will be sufficient to cover actual delinquencies and defaults realized on the 
Portfolio Loans. 
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The Portfolio Loans do Not Restrict Borrowers from Incurring Additional Unsecured or Secured Debt, nor do 
they Impose any Financial Restrictions on Borrowers during the Term of the Portfolio Loans, which may Increase the 
Likelihood that Borrowers may Default on their Portfolio Loans 

A Portfolio Loan is likely not a Borrower’s only debt obligation.  If a Borrower incurs additional debt after 
obtaining a Portfolio Loan, that additional debt may adversely affect the Borrower’s creditworthiness generally, and could 
result in the financial distress, insolvency, or bankruptcy of the Borrower.  This circumstance could ultimately impair the 
ability of that Borrower to make payments on the Borrower’s Portfolio Loan and the ability of the Authority to make 
payments on the Series 2020A Bonds.  To the extent that the Borrower has or incurs other indebtedness and cannot pay all 
of its indebtedness, the Borrower may choose to make payments to other creditors, rather than on the Portfolio Loans. 

To the extent Borrowers incur other indebtedness that is secured, such as mortgage, home equity line or auto 
loans, the ability of the secured creditors to exercise remedies against the assets of the Borrower may impair the 
Borrower’s ability to repay the Portfolio Loan on which the Series 2020A Bonds are dependent for payment, or it may 
impair the ability to collect on the Portfolio Loan if it goes unpaid.  Since the Portfolio Loans are unsecured, Borrowers 
may choose to repay obligations under other indebtedness before repaying Portfolio Loans because the Borrowers have no 
collateral at risk. 

These can be no assurance that Borrowers will not seek protection under applicable bankruptcy law, or to 
otherwise avoid or delay repayment, to the extent such measures may be legally available. 

Performance of the Portfolio Loans is Uncertain 

The performance of the Portfolio Loans will depend on a number of factors, including general economic 
conditions, unemployment levels, the circumstances of individual obligors, the underwriting standards of the Authority at 
origination and the success of the servicing and collection activities of the Servicer and also of the utilities who act as 
subservicers for the Authority pursuant to separate contracts directly with the Authority.  Consequently, no accurate 
prediction can be made of how the Portfolio Loans will perform based on FICO® scores or other similar measures. 

Certain general economic conditions, such as a downturn in the economy resulting in decreased employment, 
either regionally or nationally, may result in an increase in defaults by Borrowers in repaying their Portfolio Loans.  It is 
impossible to predict the status of the economy or unemployment levels or when, if ever, a downturn in the economy 
would impair a Borrower’s ability to repay his or her Portfolio Loans.  General economic conditions may also be affected 
by other events including the prospect of increased hostilities abroad and the occurrence of national disasters or 
pandemics.  Such events may also have other effects, the impact of which is impossible to project. 

Losses on the Portfolio Loans May Be Affected Disproportionately Because of Geographic Concentration  

All of the Portfolio Loans are expected to be made to obligors with mailing addresses in the State of New York.  
As of the Cutoff Date, three counties (Nassau, Suffolk, Monroe) each accounted for more than 5.00% of the aggregate 
principal balance of the Portfolio Loans.  These three counties accounted for approximately 61.5% of the Portfolio Loans 
by aggregate principal balance as of the Cutoff Date.  If the State generally, or the greater New York metropolitan area, 
specifically, experience adverse economic changes, such as an increase in the unemployment rate, a material number of 
obligors may be unable to make timely payments on their Portfolio Loans and owners of any Series 2020A Bonds may 
experience payment delays or losses on the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Authority cannot predict whether adverse economic 
changes or other adverse events will occur or to what extent those events would affect the Portfolio Loans or repayment of 
the Series 2020A Bonds.   See the table “Distribution of the Portfolio Loans by County of Obligor” under the caption 
“THE PORTFOLIO LOANS—Characteristics of the Portfolio Loans as of the Cutoff Date” herein. 

Storm Damage in the State Could Impair Payment of the Series 2020A Bonds 

Superstorm Sandy caused moderate to severe damage to many buildings in the State.  Future storms could have 
similar or more drastic effects.  There could be longer-lasting weather-related adverse effects on residential and 
commercial development and economic activity in the State, which could cause payment delinquencies. 
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Market Factors May Reduce the Value of the Improved Real Estate Which Could Result in Increased Losses on 
the Portfolio Loans 

A decrease in demand for real estate of the kinds improved by the Portfolio Loans may adversely affect the resale 
value thereof, which could result in increased losses on the related Portfolio Loans. 

Interests of Other Persons in the Portfolio Loans Could Reduce the Pledged Revenues Available to Make 
Payments on the Series 2020A Bonds 

If a third-party successfully establishes:  (i) a claim to any of the underlying Portfolio Loans which are the source 
of the Pledged Loan Payments; or (ii) otherwise acquires an interest in Pledged Loan Payments superior to the Trustee’s 
interest, some or all of the expected collections of revenue may not be available to make payment on the Series 2020A 
Bonds. 

Technological Change Might Make the Improvements Less Valuable in the Future 

Technological developments might result in the introduction of economically attractive alternatives to the solar 
electric systems or the other residential energy efficiency improvements financed with the proceeds of the Series 2020A 
Bonds which could increase the difficulty of collecting Pledged Revenues. 

Federal or State Bankruptcy or Debtor Laws May Impede Collection Efforts or Alter Timing and Amount of 
Collections 

If a Borrower seeks protection under federal or state bankruptcy or debtor relief laws, a court could reduce, 
restructure or discharge completely such Borrower’s obligations to make payments due on such Borrower’s Portfolio 
Loan.  Whether any payment will ultimately be made or received on a Portfolio Loan after the Borrower becomes subject 
to a bankruptcy proceeding depends on the Borrower’s particular financial situation.  In most cases, however, unsecured 
creditors such as the Authority receive nothing, or only a fraction of their outstanding debt.  Owners could suffer a loss if 
insufficient funds were available from credit enhancement or other sources to cover the applicable amounts due on the 
Series 2020A Bonds. 

Investment Characteristics 

The Series 2020A Bonds May Not Be Accelerated 

The Series 2020A Bonds may not be accelerated following an Event of Default under the Indenture. 

Prepayments and Defaults on Portfolio Loans with Higher Interest Rates May Adversely Affect the Series 2020A 
Bonds 

Interest collections that are in excess of interest payments on the Series 2020A Bonds and Servicing Fees could 
be used to cover losses on defaulted Portfolio Loans.  Interest collections will depend, among other things, on the annual 
interest rates of the Portfolio Loans.  The Portfolio Loans will have a range of annual interest rates.  Excessive 
prepayments and defaults on the Portfolio Loans with relatively higher annual interest rates may adversely affect the 
Series 2020A Bonds by reducing such available interest collections in the future. 

The Series 2020A Bonds are Expected to be Repaid Early; If this happens, an Owner’s Yield would be Affected 
and such Owner will bear Reinvestment Risk 

The Series 2020A Bonds are expected to be partially or wholly redeemed prior to their respective stated maturity 
dates through optional or mandatory redemption of the Series 2020A Bonds.  If this happens, an Owner’s yield on the 
Series 2020A Bonds to the date of redemption would be affected and it will bear the risk that it cannot reinvest the money 
such Owner receives in comparable bonds at an equivalent yield.    Such redemption may reduce the secondary market 
liquidity of the Series 2020A Bonds that remain outstanding.  See the caption “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—
Redemption” herein. 
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The Series 2020A Bonds are Expected to be Issued Only in Book-Entry Form 

The Authority expects that the Series 2020A Bonds will be initially represented by certificates registered in the 
name of Cede & Co., the nominee for DTC, and will not be registered in the name of any holder or the name of its 
nominee.  Unless and until definitive securities are issued, holders of the Series 2020A Bonds will not be recognized by 
the Trustee as Registered Owners as that term is used in the Indenture and holders of the Series 2020A Bonds will only be 
able to exercise the rights of Owners indirectly through DTC and its participating organizations.  See the caption “THE 
SERIES 2020A BONDS—Securities Depository” herein. 

The Rating of the Series 2020A Bonds is Not a Recommendation to Purchase and may Change 

It is a condition to issuance of the Series 2020A Bonds that they be rated as described under the caption 
“SUMMARY OF TERMS—Rating” herein.  The rating is based primarily on the creditworthiness of the underlying 
Portfolio Loans, the amount of debt service coverage and the legal structure of the transaction.  The rating is not a 
recommendation to purchase, hold or sell the Series 2020A Bonds inasmuch as the rating does not comment as to the 
market price or suitability for any investor.  The ratings may be increased, lowered or withdrawn by the rating agency if in 
the rating agency’s judgment circumstances so warrant.  A downgrade in the rating of the Series 2020A Bonds is likely to 
decrease the price a subsequent purchaser will be willing to pay for the Series 2020A Bonds.  The rating of the 
Series 2020A Bonds will not address the market liquidity of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Legislative and Regulatory Investment Considerations 

Federal Action Might Preempt the Act Without Full Compensation 

New York law may not protect Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds against an adverse effect on their investment 
pursuant to a federal law enacted under the powers of the United States Congress, such as the war power or the power to 
regulate interstate commerce. 

In the past, bills have been introduced in Congress that would prohibit the recovery of all or some types of a 
public utility’s existing infrastructure investments that may become redundant after substantial changes in regulatory or 
market conditions, but none of those bills was enacted.  Congress could, however, pass a law or adopt a rule or regulation 
negating the ability of the Authority to collect On-Bill Recovery Loan repayments. 

If federal legislation attempting to preempt the Act is enacted, there is no assurance that the courts would 
consider it a “taking” under the United States Constitution for which the government would be required to pay just 
compensation or, if it is considered a “taking”, that any amount provided as compensation would be sufficient to pay the 
full amount of principal of and interest on the transition bonds or to pay these amounts on a timely basis. 

Application of Consumer Protection Laws to the Portfolio Loans may Increase Costs and Uncertainties about the 
Portfolio Loans 

Numerous federal and state consumer protection laws and related regulations impose substantial requirements 
upon lenders and servicers involved in consumer finance.  Some of these laws and regulations impose penalties or other 
consequences upon originators, lenders and servicers who fail to comply with their provisions.  For example, federal law 
such as the Truth-in-Lending Act can impose statutory damages on assignees and defenses to enforcement of the Portfolio 
Loans, if errors were made in disclosures that must be made to Borrowers.  In some cases, such penalties or other 
consequences could affect the ability of the Authority to enforce consumer finance contracts such as the Portfolio Loans, 
which could reduce Pledged Loan Payments available to make payments on the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Additionally, further regulation by Congress, State legislatures or regulatory agencies, or changes in the 
regulatory application or judicial interpretation of existing laws and regulations applicable to consumer lending, could 
make it more difficult for the Servicer to collect payments on the Portfolio Loans or otherwise affect the manner in which 
the Servicer conducts its business.  The regulatory environment in which financial institutions, creditors and servicers 
operate has become increasingly complex. 

If the Portfolio Loans were marketed or serviced in a manner that is unfair, deceptive or abusive, or if marketing, 
origination or servicing violated any applicable law, then state and federal laws applicable to unfair, deceptive or abusive 
acts or practices may impose liability on the loan holder, as well as creating defenses to enforcement.  There can be no 
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assurance that the Authority will not be subject to and have liability with respect to such claims.  Any such liability could 
reduce Pledged Loan Payments and have a material adverse effect on the Series 2020A Bonds. 

The Portfolio Loans were made using standardized documentation.  Thus, many Borrowers may be similarly 
situated insofar as the provisions of their contractual obligations are concerned.  Accordingly, certain allegations of 
violations of the provisions of applicable federal or state consumer protection laws could potentially result in a large class 
of claimants asserting claims against the Authority or the Servicer.  The costs of defending or paying judgments in any 
such lawsuits could adversely affect the Authority’s or the Servicer’s business, or could reduce the Authority’s funds 
available to make payments of principal of and interest on the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Future State Action Might Reduce the Value of the Series 2020A Bonds 

From time to time, bills are introduced into the Legislature of the State that, if enacted into law, would affect the 
Authority and its operations, including the GJGNY Program.  Such bills may be introduced or become law in the future.  
In addition, the State undertakes periodic studies of public authorities (including the Authority) and their financing 
programs.  Any of such studies could result in legislation adversely affecting the Authority’s operations.  See the caption 
“STATE PLEDGE AND AGREEMENT” herein. 

It might be possible for the State legislature to repeal or amend the Act notwithstanding the State’s pledge if the 
legislature acts in order to serve a significant and legitimate public purpose.  Any such action, as well as the litigation that 
likely would ensue, might adversely affect the price and liquidity, the dates of payment of interest and principal and the 
weighted average lives of the Series 2020A Bonds.  The enforcement of any rights against the State under its pledge may 
be subject to the exercise of judicial discretion in appropriate cases and to the limitations on legal remedies against the 
State.  The outcome of any litigation cannot be predicted. 

If an action of the State legislature adversely affecting the Owners were considered a “taking” under the United 
States or State Constitution, the State might be obligated to pay compensation for the taking.  Even in that event, there is 
no assurance that any amount provided as compensation would be sufficient for Owners to fully recover their investment 
in the Series 2020A Bonds or to offset interest lost pending such recovery. 

The Authority is not Obligated to Indemnify Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds for Changes in Law 

The Authority will not indemnify Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds for any changes in the law, including any 
federal preemption or repeal or amendment of the Act that may affect the value of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Servicing Investment Considerations 

Performance of the Servicer’s Duties is Essential 

Concord Servicing Corporation, as the initial Servicer, will be responsible for, among other things, billing, 
monitoring the Portfolio Loans and taking actions in the event of non-payment of Portfolio Loans.  The Trustee’s receipt 
of the Pledged Loan Payments, which will be used to make payments on the Series 2020A Bonds, will depend in part on 
the skill and diligence of the Servicer in performing these functions.  If the Servicer fails to make collections for any 
reason, or to timely remit the Pledged Loan Payments to the Trustee, then the Servicer’s payments to the Trustee in respect 
of the Portfolio Loans, and payments on the Series 2020A Bonds, might be delayed or reduced. 

If payments on the Portfolio Loans become Overdue, the Authority may be required to Pay Additional Loan 
Servicing Fees and Collection Fees associated with Delinquent or Defaulted Loans and the Owners may Experience 
Losses. 

If a Portfolio Loan becomes delinquent or defaults, the Servicer is permitted to charge higher servicing fees on 
the delinquent Portfolio Loans and will engage Blackwell Recovery, a unit of the Servicer, to perform default collection 
service for which Blackwell Recovery is paid a contingency fee.  In performing default collections, Blackwell Recovery 
may offer to settle with the obligor under terms agreed to by the Authority.  As these additional fees will be offset against 
the Pledged Revenues, such fees will reduce the Pledge Revenues available to pay the Series 2020A Bonds and Owners 
may experience losses. 
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The Servicer or Blackwell Recovery may be unable to recover some or all of the unpaid balance of a 
non-performing Portfolio Loan.  Owners must rely on the collection efforts of the Servicer and Blackwell Recovery. 

The Servicing Fees are on a Per-Loan and Per-Service Basis and may be Increased 

The Servicing Fees charged by the Servicer pursuant to the Servicing Agreement are primarily charged on a 
per-loan and per-service rendered basis by the Servicer for each Portfolio Loan; thus, servicing fees will increase as a 
percentage of the principal amount of the Portfolio Loans as the Portfolio Loans are paid down and, if the delinquency rate 
of the Portfolio Loans increases, the Servicing Fees will increase as a percentage of the Pledged Revenues.  The Servicing 
Agreement permits the Servicing Fees charged thereunder to be increased on an annual basis up to one and one-half times 
the increase in the Consumer Price Index.  Any increases in per-loan and per-service Servicing Fees could cause the 
Administrative Expenses to exceed the amount permitted to be paid out of Pledged Revenues.  See the caption 
“Considerations Relating to the Pledged Revenues—Amounts Permitted to Pay Administrative Expenses from the Trust 
Estate are Limited” above. 

The Servicer May Commingle Collections on the Portfolio Loans with its Own Funds 

The Pledged Loan Payments received on the Portfolio Loans constituting the Smart Energy Loans generally are 
deposited into an account in the name of the Servicer each Business Day.  However, such payments received on the Smart 
Energy Loans initially will not be segregated from payments the Servicer receives on other loans it services.  The Servicer 
will be required to deposit such Pledged Loan Payments into a segregated collection account established for the 
Series 2020A Bonds in the name of the Authority within two (2) Business Days of receipt, and such amounts are 
transferred to the Trustee at the end of each Business Day (subject to retention in such deposit account of a balance not in 
excess of $1,000).  Despite these requirements, the Servicer might fail to transfer the full amount of such Pledged Loan 
Payments to the Trustee or might fail to do so on a timely basis.  If the Servicer fails to meet its contractual obligations to 
deposit such Pledged Loan Payments in a segregated collection account and commingles such Pledged Loan Payments 
with its own funds, in a bankruptcy of the Servicer, a bankruptcy court might decline to recognize the Trustee’s right to 
any such Pledged Loan Payments that are commingled with other funds of the Servicer as of the date of bankruptcy.  If so, 
any Pledged Loan Payments held by the Servicer as of the date of bankruptcy would not be immediately available to pay 
amounts owing on the Series 2020A Bonds.  If these amounts were ultimately determined to not be available, Owners of 
the Series 2020A Bonds would have only a general unsecured claim against the Servicer for those amounts. 

See also the caption “Reliance on Utilities to Collect Certain Pledged Loan Payments” below for a description of 
the receipt of Pledged Loan Payments on the Portfolio Loans constituting On-Bill Recovery Loans. 

If the Initial Servicer Ceases to Act, Difficulties May Arise 

If Concord Servicing Corporation resigns or is removed as the Servicer, the Authority expects to appoint the 
Backup Servicer as the Servicer; however, if the Backup Servicer is unable to undertake such duties, it might be difficult 
to find a successor Servicer.  A successor Servicer might have less experience and ability than the initial Servicer or 
Backup Servicer and might experience difficulties in collecting the Pledged Loan Payments into a segregated collection 
account within two (2) Business Days of receipt.  Despite this requirement, the Servicer, and servicing fees, billing and 
payment arrangements may change, resulting in delays or disruptions of collections.  A successor Servicer might charge 
fees that are substantially higher than the fees paid to the initial Servicer.  In the event of the commencement of a case by 
or against the Servicer under the United States Bankruptcy Code or similar laws, the Servicer and the Trustee might be 
prevented from effecting a transfer of servicing.  Any of these factors and others might delay the timing of payments and 
may reduce the value of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

A Servicer Default May Result in Additional Costs or a Diminution in Servicing Performance, Which May 
Adversely Affect the Series 2020A Bonds 

In the event of the removal of the Servicer and an appointment of a successor Servicer, the Authority cannot 
predict: 

• the cost of the transfer of servicing to such successor; or 

• the ability of such successor to perform the obligations and duties of the Servicer under the Servicing 
Agreement. 
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Furthermore, the Authority may experience difficulties in appointing a successor Servicer and during any 
transition phase it is possible that normal servicing activities could be disrupted. 

The Servicer’s Indemnification Obligations to the Authority Are Limited and Do Not Extend to the Owners of the 
Series 2020A Bonds 

The Servicer will be obligated under the Servicing Agreement to indemnify the Authority only as a result of the 
Servicer’s negligence in the performance of the Servicing Agreement.  The Servicer’s indemnification obligations to the 
Authority do not extend to the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds do not have 
any right to terminate the Servicing Agreement. 

Reliance on Utilities to Collect Certain Pledged Loan Payments 

Pursuant to contracts directly with the Authority and not with the Servicer, utilities will act as subservicers in 
connection with collecting upon the On-Bill Recovery Loans.  Each such utility will utilize its own customary billing and 
collecting procedures in connection with collecting and administering the related Portfolio Loans. 

On-Bill Recovery Loan payments will be subordinated to payment in full of electric and/or gas services.  Each 
subservicing agreement provides that the related utility will be required to remit payments in respect of the related 
Portfolio Loans received during a month to the Authority or its designee on the 15th day of the following month.  Until 
such time, Pledged Loan Payments will not be required to be segregated from the general funds of the related utility 
subservicer.  A utility subservicer nevertheless might fail to remit the full amount of Pledged Loan Payments owed to the 
Servicer or might fail to do so on a timely basis.  This failure, whether voluntary or involuntary, might materially reduce 
the amount of Pledged Loan Payments available to make timely payments on the Series 2020A Bonds.  Additionally, in a 
bankruptcy of a utility subservicer, a bankruptcy court might decline to recognize the Trustee’s right to Pledged Revenues 
that are commingled with other funds of such utility subservicer as of the date of bankruptcy and such Pledged Revenues 
held by such subservicer as of the date of bankruptcy would not be immediately available to pay amounts owing on the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  If these amounts were ultimately determined to not be available, Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds 
would have only a general unsecured claim against the utility subservicer for those amounts, which could cause material 
delays in payments of principal or interest, or losses, on the Series 2020A Bonds and could materially reduce the value of 
the Series 2020A Bonds. 

The subservicing agreements require the utility subservicers to perform billing and collection arrangements with 
customers in accordance with regulations filed with and approved by the PSC (or in the case of the Long Island Power 
Authority, as approved by its Trustees), the New York Public Service Law, the PSC’s regulations in Title 16 of the Codes, 
Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, the utility’s business practices, and the utility’s Vendor Agreement with 
the New York State Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance.  Changes could be made to these laws, regulations, 
agreements and practices to change billing and collection practices, which might adversely affect the timing and amount of 
customer payments and might reduce On-Bill Recovery Loan collections, thereby reducing the ability to make scheduled 
payments on the Series 2020A Bonds. 

The utility subservicers will be obligated under the related subservicing agreements to indemnify the Authority 
only for negligent acts or omissions, willful misconduct or a failure to comply with the obligations of the related 
subservicing agreements.  The utility subservicers’ indemnification obligations to the Authority do not extend to the 
Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds do not have any right to terminate the 
Authority’s contracts with any of the utility subservicers. 

On-Bill Recovery Loan Collections 

The On-Bill Recovery Loans have a limited history.  In addition, the terms of the On-Bill Recovery Loans and 
the New York Public Service Law allow obligors of an On-Bill Recovery Loan who do not fully pay their utility bill to 
enter into a deferred payment arrangement with the utility, which would affect repayment.  In addition, On-Bill Recovery 
Loans include unique terms regarding the ability of an On-Bill Recovery Loan to be transferred to a new obligor upon the 
sale or transfer of the related property.  The new obligor may have a different credit profile than the original obligor that 
could affect the likelihood of repayment of the On-Bill Recovery Loan.  Although the PNY Act requires prospective 
sellers to notify a prospective purchaser prior to accepting an offer for the sale or transfer of the property, and also requires 
the filing of a program declaration in the city or county recording office in an effort to ensure that a prospective purchaser 
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has notice of the existence of the obligation, there is no guarantee that a prospective purchaser has received notice from the 
seller or obtained and understood the recorded declaration. 

Certain On-Bill Recovery Loan customers only receive their electric and/or gas utility bills on a bi-monthly basis 
and are billed for two On-Bill Recovery Loan installment amounts on each utility bill.  In addition, each utility only 
transfers its On-Bill Recovery Loan collections to the Servicer on a monthly basis.  Delays in the receipt of On-Bill 
Recovery Loan collections could adversely affect the Authority’s ability to timely pay principal of and interest on the 
Series 2020A Bonds. 

Limits on Rights to Terminate Service Might Make it More Difficult to Collect Pledged Loan Payments 

Pursuant to the Servicing Agreement and the subservicing agreements, each of the utility subservicers may 
disconnect an obligor’s utility electricity/gas service for nonpayment of On-Bill Recovery Loans, subject to provisions of 
the New York Public Service Law and regulations adopted by the PSC. 

STATE PLEDGE AND AGREEMENT 

The Indenture will include the State’s pledge to, and agreement with, the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds that 
the State will not limit or alter the rights and powers vested in the Authority by the Act to fulfill the terms of any contract 
made by the Authority with the Owners, or in any way impair the rights and remedies of the Owners until the 
Series 2020A Bonds, together with the interest thereon, with interest on any unpaid installments of interest, and all costs 
and expenses in connection with any action or proceeding by or on behalf of the Owners, are fully met and discharged. 

LEGALITY FOR INVESTMENT AND DEPOSIT 

The bonds and notes of the Authority, including the Series 2020A Bonds, are securities in which all public 
officers and bodies of the State and all municipalities and municipal subdivisions, all insurance companies and 
associations and other persons carrying on an insurance business, all banks, bankers, trust companies, savings banks, 
savings associations, including savings and loan associations and building and loan associations, investment companies 
and other persons carrying on a banking business, all administrators, guardians, executors, trustees and other fiduciaries, 
and all other persons whatsoever who may be authorized to invest in bonds or other obligations of the State, may properly 
and legally invest funds including capital in their control or belonging to them.  Notwithstanding any other provisions of 
law, the bonds and notes of the Authority are also securities which may be deposited with and may be received by all 
public officers and bodies of the State and all municipalities and municipal subdivisions for any purpose for which the 
deposit of bonds or other obligations of the State may be authorized. 

UNDERWRITING 

The Underwriter has agreed, subject to certain conditions, to purchase the Series 2020A Bonds from the 
Authority at an aggregate purchase price of $16,690,000.  The Underwriter will be paid an underwriting fee equal to 
$105,055.  The Underwriter has agreed to purchase all Series 2020A Bonds if any are purchased. 

The Underwriter may offer and sell Series 2020A Bonds to certain dealers (including dealers depositing 
Series 2020A Bonds into investment trusts) and others at prices lower than the offering prices stated on the cover page of 
this Official Statement.  After the initial public offering, the Underwriter may change the price at which the Underwriter 
offers the Series 2020A Bonds for sale from time to time. 

In connection with the offering, the Underwriter may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or otherwise 
affect the price of the Series 2020A Bonds.  Specifically, the Underwriter may over allot the offering, creating a syndicate 
short position.  The Underwriter may bid for and purchase Series 2020A Bonds in the open market to cover such syndicate 
short position or to stabilize the price of Series 2020A Bonds.  Those activities may stabilize or maintain the market price 
of such Series 2020A Bonds above independent market levels.  The Underwriter is not required to engage in these 
activities and may end any of these activities at any time. 

The bond purchase agreement provides that the Authority has agreed to reimburse the Underwriter for the fees 
and expenses of its counsel. 
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LITIGATION 

There is not now pending any litigation:  (i) restraining or enjoining the issuance or delivery of the Series 2020A 
Bonds or questioning or affecting the validity of the Series 2020A Bonds or the proceedings and authority under which 
they are issued; (ii) contesting the creation, organization or existence of the Authority, or the title of the directors or 
officers of the Authority to their respective offices; or (iii) questioning the right of the Authority to enter into the Indenture 
and to pledge the Pledged Revenues and the Pledged Funds and other moneys and securities purported to be pledged by 
the Indenture in the manner and to the extent provided in the Indenture. 

RATING 

The Series 2020A Bonds are expected to be rated “A (sf)” by Kroll Bond Rating Agency, LLC (“KBRA”).  Such 
rating reflects only the view of such rating agency from which an explanation of the significance of such rating may be 
obtained.  There is no assurance that such rating will continue for any given period of time or that any such rating will not 
be revised downward or withdrawn entirely if, in the judgment of KBRA, circumstances so warrant.  A revision or 
withdrawal of such rating may have an effect on the market price of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

CONTINUING DISCLOSURE 

In order to assist the Underwriter in complying with Rule 15c2-12 promulgated by the SEC (the “Rule”), the 
Authority will enter into a continuing disclosure undertaking with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds (a “Continuing 
Disclosure Undertaking”) setting forth the undertaking of the Authority regarding continuing disclosure with respect to the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  The proposed form of the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking is set forth in Appendix C attached 
hereto. 

During the last five years, the Authority has complied with all previous undertakings to provide annual reports or 
notices of material events in accordance with the Rule, except that two debt service coverage projections with respect to 
the Authority’s Residential Energy Efficiency Financing Revenue Bonds, Series 2013-A (the “Series 2013-A Bonds”) 
were not timely posted to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board’s Electronic Municipal Market Access system 
(“EMMA”) and certain information posted to EMMA in 2015 with respect to the Series 2013-A Bonds failed to reference 
all of the CUSIP numbers for the Series 2013-A Bonds.  Such information was subsequently filed or properly referenced 
therein. 

In addition, the Indenture provides that the Authority will, within sixty (60) days after each Interest Payment 
Date, commencing April 1, 2021, prepare a report setting forth a description of the Series 2020A Bonds Outstanding, the 
redemptions of Series 2020A Bonds on such Interest Payment Date and the distribution of the Pledged Revenues on such 
Interest Payment Date (the “Information Statement”), and will file such Information Statement with the Municipal 
Securities Rulemaking Board through EMMA.  See the caption “Certain Covenants—Semiannual Information Statement” 
in “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” hereto. 

TAX MATTERS 

Series 2020A Bonds  

In the opinion of Co-Bond Counsel to the Authority, interest on the Series 2020A Bonds:  (i) is included in gross 
income for Federal income tax purposes pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”); and 
(ii) is exempt, under existing statutes, from personal income taxes imposed by the State of New York or any political 
subdivision thereof (including The City of New York). 

The following discussion is a brief summary of the principal United States Federal income tax consequences of 
the acquisition, ownership and disposition of Series 2020A Bonds by original purchasers of the Series 2020A Bonds who 
are “U.S. Holders”, as defined herein.  This summary:  (i) is based on the Code, Treasury Regulations, revenue rulings and 
court decisions, all as currently in effect and all subject to change at any time, possibly with retroactive effect; (ii) assumes 
that the Series 2020A Bonds will be held as “capital assets”; and (iii) does not discuss all of the United States Federal 
income tax consequences that may be relevant to a U.S. Holder in light of its particular circumstances or to U.S. Holders 
subject to special rules, such as insurance companies, financial institutions, tax-exempt organizations, dealers in securities 
or foreign currencies, persons holding the Series 2020A Bonds as a position in a “hedge” or “straddle”, U.S. Holders 
whose functional currency (as defined in Section 985 of the Code) is not the United States dollar, U.S. Holders who 
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acquire Series 2020A Bonds in the secondary market, or individuals, estates and trusts subject to the tax on unearned 
income imposed by Section 1411 of the Code.  

Certain taxpayers that are required to prepare certified financial statements and file certified financial statements 
with certain regulatory or governmental agencies may be required to recognize income, gain and loss with respect to the 
Series 2020A Bonds at the time that such income, gain or loss is taken into account on such financial statements instead of 
under the rules described below. 

U.S. Holders of Series 2020A Bonds should consult with their own tax advisors concerning the United States 
Federal income tax and other consequences with respect to the acquisition, ownership and disposition of the Series 2020A 
Bonds as well as any tax consequences that may arise under the laws of any state, local or foreign tax jurisdiction. 

Disposition and Defeasance 

Generally, upon the sale, exchange, redemption, or other disposition (which would include a legal defeasance) of 
a Series 2020A Bond, a U.S. Holder generally will recognize taxable gain or loss in an amount equal to the difference 
between the amount realized (other than amounts attributable to accrued interest not previously includable in income) and 
such U.S. Holder’s adjusted tax basis in the Series 2020A Bond. 

The Authority may cause the deposit of moneys or securities in escrow in such amount and manner as to cause 
the Series 2020A Bonds to be deemed to be no longer outstanding under the Indenture of the Series 2020A Bonds (a 
“defeasance”).  See “APPENDIX A—CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE” 
hereto.  For Federal income tax purposes, such defeasance could result in a deemed exchange under Section 1001 of the 
Code and a recognition by such owner of taxable income or loss, without any corresponding receipt of moneys.  In 
addition, the character and timing of receipt of payments on the Series 2020A Bonds subsequent to any such defeasance 
could also be affected. 

Information Reporting and Backup Withholding 

In general, information reporting requirements will apply to non-corporate U.S. Holders of the Series 2020A 
Bonds with respect to payments of principal, payments of interest, and accrual of OID on a Series 2020A Bond and the 
proceeds of the sale of a Series 2020A Bond before maturity within the United States.  Backup withholding may apply to 
U.S. Holders of Series 2020A Bonds under Section 3406 of the Code.  Any amounts withheld under the backup 
withholding rules from a payment to a beneficial owner, and which constitutes over-withholding, would be allowed as a 
refund or a credit against such beneficial owner’s United States Federal income tax provided the required information is 
furnished to the Internal Revenue Service. 

U.S. Holders 

The term “U.S. Holder” means a beneficial owner of a Series 2020A Bond that is:  (i) a citizen or resident of the 
United States, (ii) a corporation, partnership or other entity created or organized in or under the laws of the United States 
or of any political subdivision thereof, (iii) an estate the income of which is subject to United States Federal income 
taxation regardless of its source or (iv) a trust whose administration is subject to the primary jurisdiction of a United States 
court and which has one or more United States fiduciaries who have the authority to control all substantial decisions of the 
trust. 

Miscellaneous 

Tax legislation, administrative actions taken by tax authorities, or court decisions, whether at the Federal or state 
level, may adversely affect the tax-exempt status of interest on the Series 2020A Bonds under state law and could affect 
the market price or marketability of the Series 2020A Bonds.  

Prospective purchasers of the Series 2020A Bonds should consult their own tax advisors regarding the foregoing 
matters. 
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FINANCIAL ADVISOR 

Omnicap Group LLC (“Omnicap”) has acted as independent registered municipal advisor to the Authority in 
conjunction with the issuance of the Series 2020A Bonds.  Omnicap has assisted the Authority in preparation of this 
Official Statement and in other matters related to the planning, structuring, execution and delivery of the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  Omnicap is a municipal advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and the MSRB, is an 
independent advisory firm, and is not engaged in the business of underwriting, trading or distribution of municipal 
securities or other public securities and therefore will not participate in the underwriting of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Omnicap has not audited, authenticated or otherwise independently verified the information set forth in this 
Official Statement, or any other information related to the Authority with respect to the accuracy or completeness of 
disclosure of such information.  Omnicap makes no guaranty, warranty or other representation respecting the accuracy or 
completeness of this Official Statement or any other matter related to this Official Statement. 

APPROVALS 

The Act provides that:  (a) the sale of Series 2020A Bonds to the Underwriter and the terms of such sale are 
subject to the approval of the Comptroller of the State; (b) the proceedings authorizing the issuance of the Series 2020A 
Bonds are subject to the approval of the Governor of the State; and (c) certain provisions of the Indenture are also subject 
to the approval of the Commissioner of Taxation and Finance of the State.  Pursuant to Section 51 of the Public 
Authorities Law of the State, as amended, the Authority may not make any commitment, enter into any agreement or incur 
any indebtedness for the purpose of acquiring, constructing or financing any project without the prior approval of the 
Public Authorities Control Board of the State. 

LEGAL OPINIONS 

Legal matters incident to the authorization, issuance and sale of the Series 2020A Bonds will be subject to the 
approving opinion of Hawkins Delafield & Wood LLP, New York, New York, and Law Offices of Joseph C. Reid, P.A., 
New York, New York, Co-Bond Counsel to the Authority.  The approving Opinions of Co-Bond Counsel are expected to 
be in substantially the form included in this Official Statement as Appendix B.  Certain other legal matters will be passed 
upon for the Authority by Peter J. Costello, its General Counsel.  Certain other legal matters will be passed upon for the 
Underwriter by Kutak Rock LLP, Denver, Colorado, counsel to the Underwriter. 

This Official Statement has been duly executed and delivered by the Authority. 

 NEW YORK STATE ENERGY RESEARCH 
  AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

By    /s/ Doreen M. Harris  
 Acting President and CEO 
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APPENDIX A 

CERTAIN DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE INDENTURE 

THIS SUMMARY DOES NOT PURPORT TO BE COMPLETE AND REFERENCE SHOULD BE MADE TO 
THE INDENTURE FOR A FULL AND COMPLETE STATEMENT OF SUCH DOCUMENT AND ALL PROVISIONS 
THEREIN. 

Certain Definitions 

The following terms have the meanings herein specified in the following summary of the Indenture. 

“Act” means the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority Act, Title 9 of Article 8 of the 
Public Authorities Law of the State of New York, as from time to time amended and supplemented. 

“Administrative Expense” means any Trustee Fees, Servicing Fees, Backup Servicing Fees or Rating 
Surveillance Fees and any fees and expenses payable to any Paying Agent under the Indenture. 

“Authority” means New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, the public benefit corporation 
created by the Act, and its successors and assigns. 

“Authorized Officer” means the Chair, Vice-Chair, President, Vice President, Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer or 
Secretary of the Authority. 

“Backup Servicer” means Vervent, Inc., formerly known as First Associates Loan Servicing LLC, along with any 
successors to the material obligations of a backup servicer, with respect to the Loans, as provided by the Backup Servicing 
Agreement, appointed in accordance with the Indenture. 

“Backup Servicing Agreement” means the Backup Servicing Agreement, dated as of July 1, 2013, by and 
between the Authority and the Backup Servicer, as the same may be amended and supplemented in accordance with the 
Indenture and any similar agreement with any successor as Backup Servicer, to the extent applicable to Loans. 

“Backup Servicing Fees” means fees payable to the Backup Servicer under the Backup Servicing Agreement and 
allocable to the Loans. 

“Bond Counsel” means, collectively, with respect to the initial issuance of the Series 2020A Bonds on the Date 
of Issuance, Hawkins Delafield & Wood LLP and Law Offices of Joseph C. Reid, P.A., or other counsel selected by the 
Authority and satisfactory to the Trustee and nationally recognized as experienced in matters relating to bonds issued by 
states and their political subdivisions and public instrumentalities. 

“Bond Register” means the Bond Register maintained and kept by the bond registrar at the Corporate Trust 
Office pursuant to the Indenture. 

“Bond Year” means any period commencing on and including October 1 of any year and ending on and including 
September 30 of the next succeeding calendar year. 

“Borrower” means any person who may be obligated as a borrower, co-signor or guarantor to pay a Program 
Loan, along with any successor to such payment obligations. 

“Business Day” means a day on which banks located in (i) The City of New York, New York, or (ii) the city in 
which the principal office of the Trustee is located are not required or authorized to remain closed and on which the New 
York Stock Exchange is not closed. 

“Corporate Trust Office” means the office of the Trustee at which at any particular time its corporate trust 
business shall be principally administered, which office at the date hereof is located at 101 Barclay Street - 7W, New 
York, New York 10286. 
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“Cost of Issuance Fund” means the Cost of Issuance Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described 
under the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Cost of Issuance Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“Date of Issuance” means October 14, 2020. 

“Debt Service” means, as of any date, and for any Bond Year, with respect to the Series 2020A Bonds then 
Outstanding, the aggregate amount of principal and interest scheduled to become due (either at maturity or by mandatory 
redemption), as calculated by the Authority in accordance with this definition. 

“Debt Service Fund” means the Debt Service Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the 
caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Debt Service Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“Eligible Loan” means a U.S. Dollar denominated Program Loan that satisfies the Loan Criteria. 

“Eligible Project” means any project for one to four family residential structures that meets the definition of 
eligible project as defined in the Green Jobs–Green New York Act and the Act. 

“EMMA” means the Electronic Municipal Market Access System of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. 

“Event of Default” means any event of default specified in the Indenture as described under the caption “Defaults 
and Remedies—Events of Default” in this Appendix A. 

“Fund” means any fund described under the caption “Funds Created under the Indenture” in this Appendix A. 

“Green Jobs–Green New York Act” means the Green Jobs–Green New York Act of 2009 (Title 9A of the Public 
Authorities Law of New York), as from time to time amended and supplemented. 

“Green Jobs–Green New York Program” or “GJGNY Program” means the Authority’s Green Jobs–Green New 
York Program described under the caption “GREEN JOBS-GREEN NEW YORK PROGRAM” in the body of this 
Official Statement. 

“Green Jobs–Green New York Revolving Loan Fund” or “GJGNY Revolving Fund” means the revolving loan 
fund established by the State pursuant to the Green Jobs–Green New York Act and described under the caption “GREEN 
JOBS-GREEN NEW YORK PROGRAM” in the body of this Official Statement. 

“Interest Payment Date” means the date on which any installment of interest on the Series 2020A Bonds is due 
other than by reason of acceleration or redemption, being April 1 and October 1 of each year, commencing April 1, 2021, 
or, if such date is not a Business Day, on the next succeeding Business Day. 

“KBRA” means Kroll Bond Rating Agency, LLC, or its successors and assigns, or if there is no such successor or 
assign, shall mean another rating service selected by the Authority. 

“Loan” means any Program Loan subsequent to the assignment and pledge of Loan Payments with respect to 
such Program Loan to the Trustee, but shall not include any such Program Loans as to which the associated Loan 
Payments have been released from the lien of the Indenture as provided therein. 

“Loan Agreement” means any agreement providing for a Program Loan to be made available to a Borrower in 
whole or in part with the proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds or which is a source of Pledged Loan Payments between a 
Borrower and the Authority, including any promissory notes or other evidences of indebtedness executed pursuant thereto, 
in each case as amended and supplemented in accordance with its terms from time to time. 

“Loan Criteria” means the following criteria relating to each Loan upon origination, upon the second Business 
Day prior to reimbursement or at each such time, as noted:  (a) each Loan is a valid and binding obligation of the obligor 
at each such time; (b) no Loan is subject at either such time to a prior perfected lien; (c) each Loan has an original maturity 
of not more than 180 months and a remaining maturity on such second Business Day of at least three months and not more 
than 180 months; (d) each Loan has a remaining principal balance on such second Business Day of at least $100 and not 
more than $25,000; (e) each Loan has an interest rate at each such time of at least 2.99%; (f) each Loan provides at each 
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such time for level scheduled monthly payments that fully amortize the amount financed over its original term to maturity; 
(g) each Loan was originated in the United States and in the State of New York and is not identified on such second 
Business Day on the records of the Servicer as being subject to any pending bankruptcy proceeding; (h) each Loan arose 
under a contract with respect to which the Authority on such second Business Day has performed all obligations required 
to be performed by it thereunder; (i) each Loan was originated and on such second Business Day has been serviced in 
compliance with all applicable laws; (j) each Loan either:  (1) meets the Tier 1 Criteria, or (2) meets the Tier 2 Criteria and 
such Loan was originated no fewer than sixty (60) months prior to such second Business Day; and (k) each Loan is not 
more than sixty (60) past due on such second Business Day. 

“Loan Fund” means the Loan Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the caption “Funds 
Created under the Indenture—Loan Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“Loan Payments” means all amounts of interest and principal payable by a Borrower under a Loan Agreement. 

“Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., or its succors and assigns, or if there is no such successor or 
assign, shall mean another rating service selected by the Authority. 

“Officer’s Certificate” means a written certificate signed by an Authorized Officer of the Authority, which may 
be transmitted in electronic form acceptable to the Trustee. 

“On-Bill Recovery Agreement” means any agreement by and between the Authority and another entity pursuant 
to Section 1896(1)(c)(iii) of Title 9A of the Public Authorities Law of New York, as amended, to provide for billing and 
collection of Loan Payments using an on-bill recovery mechanism, to the extent applicable to Loans. 

“On-Bill Recovery Loan” means a Program Loan that is subject to billing and collection pursuant to an On-Bill 
Recovery Agreement. 

“Origination Agreement” means, collectively, the Agreement, dated as of January 1, 2010, between the Authority 
and the Originator, and an Agreement, effective as of June 1, 2017, each by and between the Authority and the Originator, 
as the same has been and may be amended and supplemented in accordance with the Indenture, and any similar agreement 
with any successor as Originator, to the extent applicable to Loans. 

“Originator” means Slipstream Group Incorporated, operating as Energy Finance Solutions, along with any 
successors to the material obligations of an originator, with respect to the Loans, as provided by the Origination 
Agreement, appointed in accordance with the Indenture. 

“Outstanding” means, as of any particular date, the aggregate of all the Series 2020A Bonds, authenticated and 
delivered under the Indenture, except: 

(a) Series 2020A Bonds cancelled by the Trustee or delivered to the Trustee for cancellation at or 
prior to such date; 

(b) Series 2020A Bonds for the payment or redemption of which money in the necessary amount 
has been theretofore deposited with the Trustee or any Paying Agent in trust for the Owners of such 
Series 2020A Bonds, provided that if such Series 2020A Bonds are to be redeemed, notice of such redemption 
has been duly given pursuant to the Indenture or provision therefor satisfactory to the Trustee has been made; 

(c) Series 2020A Bonds paid or deemed to be paid as provided in the Indenture; and 

(d) Series 2020A Bonds paid or in lieu of or in substitution for which other Series 2020A Bonds 
shall have been authenticated and delivered pursuant to the Indenture, unless proof satisfactory to the Trustee 
shall be presented that any such Series 2020A Bonds shall be held by a “protected purchaser” (as such term is 
defined in the Uniform Commercial Code of the State of New York). 

“Owner” or “Bondowner” means the Registered Owner of any Series 2020A Bond. 
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“Paying Agency Office” means the office of the Trustee maintained in the Borough of Manhattan in The City of 
New York, at which its corporate trust business shall be administered in such city. 

“Paying Agent” means any paying agent for the Series 2020A Bonds and any successor or successors as paying 
agent appointed pursuant to the Indenture. 

“Person” means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, an association, a joint stock company, a trust, any 
unincorporated organization or a government or political subdivision thereof. 

“Pledged Fund” means any Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the caption “Funds 
Created under the Indenture” in this Appendix A, other than the Cost of Issuance Fund. 

“Pledged Loan Payments” means Loan Payments with respect to Loans that are received by or on behalf of the 
Authority subsequent to the date on which the right to receive such Loan Payments is assigned to the Trustee, other than 
Loan Payments that have been released from the Indenture as provided therein. 

“Pledged Revenues” means all money, revenues and receipts to be received under the Indenture, including all 
Pledged Loan Payments and all interest or other income derived from the investment or deposit of moneys in any Pledged 
Fund. 

“Portfolio Loans” means the Loans identified under the Indenture. 

“Principal Installment” means, as of any date of calculation and with respect to a certain date, the aggregate 
amount of the principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds due by their terms on such certain date. 

“Program” means the program established, administered by the Authority and created pursuant to the Green 
Jobs-Green New York Act to provide funding, through GJGNY Revolving Fund loans, for the performance of energy 
audits and residential energy efficiency measures for, among other purposes, Eligible Projects. 

“Program Agreements” means, collectively, the Servicing Agreement, the Backup Servicing Agreement and the 
Origination Agreement, as each relates to the Loans, and each Loan Agreement relating to a Loan. 

“Program Loan” means any loan made by the Authority to a Borrower to finance an Eligible Project, as to which 
Eligible Project the Authority has received evidence of completion prior to loan disbursement, with moneys available 
under the Program, including, without limitation, with any amount reimbursed to the GJGNY Revolving Fund from 
amounts transferred from the Loan Fund. 

“Rating” means each rating then assigned to the Series 2020A Bonds by a Rating Agency. 

“Rating Agency” means each nationally recognized securities rating agency that is maintaining a Rating on the 
Series 2020A Bonds at the request of the Authority.  On the Date of Issuance, KBRA is the only Rating Agency. 

“Rating Agency Requirement” means with respect to any proposed action, not less than ten (10) Business Days’ 
prior written notification to each Rating Agency of such action, and written confirmation from such Rating Agency to the 
Authority that such action will not result in a suspension, reduction or withdrawal of the then current Rating assigned by 
such Rating Agency to the Series 2020A Bonds; provided, however, that if within such ten (10) Business Day period, any 
Rating Agency has neither replied to such notification nor responded in a manner that indicates that such Rating Agency is 
reviewing and considering the notification, then:  (a) the Authority shall be required to confirm that such Rating Agency 
has received such notice, and if it has, promptly request the related Rating Confirmation; and (b) if such Rating Agency 
neither replies to such notification nor responds in a manner that indicates it is reviewing and considering the notification 
within five (5) Business Days following such second request, the Rating Agency Requirement shall be deemed to be 
satisfied. For the purposes of this definition, any confirmation, request, acknowledgment or approval that is required to be 
in writing may be in the form of electronic mail or a press release (which may contain a general waiver of any Rating 
Agency of its right to review or consent). 

“Rating Surveillance Fees” means the applicable annual amount payable to each Rating Agency. 
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“Redemption Fund” means the Redemption Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the 
caption “Funds Created under the Indenture—Redemption Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“Redemption Price” means, with respect to any Series 2020A Bond, the principal amount thereof plus the 
applicable premium, if any, payable upon redemption thereof pursuant to the terms of such Series 2020A Bond. 

“Registered Owner” means the person or persons in whose name or names a particular Series 2020A Bond shall 
be registered on the Bond Register. 

“Required Debt Service” means Debt Service, other than Principal Installments the mandatory nature of which is 
dependent upon the availability of funds therefor in accordance with the Indenture. 

“Reserve Fund” means the Reserve Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the caption 
“Funds Created under the Indenture—Reserve Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“Reserve Fund Requirement” means, at any time, the greater of:  (a) two percent (2.00%) of the aggregate 
amount of all Outstanding Series 2020A Bonds; or (b) $50,000. 

“Reserved Rights of the Authority” means the rights reserved by the Authority and described under the captions 
“Security for Series 2020A Bonds; Issuance of Series 2020A Bonds—Security for the Series 2020A Bonds,” “Security for 
Series 2020A Bonds; Issuance of Series 2020A Bonds—Additional Financial Assistance to Borrowers,” “Amendments of 
Loan Agreements,” “Certain Covenants—Enforcement of Loan Agreements which are expected to be a source of Pledged 
Loan Payments” and “Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Loans” in this Appendix A. 

“Revenue Fund” means the Revenue Fund established pursuant to the Indenture and described under the caption 
“Funds Created under the Indenture—Revenue Fund” in this Appendix A. 

“S&P” means S&P Global Ratings business, or its successors and assigns, or if there is no such successor or 
assign, shall mean another rating service selected by the Authority. 

“Scheduled Administrative Expenses” means an amount no greater than $160,000 in any Bond Year for 
Administrative Expenses; provided that such amount may be amended from time to time by means of an Officer’s 
Certificate delivered to the Trustee stating such amendment and evidencing compliance with the Rating Agency 
Requirement with respect thereto. 

“Securities Depository” means a Bondowner acting as a central securities depository for the Series 2020A Bonds 
as provided in the Indenture. 

“Series 2020A Bond” or “Series 2020A Bonds” means any bond or bonds of the Authority executed, 
authenticated and delivered under the Indenture. 

“Servicer” means Concord Servicing Corporation, in its capacity as master servicer for the Loan Agreements, 
along with any successors to the material obligations of a servicer, with respect to the Loans, as provided by the Servicing 
Agreement, appointed in accordance with the Indenture. 

“Servicing Agreement” means the agreement, dated as of the 3rd day of November, 2010, between the Authority 
and the Servicer, as the same has been and may be amended and supplemented in accordance with the Indenture and any 
similar agreement with any successor as Servicer, in each case, to the extent applicable to Loans. 

“Servicing Fees” means fees payable to the Servicer under the Servicing Agreement and allocable to Loans. 

“Smart Energy Loan” means a Program Loan where the Borrower is billed monthly by the Servicer or pays the 
loan installment through an automated ACH payment. 

“State” means the State of New York. 
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“Supplemental Indenture” means any indenture supplementary to or amendatory of the Indenture duly executed 
and delivered in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture. 

“Term Series 2020A Bonds” means the Series 2020A Bonds that mature on October 1, 2036. 

“Tier 1 Criteria” means that at the time of origination of the Program Loan:  (a) the Borrower had a FICO score 
of at least 640; (b) the Borrower had either (1) a debt-to-income ratio not greater than 50% or (2) a FICO score greater 
than 780; (c) the Borrower had no reported bankruptcies, foreclosures, or repossessions within the prior seven years; and 
(d) the Borrower did not have reported combined outstanding collections, judgments or tax liens greater than $2,500. 

“Tier 2 Criteria” means that at the time of origination of the Program Loan:  (a) the Borrower had a FICO score 
of (1) at least 540 and demonstrated a mortgage payment history without any reported payment delinquencies for the prior 
12 months and no reported payment delinquencies greater than sixty (60) days for the prior 24 months, or (2) greater than 
640; (b) the Borrower (1) had a FICO score of at least 680 and a debt-to-income ratio not greater than 80%, (2) had a 
FICO score of at least 600 and a debt-to-income ratio not greater than 75%, (3) had a FICO score of at least 540 and a 
debt-to-income ratio not greater than 70%; or (4) qualified as owner-occupants for Assisted Home Performance with 
ENERGY STAR Subsidy for the subject property of the Program Loan and a debt-to-income ratio not greater than 100%; 
(c) the Borrower had no reported bankruptcies, foreclosures, or repossessions within the prior two years; and (d) the 
Borrower did not have reported combined outstanding collections, judgments or tax liens greater than $2,500. 

“Trustee” means The Bank of New York Mellon, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the 
State of New York, having its principal office in The City of New York, New York, and a paying agency office in the 
Borough of Manhattan in The City of New York, New York, in its capacity as trustee under the Indenture, and its 
successor or successors as trustee under the Indenture. 

“Trustee Fees” means fees and expenses payable to the Trustee under the Indenture. 

“Value” means, at any time:  (a) with respect to Pledged Loan Payments, the unpaid principal component thereof, 
plus any accrued but unpaid interest component thereof; (b) with respect to cash, the amount thereof; and (c) with respect 
to other investments, the market price thereof. 

Liability under the Series 2020A Bonds 

The Series 2020A Bonds are not general obligations of the Authority, and do not constitute an indebtedness of or 
a charge against the general credit of the Authority.  The liability of the Authority under the Series 2020A Bonds is 
enforceable only to the extent provided in the Indenture, and the Series 2020A Bonds are payable solely from the Pledged 
Revenues and any other funds held by the Trustee under the Indenture in a Pledged Fund and are available for such 
payment.  The Series 2020A Bonds are not a debt of the State of New York or any Borrower and neither the State of New 
York nor any Borrower is liable thereon.  No Owner of any Series 2020A Bonds will have the right to demand payment of 
the principal of, or premium, if any, or interest on the Series 2020A Bonds out of any funds raised by taxation. 

Security for Series 2020A Bonds; Issuance of Series 2020A Bonds 

Security for the Series 2020A Bonds.  The Indenture provides that all Series 2020A Bonds issued under the 
Indenture are, and are to be, to the extent provided in and subject to the Indenture, equally and ratably secured by the 
Indenture without preference, priority or distinction on account of the actual time or times of the authentication or delivery 
or maturity or redemption or prepayment of the Series 2020A Bonds, or any of them.  All Series 2020A Bonds issued 
under the Indenture are to the extent provided in the Indenture, equally and ratably secured by the Indenture with like 
effect as if they had all been executed, authenticated and delivered simultaneously. 

As security for the payment of the principal of, and premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2020A Bonds and 
for the performance of each other obligation of the Authority under the Indenture, the Authority pledges and assigns to the 
Trustee the Authority’s estate, right, title and interest and claim in, to and under any of the Pledged Revenues, including, 
without limitation, the Pledged Loan Payments and the right to make all related waivers and agreements in the name and 
on behalf of the Authority, as agent and attorney-in-fact, and to perform all other related acts which are necessary and 
appropriate under the Program Agreements, subject to the Reserved Rights of the Authority and to the following 
conditions:  (i) that the owners of the Series 2020A Bonds will not be responsible or liable in any manner or to any extent 
for the performance of any of the covenants or provisions thereof to be performed by the Authority under the Program 
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Agreements; (ii) that, unless and until the Trustee has, in its discretion when an Event of Default has occurred and is 
continuing, so elect, by instrument in writing delivered to the Authority (and then only to the extent that the Trustee 
elects), the Trustee will not be responsible or liable in any manner or to any extent for the performance of any of the 
covenants or provisions contained in any Program Agreement to be performed by the Authority (except to the extent of 
actions undertaken by the Trustee in the course of its performance of any such covenant or provision); (iii) that the 
Authority reserves the exclusive right to enforce and to direct the enforcement of the Program Agreements and all related 
contractual agreements except after the occurrence, and during the continuance of, an Event of Default; and (iv) that the 
Authority will remain obligated to observe and perform all the conditions and covenants in the Program Agreements 
provided to be observed and performed by it, notwithstanding any such pledge and assignment. 

Issuance of Series 2020A Bonds.  The Series 2020A Bonds are issued for the purposes of (i) financing Loans 
made to Borrowers for Eligible Projects, (ii) funding a Reserve Fund and (iii) paying the costs of issuing the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  See the captions “Funds Created under the Indenture—Loan Fund,” “—Reserve Fund” and “—Costs of Issuance 
Fund” in this Appendix A.  The Series 2020A Bonds shall be issued only upon the receipt by the Trustee of proceeds 
(including accrued interest, if any) of sale of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Application of Proceeds.  All amounts deposited in any Fund established pursuant to the Indenture will be 
disbursed by the Trustee in accordance with the provisions described under the captions “Funds Created under the 
Indenture” in this Appendix A. 

Additional Financial Assistance to Borrowers.  The Indenture does not limit the right of the Authority to 
provide for any additional financial assistance or loans to any Borrowers or any other Person or to issue bonds, notes, or 
other obligations pursuant to another indenture of trust or resolution. 

Amendments of Loan Agreements 

The Authority may, without the consent of or notice to the Trustee or the Bondowners, make any amendment or 
modification to a Loan Agreement:  (i) if such amendment or modification is required for the purpose of curing any formal 
defect or omission in the Loan Agreement, complying with applicable law or assuring the enforceability of the Loan; or 
(ii) if such amendment or modification will not affect the timing or reduce the amount of any Pledged Loan Payments, 
except as permitted under the caption “Certain Covenants—Enforcement of Loan Agreements” below. 

Funds Created under the Indenture 

Creation and custody of funds and accounts.  The following Funds are established with respect to and for the 
benefit of all Series 2020A Bonds in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture, subject to application in accordance 
with the priority established in the Indenture: 

(1) Loan Fund; 

(2) Revenue Fund; 

(3) Debt Service Fund; 

(4) Reserve Fund; 

(5) Redemption Fund; and 

(6) Cost of Issuance Fund. 

All such Funds will be held by the Trustee. 

The Authority will cause all Pledged Revenues to be paid to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund.  All 
Pledged Revenues shall be deposited in the Revenue Fund upon receipt by the Trustee.  Moneys held therein constituting 
Pledged Revenues will be applied from time to time in accordance with the Indenture. 
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The Authority may, by Supplemental Indenture or by Officer’s Certificate, establish one or more additional 
Funds, accounts or subaccounts. 

Loan Fund.  The Loan Fund will be used to reimburse the GJGNY Revolving Fund on the Date of Issuance for 
all or a portion of the aggregate amount of the outstanding principal balance of, and the accrued but unpaid interest on, 
Loans upon the assignment to the Trustee of the right to receive Loan Payments with respect to such Loans, in accordance 
with one or more Officer’s Certificates, which Officer’s Certificate shall include a representation that each Loan described 
therein complies with the applicable Loan Criteria, was originated to finance an Eligible Project and has been fully 
disbursed, with no remaining Borrower right to receive advances or Borrower right of rescission with respect to such 
Loan. 

Revenue Fund.  Pledged Revenues which have been received by persons collecting Pledged Revenues on behalf 
of the Authority or the Trustee but have not yet been paid over directly to the Authority by such persons will not be 
required to be so deposited until so paid over; provided, however, that such Pledged Revenues shall be deemed to have 
been received by the Authority for purposes of the pledge provided in the Indenture. 

The Trustee will apply any moneys in the Revenue Fund to make deposits as follows and in the following 
priority: 

(a) on the first Business Day of each calendar month, to the order of the Authority, in an amount 
certified to the Trustee by an Authorized Officer, which amount shall not be in excess of the aggregate amount of 
Scheduled Administrative Expenses then payable or projected to become payable through the end of the such 
calendar month; provided, however, that if there are insufficient funds in the Revenue Fund to pay such amount, 
the Trustee will transfer the required amount as described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to 
Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below; 

(b) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Debt Service Fund, as 
necessary so that the amounts on deposit are equal to the sum of (i) interest accrued and to accrue on 
Series 2020A Bonds through the next succeeding Interest Payment Date, plus (ii) with respect to each such 
Interest Payment Date on which a Principal Installment is due on such Series 2020A Bonds, such Principal 
Installment; provided, however, that if there are insufficient funds in the Revenue Fund to pay such amounts 
required, the Trustee will transfer the required amounts as described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled 
Draws to Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below; 

(c) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Reserve Fund if the amount 
therein is less than the Reserve Fund Requirement, so that the balance in the Reserve Fund shall equal the 
Reserve Fund Requirement; and 

(d) on the first Business Day of each March and September, to the Redemption Fund, the 
remaining balance in the Revenue Fund. 

As long as no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, the Trustee shall be entitled to rely on an 
Officer’s Certificate as to the proper amounts to be deposited in the various Pledged Funds and accounts. 

Debt Service Fund.  The Trustee is required to pay out of the Debt Service Fund to the applicable Paying Agent 
on a timely basis by wire transfer in immediately available funds, together with moneys if any provided from the 
Redemption Fund, in accordance with the provisions described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet 
Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below, an amount equal to the sum of the Principal 
Installments of and interest on the Series 2020A Bonds coming due on any Interest Payment Date.  Subject to the 
provisions described under the caption “Defaults and Remedies—Application of moneys received by Trustee” in this 
Appendix A, the applicable Paying Agent shall apply such amounts on each Interest Payment Date as follows: 

FIRST:  to the payment of interest then due and, if the amount available shall not be sufficient to pay in 
full such interest, then to such payment ratably according to the amounts due to the Persons entitled thereto, 
without discrimination or preference; and 

SECOND:  to the payment of Principal Installments then due and, if the amount available shall not be 
sufficient to pay in full such Principal Installments, then to such payment ratably according to the amounts due 
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on such Principal Installments and, within each such Principal Installment, to the amounts due to the Persons 
entitled thereto, without discrimination or preference. 

If, on any Interest Payment Date, the amount accumulated in the Debt Service Fund for the purpose specified above 
exceeds the amount required therefor, the Trustee shall deposit such excess in the Revenue Fund. 

Amounts in the Debt Service Fund with respect to any Principal Installment (together with amounts therein with 
respect to interest on the Series 2020A Bonds for which such Principal Installment was established) may, and upon receipt 
of an Officer’s Certificate so directing prior to the Trustee’s having given any applicable notice of redemption in 
connection with such Principal Installment, shall be applied by the Trustee to the purchase of Series 2020A Bonds of the 
same maturity and of like tenor for which such Principal Installment was established, at prices not to exceed the principal 
amount thereof plus interest to the date of purchase; provided, that any such purchases shall be arranged by the Authority. 

Reserve Fund.  The Reserve Fund will initially be funded in an amount equal to $333,800 from the proceeds of 
the Series 2020A Bonds.  If, after making the transfers described under the captions “Revenue Fund” above and 
“Redemption Fund” below, the Trustee determines that the amount on deposit and available therefor in the Debt Service 
Fund is insufficient to pay Required Debt Service coming due on the Series 2020A Bonds on the next Interest Payment 
Date and payable therefrom, the Trustee shall, to the extent of the funds available therein, withdraw from the Reserve 
Fund consistent with the priority described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet Required Debt 
Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below and deposit in the Debt Service Fund the amount necessary to 
meet the deficiency. 

If, on the first Business Day of any calendar month, after making the transfers described under the captions 
“Revenue Fund” above and “Redemption Fund” below, the Trustee determines sufficient moneys are not available in the 
Revenue Fund to fund required withdrawals under clause (a) under the caption “Revenue Fund” above for Scheduled 
Administrative Expenses, the Trustee will transfer from the Reserve Fund and pay to the order of the Authority the amount 
of the deficiency in accordance with the priority described under (and subject to the conditions described under) the 
caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below. 

If on any Interest Payment Date the balance in the Reserve Fund after the completion of all other transfers 
therefrom exceeds the Reserve Fund Requirement, the Trustee will transfer any moneys in the Reserve Fund to the extent 
of such excess to the Revenue Fund. 

Redemption Fund. The Trustee will apply funds deposited in the Redemption Fund to the payment of the 
Redemption Price of Series 2020A Bonds called for redemption as described under the captions “THE SERIES 2020A 
BONDS—Redemption—Mandatory Redemption” in the body of this Official Statement from time to time, as directed by 
an Officer’s Certificate, and in accordance with the timing, notice and selection provisions described under the caption 
“THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—Redemption” in the body of this Official Statement.  Moneys for the interest due on such 
Series 2020A Bonds on the redemption date shall be drawn from the Debt Service Fund. 

If at any time there are not sufficient amounts in the Debt Service Fund to provide for the payment of Required 
Debt Service on the Series 2020A Bonds then due and payable therefrom, after completion of all transfers described under 
the caption “Revenue Fund” above on such date, the Trustee at that time will transfer from the Redemption Fund and pay 
into the Debt Service Fund the amount of the deficiency in accordance with the priority (and subject to the conditions) 
described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative 
Expenses” below (other than moneys in the Redemption Fund held therein for the payment of the Redemption Price of and 
interest on Series 2020A Bonds for which the required notice of redemption shall have already been given or held for 
payment of Series 2020A Bonds as described under the caption “Defeasance” below or moneys already committed to the 
purchase of Series 2020A Bonds in accordance with provisions of the Indenture).  If on the first Business Day of each 
month, sufficient moneys are not available in the Revenue Fund to fund required withdraws for the payment of Scheduled 
Administrative Expenses pursuant to clause (a) under the caption “Revenue Fund” above, the Trustee at that time shall 
transfer from the Redemption Fund and pay to the order of the Authority the amount of the deficiency in accordance with 
the priority (and subject to the conditions) described under the caption “Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet Required 
Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses” below (other than moneys in the Redemption Fund held therein for 
the payment of the Redemption Price of and interest on Series 2020A Bonds for which the required notice of redemption 
shall have already been given or held for payment of Series 2020A Bonds within the meaning described under the caption 
“Defeasance” below or moneys already committed to the purchase of Series 2020A Bonds in accordance with provisions 
of the Indenture). 
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Except as provided in the preceding paragraph, all moneys transferred to the Redemption Fund will be applied to 
effect a redemption of Series 2020A Bonds as described under the captions “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—
Redemption—Mandatory Redemption” in the body of this Official Statement or to the purchase in lieu of redemption of 
Series 2020A Bonds in the manner described under this caption or under the captions “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—
Redemption” and “—Purchase of Series 2020A Bonds” in the body of this Official Statement.  As described under the 
caption “Debt Service Fund” above, the Trustee will withdraw from the Debt Service Fund the amount, if any, equal to the 
interest accrued on Series 2020A Bonds to be redeemed or purchased pursuant to this paragraph at the time of such 
purchase or redemption. 

Amounts in the Redemption Fund that would otherwise be applied to the redemption of Series 2020A Bonds, 
together with amounts in the Debt Service Fund with respect to interest on the Series 2020A Bonds, upon receipt by the 
Trustee of an Officer’s Certificate so directing prior to the Trustee’s having given notice of redemption in connection with 
the redemption of specific Series 2020A Bonds of such maturity, will be applied by the Trustee to the purchase of 
Series 2020A Bonds of such maturity and of like tenor, at prices not to exceed the principal amount thereof plus interest to 
the date of purchase; provided, that any such purchases shall be arranged by the Authority.  As soon as practicable after 
the 20th day preceding each Interest Payment Date upon which the redemption of Series 2020A Bonds as described under 
the caption “THE SERIES 2020A BONDS—Redemption” in the body of this Official Statement is to occur on or before 
the 15th such day, the Trustee will proceed (by giving notice as described under the caption “THE SERIES 2020A 
BONDS—Redemption” in the body of this Official Statement) to call for redemption on such due date the Series 2020A 
Bonds of the maturity and tenor the subject to such redemption (except in the case of Series 2020A Bonds maturing on 
such Interest Payment Date) in such amount as shall be necessary to complete the retirement of the principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds of such maturity and tenor in accordance with the Indenture, but only to the extent that the balance in 
the Redemption Fund is sufficient to pay all such Series 2020A Bonds. 

Upon receipt of an Officer’s Certificate referred to in the preceding paragraph, the Trustee will apply the moneys 
in the Redemption Fund to the purchase in lieu of redemption and retirement of the Series 2020A Bonds designated in 
such certificate, such price not to exceed the Redemption Price of such Series 2020A Bonds applicable on the next Interest 
Payment Date.  Following the giving of notice of redemption of the Series 2020A Bonds to be redeemed on account of 
moneys in the applicable Fund, however, Series 2020A Bonds may not be purchased pursuant to this paragraph from such 
moneys. 

Cost of Issuance Fund.  A portion of the proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds in an amount sufficient to pay the 
costs of issuing the Series 2020A Bonds will be deposited in the Cost of Issuance Fund.  The amount so deposited will be 
paid by the Trustee upon requisition of the Authority to pay issuance costs incurred in connection with the issuance of the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  Upon certification by an Authorized Officer that any amounts deposited in the Cost of Issuance 
Fund will not be required to pay costs of issuance, the Trustee will transfer such amounts to the Revenue Fund. 

Priority of Unscheduled Draws to Meet Required Debt Service and Scheduled Administrative Expenses.  On 
an Interest Payment Date (with respect to Required Debt Service) or any date on which Scheduled Administrative 
Expenses are to be paid to the order of the Authority (with respect to Scheduled Administrative Expenses), after the 
completion of all transfers from the Revenue Fund as described under the caption “Revenue Fund” above, but prior to any 
other transfer hereunder, if the amounts in the Debt Service Fund are insufficient to pay the Required Debt Service then 
due on the Series 2020A Bonds and payable therefrom, or if the amounts in the Revenue Fund are insufficient to pay 
Scheduled Administrative Expenses pursuant to clause (a) under the caption “Revenue Fund” above, such Required Debt 
Service and Scheduled Administrative Expense withdrawals shall be payable from funds available in the following 
Pledged Funds in the following order of priority: 

(a) Revenue Fund; 

(b) Redemption Fund; and 

(c) Reserve Fund; 

provided, that no funds shall be applied from the Redemption Fund as described above to the extent such funds are held 
for the redemption of Series 2020A Bonds for which the Trustee has given notice of redemption Series 2020A or are held 
for the payment of Series 2020A Bonds as described under the caption “Defeasance” below or are then committed to the 
purchase of specific Series 2020A Bonds in accordance with the Indenture. 
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Security for and Investment of Moneys 

Uninvested moneys held by the Trustee.  All moneys received by the Trustee under the Indenture and not 
invested by the Trustee, to the extent not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or other federal agency, are 
required to be deposited with the Trustee, or with a national or state bank or a trust company which has a combined capital 
and surplus aggregating not less than $100,000,000. 

Investment of, and payment of interest on, moneys.  Moneys on deposit to the credit of any Fund may be 
retained uninvested by the Trustee as trust funds held for the benefit of the Bondowners, with respect to any Pledged Fund, 
or for the benefit of the Authority, with respect to the Cost of Issuance Fund.  Such moneys shall, at the written direction 
of an Authorized Officer, be invested by the Trustee in:  (a) obligations of the United States and obligations the principal 
and interest of which are unconditionally guaranteed by the United States; (b) obligations of New York State and 
obligations the principal and interest of which are guaranteed by New York State; (c) deposits with such banks or trust 
companies as may be designated by the Authority, each such bank or trust company deposit being continuously and fully 
secured by obligations described in clauses (a) or (b) above; (d) deposit accounts in, or certificates of deposit issued by, 
and banker’s acceptance of, any U.S. bank, trust company or national banking association (which may include the 
Trustee), having a rating on its short-term certificates of deposit on the date of purchase of P-1 by Moody’s and A-1 or 
A-1+ by S&P, which investments mature not more than 360 calendar days after the date of purchase; (e) money market 
funds, which funds have a composite investment grade rated not less than “AAAm” or equivalent by Moody’s or S&P; 
(f) investment agreements with any bank or trust company organized under the laws of any state of the United States of 
America or any national banking association (including the Trustee) or any governmental bond dealer reporting to, trading 
with and recognized as a primary dealer by, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which has, or the parent company of 
which has, long-term debt rated at least “A” or its equivalent by S&P or Moody’s; or (g) any other obligations from time 
to time permitted by the Act or other applicable law; provided, that such moneys on deposit to the credit of the Debt 
Service Fund or the Redemption Fund shall be invested only in obligations specified in (a) above maturing prior to the 
date required for application to pay Debt Service. 

Any investment made under the Indenture may be executed by any bank or trust company acting as Trustee 
under the Indenture at the time of such investment.  The Trustee may rely upon any written direction of an Authorized 
Officer as to both the suitability and legality of the directed investment. 

The securities purchased with the moneys in each fund are required to be held by or under the control of the 
Trustee and will be deemed a part of such fund.  The interest, including any realized increment on securities purchased at a 
discount, received on all such securities in any Pledged Fund is required to be deposited by the Trustee to the credit of the 
Revenue Fund.  Losses, if any, realized on securities held in any Pledged Fund shall be debited to the Revenue Fund.  The 
interest, including any realized increment on securities purchased at a discount, received on all such securities in the Cost 
of Issuance Fund will be deposited by the Trustee to the credit of the Cost of Issuance Fund.  Losses, if any, realized on 
securities held in the Cost of Issuance Fund will be debited to the Cost of Issuance Fund.  Losses, if any, realized on 
securities held in any Pledged Fund will be debited to the Revenue Fund.  The Trustee will not be liable or responsible for 
any loss resulting from any such investment or resulting from the redemption, sale or maturity of any such investment as 
authorized under the Indenture.  If at any time it becomes necessary that some or all of the securities purchased with the 
moneys in any such Pledged Fund or account be redeemed or sold in order to raise the moneys necessary to comply with 
the provisions of the Indenture, the Trustee is required to effect such redemption or sale, employing in the case of a sale 
any commercially reasonable method of effecting such sale. 

Moneys held in trust.  All moneys from time to time received by the Trustee and held in any Pledged Fund 
created pursuant to the Indenture are required to be held in trust by the Trustee for the benefit of the Owners from time to 
time of the Series 2020A Bonds entitled to be paid therefrom.  Moneys held by the Trustee in trust under the Indenture 
need not be segregated from other funds except to the extent required by law. 

Valuation of Investments.  In computing the amount in any Pledged Fund or account held by the Trustee under 
the provisions of the Indenture, Loans, cash and other investments shall be valued in accordance with the definition of the 
term “Value” under the caption “Certain Definitions” in this Appendix A; provided, that the Trustee will be entitled to 
conclusively rely upon a Servicer’s report to establish the Value of Loans as of its date. 
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Certain Covenants 

Payment of principal of and interest and redemption premium on Series 2020A Bonds.  The Authority will 
promptly pay, from Pledged Revenues and Pledged Funds held by the Trustee and available therefor, the Debt Service on 
every Series 2020A Bond issued under and secured by the Indenture and any premium required to be paid for the 
retirement of said Series 2020A Bonds by redemption, at the places, on the dates and in the manner specified in the 
Indenture and in said Series 2020A Bonds according to the true intent and meaning thereof, subject, however, to the 
provisions of the Indenture summarized under the caption “Liability under the Series 2020A Bonds” in this Appendix A. 

No extension of time of payment of interest.  In order to prevent any accumulation of claims for interest after 
maturity the Authority will not directly or indirectly extend or assent to the extension of the time of payment of any claims 
for interest on any of the Series 2020A Bonds and will not directly or indirectly be a party to or approve any such 
arrangement by purchasing such claims for interest or in any other manner.  In case any such claim for interest is extended 
in violation hereof, such claim for interest will not be entitled, in case of any default under the Indenture, to the benefit or 
security of the Indenture except subject to the prior payment in full of the principal of, and premium, if any, on, all 
Series 2020A Bonds issued and Outstanding under the Indenture, and of all claims for interest which has not been so 
extended or funded. 

Trustee Fees, Rating Surveillance Fees and Paying Agents’ fees, charges, expenses and Trustee and Paying 
Agent indemnification.  The Authority shall:  (1) pay all Trustee Fees and Rating Surveillance Fees and any Paying Agent 
fees, charges and expenses from time to time, which shall be limited with respect to the Trustee and any paying agent to 
reasonable compensation for their respective services rendered by each under the Indenture; (2) except as otherwise 
expressly provided in the Indenture, reimburse the Trustee and any Paying Agent upon its respective request for all 
reasonable expenses, disbursements and advances incurred or made by such Trustee or Paying Agent in accordance with 
any provision of the Indenture (including the reasonable compensation and the expenses and disbursements of its agents 
and counsel), except any such expense, disbursement or advance as may be attributable to its negligence or willful 
misconduct; and (3) to indemnify the Trustee and any Paying Agent for, and to hold each harmless against, any loss, 
liability or expense incurred without negligence or willful misconduct on its part, arising out of or in connection with the 
acceptance or administration of the trust established pursuant to the Indenture, including the costs and expenses of 
defending itself against any claim or liability in connection with the exercise or performance of any of its powers or duties 
under the Indenture; provided, however, that the obligations of the Authority to make such payments and reimbursements 
and to indemnify the Trustee in such manner shall be limited to any amounts received from the Borrowers permitted to be 
used for such purpose and to any other amounts held and available under the Indenture permitted to be used for such 
purpose. 

Agreement of the State.  In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the Authority, on behalf of the State, does 
hereby pledge to and agree with the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds that the State will not limit or alter the rights and 
powers vested by the Act in the Authority to fulfill the terms of any contract made with Owners or in any way impair the 
rights and remedies of such Owners, until the Series 2020A Bonds, together with the interest thereon, with interest on any 
unpaid installments of interest (if payable under the terms of any Series 2020A Bonds), and all costs and expenses in 
connection with any action or proceeding by or on behalf of such Owners, are fully met and discharged. 

Enforcement of Loan Agreements.  The Authority is required to diligently enforce or cause to be enforced, and 
take or cause to be taken all reasonable steps, actions and proceedings necessary for the enforcement of, all terms, 
covenants and conditions of the Loan Agreements as and when due, including prompt collection of all Pledged Loan 
Payments and including enforcement by the Authority of all On-Bill Recovery Agreements, as provided in the next 
sentence; provided, that the Authority reserves the right, at its sole option, with respect to any Loan upon which currently 
payable principal or interest has remained unpaid for a period of no less than ninety (90) days, while such amount remains 
unpaid to effect the release of any future Loan Payments upon such Loan from the lien hereof by depositing with the 
Trustee the aggregate amount of unpaid principal thereof and interest thereon and any such Program Loan shall thereafter 
not be deemed to be a Loan for purposes of the Indenture.  The Authority shall not consent or agree to or permit  the 
amendment, waiver or release of the payment obligations of any Borrower under any Loan Agreement or consent or agree 
to or permit any other amendment of, or waive or release any other Borrower obligation under, any Loan Agreement that 
would in any manner materially adversely affect the rights or security of the Owners under the Indenture and shall, to the 
extent permitted by law, at all times cause to be defended, enforced, preserved and protected the rights and privileges of 
the Authority with respect to each Loan Agreement in connection therewith; provided, that the Authority reserves the 
rights, at its sole option:  (x) to grant reasonable forbearances to Borrowers (unless such forbearance will, in the reasonable 
judgment of the Authority, have a material adverse impact on the Authority’s ability to meet its obligations under the 
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Indenture); (y) to settle a default or cure a delinquency on any Loan on such terms as shall be permitted by law; or (z) to 
forgive amounts owing on any Loan; provided, that such forgiveness is consistent with standard business practices for 
consumer lending.  Enforcement of the Loan Agreements by the Servicer shall be deemed to be enforcement by the 
Authority. 

Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Program Agreements.  The Authority represents, warrants 
and covenants in the Indenture for the benefit of the Trustee and the Registered Owners, with respect to each Program 
Agreement, other than Loan Agreements (to which the provisions described under the caption “Enforcement of Loan 
Agreements” above apply),  as follows: 

(a) Enforcement and Amendment of Program Agreements other than Loan Agreements.  The 
Authority:  (i) will, from and after the date on which it shall have entered into each such Program Agreement, 
diligently perform its obligations under such Program Agreement and diligently enforce its rights thereunder, in 
each case with respect to Loans; and (ii) will not voluntarily consent to or permit any rescission of, or otherwise 
take any action under or in connection with such Program Agreement which in any manner will materially 
adversely affect the rights of the Owners under the Indenture.  The Authority will be responsible for dealing with 
the Servicer, the Originator or the Back-up Servicer, as applicable, with respect to the rights, benefits and 
obligations under each such Program Agreement with respect to the Loans and shall make timely payment of all 
Administrative Expenses due and payable to each Servicer, Originator and Back-up Servicer with respect to the 
Loans in accordance with the applicable Program Agreement; provided, that such payment obligations of the 
Authority at any time shall be limited to: (x) amounts transferred to the Authority as described under the caption 
“Funds Created under the Indenture” of this Appendix A for such purpose; and (y) in the event that amounts so 
transferred are not sufficient, any amounts in the GJGNY Revolving Fund then legally available for such purpose 
and not subject to any lien in favor of another party or otherwise restricted from being applied to such purpose.  
The Authority shall diligently cause to be collected all principal and interest payments on all the Loans and other 
sums to which the Authority is entitled pursuant to any such Program Agreement, except as described under the 
caption “Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Loans—Deposit of Loan Payments” below.  The 
Authority will comply, and will cause each of the Servicer, the Originator and the Back-up Servicer to comply, 
with all United States and State statutes, rules and regulations which apply to the Program and to the Loans. 

(b) Amendments of Program Agreements; Substitution of Parties.  The Authority shall not 
terminate, amend or replace any of the Servicing Agreement, the Backup Servicing Agreement or the Origination 
Agreement or assign, or consent to the assignment or delegation of any material portion of the duties of any of 
the Servicer, the Backup Servicer or the Originator to another entity (other than, with respect to the Servicer, the 
Backup Servicer as provided in the Backup Servicing Agreement), in each case with respect to the Loans,  prior 
to delivery to the Trustee of an Officer’s Certificate addressing such action and accompanied by evidence of 
compliance with the Rating Agency Requirement. Subject to such compliance, the Authority shall use its best 
efforts to at all times maintain in effect both a Servicing Agreement and a Backup Servicing Agreement with 
respect to the Loans. 

(c) Statement as to Compliance.  The Authority will deliver to the Trustee, within 150 days after 
the end of each Bond Year, an Officer’s Certificate stating whether or not, to the knowledge of the signer thereof, 
the Authority is in compliance with all conditions and covenants under the Indenture and, in the event of any 
noncompliance, specifying such noncompliance and the nature and status thereof.  For purposes of this 
subsection (c), such compliance shall be determined without regard to any period of grace or requirement of 
notice under the Indenture. 

(d) Information Concerning Changes Subject to Rating Agency Requirement.  Each Officer’s 
Certificate delivered to the Trustee evidencing satisfaction of the Rating Agency Requirement shall include a 
form of notice describing the change proposed. 

(e) Delivery of Reports to Trustee.  Delivery of any reports, information and documents to the 
Trustee and receipt thereof by the Trustee in satisfaction of requirements of the Indenture shall not constitute 
constructive notice to the Trustee of any information contained therein or determinable from information 
contained therein, including the Authority’s compliance with any of its covenants under the Indenture (as to 
which the Trustee may conclusively rely on an Authorized Officer’s Certificate). 
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Representations, Warranties and Covenants as to Loans.  The Authority hereby represents, warrants and 
covenants for the benefit of the Trustee and the Registered Owners as follows: 

(a) Acquisition, Origination and Collection of Eligible Loans.  The Authority covenants that each 
Loan shall be an Eligible Loan and that the Authority shall diligently cause to be collected all principal and 
interest payments (except as described under the caption “Deposit of Loan Payments” below) on all the Loans 
and other sums to which the Authority is entitled pursuant to any Loan Agreement and On-Bill Recovery 
Agreement.  The Authority will comply, and will cause each Originator, the Servicer and each other party to an 
On-Bill Recovery Agreement to discharge their respective responsibilities with respect to the Loan Agreements 
in a competent, diligent and orderly fashion and in accordance with all requirements of the Indenture comply, 
with all United States and State statutes, rules and regulations which apply to the Program and to the Loans 
Agreements. 

(b) Non-Eligible Loans.  In the event that the Authority determines, or receives written 
notification from the Trustee, that any Loan was not an Eligible Loan by reason of the failure of such Loan to 
comply with the Loan Criteria at the time of origination, the Authority shall, within fifteen (15) days of the 
earlier of such determination or of receipt of such notice effect the release from the lien hereof of any future 
Loan Payments upon any such Loans that are not Eligible Loans by depositing with the Trustee the aggregate 
amount of unpaid principal thereof and interest thereon and any such Loans so released shall thereafter not be 
deemed to be Loans for purposes hereof.  The obligations of the Authority to make the deposits described in the 
next preceding sentence:  (i) at any time, shall be limited to any amounts in the GJGNY Revolving Fund then 
legally available for such purpose and not subject to any lien in favor of another party or otherwise restricted 
from being applied to such purpose; and (ii) shall be inapplicable during any period during which either:  (A) the 
aggregate principal amount of such Loans that are not Eligible Loans as described in such sentence does not 
exceed $100,000; or (B) the aggregate Value of:  (I) all Pledged Loan Payments, other than such Pledged Loan 
Payments upon Loans that are not Eligible Loans as described in such sentence; plus (II) all cash and investments 
on deposit to the credit of the Pledged Funds is not less than 175% of the aggregate amount of:  (III) the 
Outstanding principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds; plus (IV) the accrued but unpaid interest on the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  The Authority shall file Form ABS 15G, in accordance with 17 C.F.R. 240.15Ga-1, 
promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Rule 15Ga-1”) with respect to each period for which 
such filing may be required under Rule 15Ga-1 that is both:  (i) subsequent to the first date upon which the 
aggregate principal amount of such Loans that are not Eligible Loans as described in the second preceding 
sentence exceeds $100,000; and (ii) prior to the delivery by the Authority to the Trustee of a written opinion of 
Bond Counsel stating that, in the opinion of such counsel, no further filing by the Authority under Rule 15Ga-1 is 
required with respect to such Loans. 

(c) Deposit of Loan Payments.  The Authority is required to cause the Servicer to deposit all 
Pledged Loan Payments received by the Servicer to a dedicated demand deposit account of the Authority in favor 
of the Trustee (the “Series 2020A Loan Payments Account”) no less frequently than each Business Day and, with 
respect to each such Pledged Loan Payment, within two (2) Business Days of the Servicer’s receipt thereof.  The 
Authority is required to cause each entity that receives Pledged Loan Payments from Borrowers pursuant to an 
On-Bill Recovery Agreement to transfer to the Authority all Pledged Loan Payments received by such entity no 
less frequently than monthly and, with respect to each such Pledged Loan Payment, within forty-five (45) days of 
such entity’s receipt thereof.  The Authority shall deposit all Pledged Loan Payments so received by it to a 
dedicated demand deposit account of the Authority (the “On-Bill Loan Payments Account”).  The Authority shall 
transfer Pledged Loan Payments so received from the On-Bill Loan Payments Account to the Series 2020A Loan 
Payments Account within thirty-one (31) days of such receipt (subject to retention in the On-Bill Loan Payments 
Account of a balance not in excess of $1,000).  The Authority shall cause the transfer of all Loan Payments that 
have been deposited to the Series 2020A Loan Payments Account from the Series 2020A Loan Payments 
Account to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund no less frequently than each Business Day (subject to 
retention in the Series 2020A Loan Payments Account of a balance amount not in excess of $1,000). 

(d) The Trustee’s Interest in Pledged Revenues and Pledged Funds. 

(i) The Authority represents and warrants that the Indenture creates a valid, pledge and 
assignment to the Trustee of a continuing, irrevocable and exclusive first lien on the Pledged Revenues 
and Pledged Funds, that is valid and binding as against all other parties.  The Authority is required to 
maintain records concerning the Loans, the Program Agreements, the On-Bill Recovery Agreements, 
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the Revenues and the Pledged Funds (collectively referred to below as the “Records”).  The Authority 
shall include in such Records, or shall cause the Servicer to maintain a listing of Loans, which may be 
in electronic form, that is sufficient to identify such Loans for purposes of evidencing the Trustee’s 
interest in the Pledged Revenues received by or on behalf of the Authority and, subject to compliance 
with applicable law, shall cause such listing to be available to the Trustee upon reasonable notice. 

(ii) The Authority warrants and agrees to defend its title to the Loans, the Pledged 
Revenues and the Pledged Funds against the claims and demands of all Persons other than, with respect 
to the Pledged Revenues and Pledged Funds, the Trustee and the Bondowners. 

(iii) Except for the lien and pledge of the Indenture, and any other liens expressly 
authorized under the Indenture, the Authority will not cause or permit all or any part of the Authority’s 
right, title and interest in the Pledged Revenues, the Loans and the Pledged Funds, to become subject to 
any consensual or non-consensual lien or encumbrance. 

(iv) Except for the lien and pledge of the Indenture the Authority has no knowledge, and 
has received no notice:  (x) that any party other than the Trustee, on behalf of the Bondowners and as a 
fiduciary, has or claims to have any security interest or other lien on all or any part of the Pledged 
Revenues and Pledged Funds; or (y) that any party, other than the Authority and the Trustee, on behalf 
of the Bondowners and as a fiduciary, has or claims to have any interest whatsoever in all or any part of 
the Pledged Revenues and Pledged Funds. 

(v) (A) The Authority has not pledged, assigned, sold, granted a security interest 
in, or otherwise conveyed, any of the Pledged Revenues or the Pledged Funds, except as 
provided in the Indenture, and shall not do so while any of the Series 2020A Bonds remain 
Outstanding.  The Authority has not pledged, assigned, sold, granted a security interest in, or 
otherwise conveyed, the Loans and will not do so while any of the Series 2020A Bonds 
remain Outstanding.  The Authority has not authorized the filing of and is not aware of, any 
financing statements against the Authority that include a description of collateral including 
any of the Pledged Revenues, the Pledged Funds or the Loans.  The Authority is not aware of 
any judgment or tax lien filings against the Authority. 

(B) The Authority’s Servicer currently maintains possession and control, and 
shall continue to maintain possession and control, of all Loan Agreements; provided that such 
control may be maintained through a custodian; and further provided, that any Loan 
Agreement that is “electronic” within the meaning of the Article III of the New York State 
Technology Law shall be evidenced by “electronic records” as defined in such law and shall 
be maintained in accordance therewith. 

(C) The transactions described in the Indenture may be conducted and related 
documents may be stored by electronic means as provided in this subsection (d).  Copies, 
telecopies, facsimiles, electronic files and other reproductions of original executed documents 
shall be deemed to be authentic and valid counterparts of such original documents for all 
purposes, including the filing of any claim, action or suit in the appropriate court of law. 

(vi) The Authority is required to take all other steps necessary, and to cause each 
Servicer, the Backup Servicer and the Trustee to take all steps necessary and appropriate, to maintain 
the validity, enforceability and priority of the Trustee’s interest in the Pledged Revenues and Pledged 
Funds. 

Semiannual Information Statement.  Within sixty (60) days after each Interest Payment Date, commencing with 
the Interest Payment Date in October 2020, the Authority shall prepare a report setting forth a description of the 
Series 2020A Bonds Outstanding, the redemptions of Series 2020A Bonds, if any, and the other application of amounts on 
deposit in the Pledged Funds on such Interest Payment Date (the “Information Statement”).  The Authority shall file the 
Information Statement with the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board through EMMA.  The Trustee shall direct any 
Person who requests a copy of the Information Statement to the form posted on EMMA.  The Authority reserves the right 
to modify the format and presentation of the Information Statement from time to time in its sole discretion and without 
prior notice. 
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Defaults and Remedies 

Events of Default.  The occurrence and continuances of one or more of the following events with respect to 
Series 2020A Bonds will constitute an Event of Default for purposes of the Indenture: 

(a) default in the payment of any installment of interest, principal or premium, if any, in respect 
of any Series 2020A Bond as the same becomes due and payable; or 

(b) failure on the part of the Authority duly to observe or perform any other of the covenants or 
agreements on the part of the Authority contained in the Indenture for a period of thirty (30) days after the date 
on which written notice of such failure, requiring the Authority to remedy the same, has been given to the 
Authority by the Trustee; provided, that, if such failure cannot be corrected within such thirty (30) day period, it 
will not constitute an Event of Default if corrective action is instituted by the Authority within such period and is 
diligently pursued until the failure is corrected provided further, that failure to file any information with the 
Rating Agency shall never constitute an Event of Default. 

Judicial proceedings by Trustee.  Upon the happening and continuance of any Event of Default, the Trustee in 
its discretion may, and if the Trustee receives written request of the Owners of at least twenty-five percent (25%) in 
aggregate principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding and has received indemnity to its satisfaction it is 
then required to, (a) by suit, action or special proceeding, enforce all rights of the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds and 
require the Authority to perform its duties under the Act, the Green Jobs--Green New York Act, the Program Agreements, 
the On-Bill Recovery Agreements, the Series 2020A Bonds and the Indenture, (b) bring suit upon the Series 2020A Bonds 
which may be in default, (c) by action or suit in equity to require the Authority to account as if it were the trustee of an 
express trust for the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds, or (d) by action or suit in equity enjoin any acts or things which 
may be unlawful or in violation of the rights of the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds.  The remedy of acceleration is not 
available to the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Power of Bondowners to direct proceedings.  The Owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding have the right, by an instrument in writing executed and delivered to the Trustee, to 
direct the method and place of conducting all remedial proceedings to be taken by the Trustee under the Indenture, 
provided, such direction is not in conflict with any rule of law or with any provision of the Indenture and does not unduly 
prejudice the rights of the Owners of Series 2020A Bonds who are not in such majority and does not involve the Trustee in 
liabilities for which it does not reasonably expect reimbursement.  The Trustee is not liable with respect to any action 
taken or omitted to be taken by it in good faith in accordance with the direction of the Owners of a majority in aggregate 
principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds. 

Limitation on actions by Bondowners.  No Owner of any Series 2020A Bond has any right to institute any suit, 
action or proceeding in equity or at law for the enforcement of any trust under the Indenture, or any other remedy 
thereunder or under the Series 2020A Bonds, unless (i) such Owner has previously given to the Trustee written notice of 
an Event of Default as provided in the Indenture, (ii) the Owners of at least twenty-five percent (25%) in aggregate 
principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding have made written request of the Trustee so to do after the 
right to exercise such powers or rights of action, as the case may be, has accrued, (iii) the Trustee has been given a 
reasonable opportunity either to proceed to exercise the powers granted by the Indenture, or to institute such action, suit or 
proceeding in its or their name, (iv) the Trustee has been offered security and indemnity satisfactory to it against the costs, 
expenses and liabilities to be incurred therein or thereby, and (v) the Trustee has not complied with such request within a 
reasonable time. 

Application of moneys received by Trustee.  Any moneys received by the Trustee or by any receiver pursuant to 
the exercise of remedies upon the occurrence of an event of default in respect of any Series 2020A Bonds, will, after 
payment of the costs and expenses of the proceedings resulting in the collection of such moneys and of any fees, charges, 
expenses and indemnities owed to the Trustee, any Paying Agent or their agents in connection with services rendered 
under the Indenture, and the payment of all Administrative Expenses then due and owing and subject to the limitations as 
to particular Pledged Revenues, be applied, together with any other moneys held by the Trustee under the Indenture as 
follows: 

FIRST:  To the payment to the Persons entitled thereto of all installments of interest then due on the 
Series 2020A Bonds, in the order of the maturity of the installments of such interest including (to the extent 
provided with respect to such Series 2020A Bonds and permitted by law) interest on overdue installments of 
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interest at the rate borne by the Series 2020A Bonds on which such interest shall then be due, and, if the amount 
available shall not be sufficient to pay in full any particular installment or installments, then to the payment 
ratably, according to the amounts due on such installment or installments, to the Persons entitled thereto, without 
any discrimination or preference; and 

SECOND:  To the payment to the Persons entitled thereto of the unpaid principal of and premium, if 
any, on any of the Series 2020A Bonds which shall have become due (other than Series 2020A Bonds called for 
redemption or purchase for the payment of which moneys are held pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture) in 
the order of their due dates, with interest on such Series 2020A Bonds from the respective dates, upon which they 
become due and, if the amount available shall not be sufficient to pay in full Series 2020A Bonds due on any 
particular date, together with such interest, then to the payment ratably, according to the amount of principal due 
on such date, to the Persons entitled thereto without any discrimination or preference. 

Whenever moneys are to be applied as described above, such moneys shall be applied at such times, and from 
time to time, as the Trustee shall determine, having due regard to the amount of such moneys available for application and 
the likelihood of additional moneys becoming available for such application in the future.  Whenever the Trustee shall 
apply such funds, it shall fix the date (which shall be an Interest Payment Date unless it shall deem another date more 
suitable) upon which such application is to be made and upon such date any interest on the amounts of principal or interest 
to be paid on such dates shall cease to accrue.  The Trustee shall give notice to the Authority and all Registered Owners of 
the related Series 2020A Bonds, in the manner required by the Indenture of the deposit with it of any such moneys and of 
the fixing of any such date, and shall not be required to make payment to the owner of any Series 2020A Bond until such 
Series 2020A Bond shall be presented to the Trustee for appropriate endorsement or for cancellation if fully paid. 

Concerning the Trustee and Paying Agents 

No responsibility for own acts save willful misconduct or negligence.  The Trustee may act upon the opinion or 
advice of any attorney (who may be the attorney or attorneys for the Authority or each Borrower), approved by the Trustee 
in the exercise of reasonable care.  The Trustee is not responsible for any loss or damage resulting from any action or 
non-action in good faith in reliance upon such opinion or advice.  The Trustee is not liable for the exercise of any 
discretion or power under the Indenture or for anything whatsoever in connection with the trusts therein created, except 
only for its own willful misconduct or negligence. 

No duty to take enforcement action unless so requested by Bondowners of 25% of the Series 2020A Bonds.  
Unless and until an Event of Default with respect to Series 2020A Bonds shall have occurred, the Trustee is under no 
obligation to take any action in respect of any default or otherwise, or toward the execution or enforcement of any of the 
trusts hereby created, or to institute, appear in or defend any suit or other proceeding in connection therewith, unless 
requested in writing so to do by Owners of at least twenty-five percent (25%) in aggregate principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding, and if in its opinion such action may tend to involve it in expense or liability, 
unless furnished, from time to time as often as it may require, with security and indemnity satisfactory to it; but the 
foregoing provisions are intended only for the protection of the Trustee, and shall not affect any discretion or power given 
by any provisions of the Indenture to the Trustee to take action in respect of any default without such notice or request 
from the Bondowners, or without such security or indemnity. 

Right to rely.  The Indenture provides that the Trustee will be protected and will not incur liability in acting or 
proceeding in good faith upon resolution, notice, telegram, request, consent, waiver, certificate, statement, affidavit, 
voucher, bond, requisition or other any paper or document (including investment instructions, and disbursement of bond 
proceeds) which it believes in good faith to be genuine and to have been authorized or signed by the proper Person or to 
have been prepared and furnished pursuant to any of the provisions of the Indenture.  The Trustee is not under any duty to 
make any investigation or inquiry as to any statements contained or matters referred to in any such instrument but may 
accept and rely upon the same as conclusive evidence of the truth and accuracy of such statements.  Any action taken by 
the Trustee upon the request or consent of any Person who at the time of making such request or giving such consent is the 
Owner of any Series 2020A Bond is conclusive and binding upon all subsequent Owners of such Series 2020A Bond or 
any Series 2020A Bond issued on registration of transfer thereof. 

Right to own and deal in Series 2020A Bonds and engage in other transactions with Borrowers and Authority.  
The Trustee may in good faith buy, sell, own, hold and deal in any of the Series 2020A Bonds issued or incurred under the 
Indenture and secured by the Indenture, and may join in any action which any Owner of a Series 2020A Bond may be 
entitled to take with like effect as if the Trustee were not a party to the Indenture.  The Trustee, either as principal or agent, 
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may also engage in or be interested in any financial or other transaction with the Authority or any Borrower, and may act 
as depository, trustee, or agent for any committee or body of Owners of any Series 2020A Bonds secured hereby or other 
obligations of the Authority or any Borrower as freely as if it were not Trustee under the Indenture. 

Construction of provisions of Indenture by Trustee.  The Trustee may construe any of the provisions of the 
Indenture insofar as the same may appear to be ambiguous or inconsistent with any other provision hereof, and any 
construction of any such provisions hereof by the Trustee in good faith shall be binding upon the Owners of Series 2020A 
Bonds. 

No implied duties or risks.  The Trustee does not have implied duties under the Indenture and the Trustee is not 
required to expend or risk its own funds for payment of any of the obligations provided for in the Indenture.  The Trustee’s 
permissive rights enumerated under the Indenture are not construed as duties. 

Right to resign trust.  The Trustee may at any time and for any reason resign and be discharged of the trusts 
created by the Indenture by filing a written instrument resigning such trusts and specifying the date when such resignation 
takes effect with the Secretary of the Authority not less than sixty (60) days before the date specified in such instrument 
when such resignation shall take effect, and by giving notice of such resignation to Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds by 
mail in the manner provided in the Indenture not less than twenty-one (21) days prior to the date specified in such notice 
when such resignation shall take effect; provided, that no such resignation shall become effective until the acceptance of 
appointment by a successor Trustee in accordance with the Indenture. 

Removal of Trustee.  The Trustee at any time and for any reason may be removed from the trusts relating to the 
Series 2020A Bonds by an instrument in writing with thirty (30) days’ notice, appointing a successor, filed with the 
Trustee so removed and executed by the Owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds 
then Outstanding.  No such removal may become effective, however, until the acceptance of appointment by a successor 
Trustee in accordance with the Indenture.  The Trustee at any time, other than during the continuance of an Event of 
Default relating to the Series 2020A Bonds, and for any reason may be removed from the trusts relating to the 
Series 2020A Bonds created by the Indenture by an instrument in writing, executed by an Authorized Officer, appointing a 
successor, filed with the Trustee so removed.  No such removal may become effective, however, until the acceptance of 
appointment by a successor Trustee in accordance with the Indenture. 

Appointment of successor Trustee by Bondowners or Authority.  In case at any time the Trustee resigns, is 
removed, is dissolved, or its property or affairs are taken under the control of any state or Federal court or administrative 
body because of insolvency or bankruptcy, or for any other reason, a vacancy shall forthwith and ipso facto exist in the 
office of the Trustee, then a successor may be appointed by the Owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the 
Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding, by an instrument or instruments in writing filed with the Secretary of the 
Authority, signed by such Bondowners or by their attorneys-in-fact duly authorized.  Copies of each such instrument are to 
be promptly delivered by the Authority to the predecessor Trustee and to the Trustee so appointed. 

Until a successor Trustee is appointed by the Bondowners, the Authority, by an instrument authorized by 
resolution, is required to appoint a Trustee to fill such vacancy.  After any appointment by the Authority, it shall cause 
notice of such appointment to be mailed to each Bondowner.  Any new Trustee so appointed by the Authority will 
immediately and without further act be superseded by a Trustee appointed by the Bondowners in the manner above 
provided. 

Qualifications of successor Trustee.  Every successor in the trust under the Indenture appointed pursuant to the 
foregoing provision is required to be a bank or trust company with trust powers, organized and doing business under the 
laws of the United States or any state or territory thereof and having a combined capital and surplus of at least 
$250,000,000, if such a bank or trust company willing and able to accept the trust on customary terms can, with reasonable 
effort, be located. 

Court appointment of successor Trustee.  In case at any time the Trustee resigns and no appointment of a 
successor Trustee is made pursuant to the foregoing provisions within forty-five (45) days of the giving of notice of 
resignation, the Owner of any Series 2020A Bond or the retiring Trustee may apply to any court of competent jurisdiction 
to appoint a successor Trustee.  Such court may thereupon, after such notice, if any, as it may deem proper and prescribe, 
appoint a successor Trustee. 
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Acceptance of appointment by, and transfer of trust estate to, successor Trustee.  Any successor Trustee 
appointed under the Indenture is required to execute, acknowledge and deliver to the Authority an instrument accepting 
such appointment, and thereupon the resignation or removal of the withdrawing Trustee becomes effective and such 
successor Trustee, without any further act, deed or conveyance, will become duly vested with all the estates, property, 
rights, powers, trusts, duties and obligations of its predecessor in the trust under the Indenture, with like effect as if 
originally named Trustee under the Indenture.  Upon request of such Trustee, the Trustee ceasing to act and the Authority 
is required to execute and deliver an instrument transferring to such successor Trustee all the estates, property, rights, 
powers and trusts under the Indenture of the Trustee so ceasing to act, and the Trustee so ceasing to act shall pay over to 
the successor Trustee all moneys and other assets at the time held by it under the Indenture. 

Successor Trustee by merger or consolidation.  Any corporation into which any Trustee may be merged or with 
which it may be consolidated, or any corporation resulting from any merger or consolidation to which any Trustee is a 
party, or any corporation to which any Trustee may transfer substantially all of its assets, will be the successor Trustee 
under the Indenture, without the execution or filing of any paper or any further act on the part of the parties to the 
Indenture, anything in the Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding. 

Supplemental Indentures 

Supplemental Indentures not requiring consent of Bondowners.  Subject to certain conditions and restrictions, 
the Authority and the Trustee may, without the consent of or notice to the Bondowners, enter into an indenture or 
indentures supplemental to the Indenture, for any one or more of the following purposes:  (a) to cure any ambiguity or 
formal defect or omission in the Indenture, (b) to grant to or confer upon the Trustee for the benefit of the Bondowners any 
additional rights, remedies, powers or authority that may lawfully be granted to or conferred upon the Bondowners or the 
Trustee or either of them, (c) to subject to the provisions of the Indenture additional revenues, properties or collateral, 
(d) to modify, amend or supplement the Indenture or any Supplemental Indenture in such manner as to permit its 
qualification under any federal statute now or hereafter in effect or under any state Blue Sky Law and, in connection 
therewith, if they so determine, to add to the Indenture or any Supplemental Indenture, such other terms, conditions and 
provisions as may be permitted or required by said federal statute or Blue Sky Law, provided that any such Supplemental 
Indenture does not, in the judgment of the Trustee, prejudice the Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds, provided that in 
making such judgment the Trustee is entitled to rely on an opinion of counsel, (e) to establish one or more additional 
Funds, accounts or subaccounts, or (f) to provide for any change in the Indenture which, in the opinion of the Trustee, does 
not materially adversely affect or diminish the rights or interests of the Trustee or the Bondowners, provided that in 
making such determination the Trustee is entitled to rely on an opinion of counsel. 

Supplemental Indentures requiring consent of Bondowners.  Except as otherwise provided in the Indenture, 
any modification or amendment of the Indenture may be made only with the consent of in case less than all of the 
Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding are so affected, the Owners of not less than a majority in aggregate principal 
amount of the aggregate of all Series 2020A Bonds so affected then Outstanding; provided, that if such modification or 
amendment will, by its terms, not take effect so long an any particular Series 2020A Bonds remain Outstanding, the 
consent of the Owners of such Series 2020A Bonds shall not be required and such Series 2020A Bonds shall not be 
deemed to be Outstanding for the purpose of any calculation of Outstanding Series 2020A Bonds under this caption 
“Supplemental Indentures requiring consent of Bondowners”.  No such modification or amendment shall be made which 
will reduce the percentages of aggregate principal amount of Series 2020A Bonds, the consent of the Owners of which is 
required for any such modification or amendment, or permit the creation by the Authority of any lien prior to or on a parity 
with, the lien of the Indenture, or which will affect the times, amounts and currency of payment of the principal of and 
premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2020A Bonds without the consent of the Owners of all Series 2020A Bonds 
then Outstanding and affected thereby. 

For the purposes of the Indenture, Series 2020A Bonds are deemed to be affected by a modification or 
amendment of the Indenture if the same materially adversely changes or diminishes the rights of the Owners of the 
Series 2020A Bonds.  The Trustee may in its discretion determine whether or not, in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions, Series 2020A Bonds would be affected by any modification or amendment of the Indenture and any such 
determination shall be binding and conclusive on the Authority and all Owners of the Series 2020A Bonds.  For all 
purposes of the Indenture, the Trustee is entitled to rely upon an opinion of counsel with respect to the extent, if any, as to 
which such action affects the rights under the Indenture of any Owners of Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding. 

If at any time the Authority requests the consent of Bondowners to the execution of any such Supplemental 
Indenture for any of the purposes of the Indenture, the Trustee must, upon being satisfactorily indemnified with respect to 
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expenses, cause notice of the proposed execution of such Supplemental Indenture to be given to Bondowners in the 
manner provided in the Indenture.  If, within sixty (60) days or such longer period as is prescribed by the Authority 
following the giving of such notice, the required consent and approval of Bondowners is obtained, no Owner of any 
Series 2020A Bond will have any right to object to any of the terms and provisions contained therein, or the operation 
thereof, or in any manner to question the propriety of the execution thereof, or to enjoin or restrain the Authority or the 
Trustee from executing the same or restrain the Authority or the Trustee from taking any action pursuant to the provisions 
thereof.  Upon the execution of any such Supplemental Indenture, the Indenture shall be and be deemed to be modified and 
amended in accordance therewith. 

The Trustee will execute any Supplemental Indenture executed and delivered in accordance with the Indenture; 
provided, that, if, in the opinion of the Trustee, any such Supplemental Indenture adversely affects the rights, duties, 
immunities or obligations of the Trustee under the Indenture or otherwise, the Trustee may in its discretion resign in 
accordance with the provisions of the Indenture, and upon giving notice of such resignation the Trustee, will have no 
obligation to execute such Supplemental Indenture. 

Defeasance 

If at any time (a) there is delivered to the Trustee for cancellation any or all of the Series 2020A Bonds (other 
than any Series 2020A Bonds which have been mutilated, lost, stolen or destroyed and which shall have been replaced or 
paid as provided in the Indenture except for any such Series 2020A Bonds as are shown by proof satisfactory to the 
Trustee to be held by bona fide purchasers), or (b) with respect to any or all of the Series 2020A Bonds not theretofore 
delivered to the Trustee for cancellation, the whole amount of the principal and the interest and the premium, if any, due 
and payable or to become due and payable on such Series 2020A Bond or Series 2020A Bonds then Outstanding is paid or 
deemed to be paid, and provisions are also made for paying all other sums payable under the Indenture, including the 
Authority’s, Trustee’s and Paying Agents’ fees and expenses with respect to such Series 2020A Bonds, then the Trustee, 
on demand of the Authority, is required to release the lien of the Indenture with respect to such Series 2020A Bond or 
Series 2020A Bonds.  Upon such release, the Trustee is required to turn over to or at the direction of the Authority any 
balances remaining in any Fund created under the Indenture, other than moneys and Investment Obligations (as hereinafter 
defined) retained for redemption or payment of Series 2020A Bonds; otherwise, the Indenture shall continue and remain in 
full force and effect. 

Subject to the next succeeding sentence, Series 2020A Bonds are deemed to be paid whenever there shall have 
been deposited with the Trustee (whether upon or prior to the maturity or the redemption date of such Series 2020A 
Bonds) either moneys in an amount which is sufficient, or noncallable obligations issued or guaranteed by or backed by 
the full faith and credit of, the United States of America (including certificates or any other evidence of an ownership 
interest in any such obligation or in specified portions thereof, which may consist of specified portions of the principal 
thereof or the interest thereon) (herein referred to as “Investment Obligations”) certified by an independent accounting 
firm of national reputation to be of such maturities and Interest Payment Dates and to bear such interest as will, without 
the necessity of further investment or reinvestment of either the principal amount thereof or interest therefrom, provide 
moneys which, together with the moneys, if any, deposited with the Trustee at the same time, will be sufficient to pay 
when due the principal of, premium, if any, and interest due and to become due on all such Series 2020A Bonds on and 
prior to the redemption date or maturity date thereof, as the case may be, and if redeemed prior to maturity an irrevocable 
instruction to mail the redemption notice as provided in the Indenture has been given, and the Trustee has given notice to 
the Bondowners in the manner provided in the Indenture that a deposit meeting the requirements of this paragraph has 
been made and stating such maturity or redemption date upon which moneys are to be available for the payment of the 
principal of, and premium, if any, and interest on, such Series 2020A Bonds; provided, that neither Investment Obligations 
nor moneys deposited with the Trustee pursuant to this paragraph nor principal or interest payments on any Investment 
Obligations may be withdrawn, or used for any purpose other than, and will be held in trust for, the payment of the 
principal of, and premium, if any, and interest on such Series 2020A Bonds. 

It is also a condition to Series 2020A Bonds being deemed to be paid that the Authority has delivered to the 
Trustee an opinion of Counsel to the effect that the Owners will not recognize income, gain or loss for federal income tax 
purposes as a result of such legal defeasance and will be subject to federal income tax on the same amounts (if any), in the 
same manner and at the same times as would have been the case if such legal defeasance had not occurred. 
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No Individual Liability 

No covenant or agreement contained in any Series 2020A Bonds or in the Indenture is the covenant or agreement 
of any director, officer, agent, or employee of the Authority in his or her individual capacity.  Neither the directors of the 
Authority nor any official executing such Series 2020A Bonds are liable personally on such Series 2020A Bonds or 
subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the issuance thereof. 

Payments due on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays 

In any case where the date of maturity of interest on or principal of the Series 2020A Bonds or the date fixed for 
redemption of any Series 2020A Bonds shall be on a day that is not a Business Day, then payment of interest or principal 
and premium, if any, need not be made on such date but may be made (without additional interest) on the next succeeding 
Business Day, with the same force and effect as if made on the date of maturity or the date fixed for redemption, as the 
case may be. 
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APPENDIX B 

FORM OF APPROVING OPINIONS OF CO-BOND COUNSEL 

Upon delivery of the Series 2020A Bonds in definitive form, each of Hawkins Delafield & Wood LLP and Law 
Offices of Joseph C. Reid, P.A. proposes to deliver its approving opinion in substantially the form set forth below. 

October 14, 2020 

New York State Energy Research 
 and Development Authority 
17 Columbia Circle 
Albany, New York 12203-6399 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

In our capacity as Co-Bond Counsel to the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (the 
“Authority”), we have examined a record of proceedings relating to the sale and issuance on the date hereof, of 
$16,690,000 aggregate principal amount of Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, 
Series 2020A (the “Series 2020A Bonds”) of the Authority. 

The Series 2020A Bonds are issued under and pursuant to the Constitution and laws of the State of New York, 
particularly the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority Act, constituting Title 9 of Article 8 of the 
Public Authorities Law of New York, as amended (the “Act”), and under and pursuant to a resolution adopted by the 
Authority on January 28, 2020.  The Series 2020A Bonds are issued under and are secured ratably by an Indenture of 
Trust, dated as of October 1, 2020 (the “Indenture”), between the Authority and The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee 
(the “Trustee”).  The Series 2020A Bonds are issued for the purpose of financing loans made to eligible borrowers for 
certain costs eligible to receive financial assistance from the Green Jobs-Green New York Revolving Loan Fund. 

Under the provisions of the Indenture, all Series 2020A Bonds shall be equally and ratably secured thereby.  Any 
capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein are used as defined in the Indenture. 

The Series 2020A Bonds bear interest payable on April 1 and October 1 in each year, commencing on April 1, 
2021.  Unless redeemed prior to maturity in accordance with the Indenture, the Series 2020A Bonds will mature on the 
dates and in the principal amounts, and will bear interest at the respective rates per annum, set forth in the Indenture. 

The Series 2020A Bonds are issuable in the form of registered bonds without coupons in the denomination of 
$100,000 or in any integral multiple of $5,000 in excess thereof not exceeding the respective aggregate principal amounts 
thereof, and are numbered from one (1) consecutively upwards (with “2020-AR,” prefixed to the number) in order of 
issuance according to the records of the Trustee.  The Series 2020A Bonds will be registered in the name of a nominee of 
The Depository Trust Company or any successor thereto appointed pursuant to the Indenture, as securities depository (the 
“Securities Depository”), and maintained in book-entry-only form by the Securities Depository. 

The principal of and premium, if any, on such Series 2020A Bond shall be payable to the owner thereof upon 
presentation and surrender thereof when due at either of the Corporate Trust Office or the Paying Agency Office.  The 
interest on such Series 2020A Bond due on an interest payment date for such Series 2020A Bonds shall be payable to the 
Registered Owner thereof as of the close of business on the Record Date (as hereinafter defined) as the same becomes due 
by check mailed to such Registered Owner thereof at such owner’s address last appearing on the Bond Register or, under 
certain circumstances, by wire transfer as described in the Indenture.  The fifteenth day of the calendar month immediately 
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preceding the interest payment date is the Record Date (the “Record Date”) for such interest payment date.  Interest shall 
be calculated on the basis of a 360-day year, consisting of twelve 30-day months. 

The Series 2020A Bonds are subject to optional and mandatory redemption prior to maturity as set forth, and to 
the extent provided for, in the Series 2020A Bonds and in the manner and upon the terms and conditions set forth in the 
Indenture. 

We have examined a specimen of the Series 2020A Bonds delivered to the Trustee. 

We have also examined an executed copy of the Indenture. 

We are of the opinion that: 

1. The Authority is a body corporate and politic constituting a public benefit corporation, and is duly 
created and validly existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of New York, including particularly the Act, and 
has good right and lawful authority to:  (i) issue the Series 2020A Bonds for the purpose of financing loans made to 
eligible borrowers for certain costs eligible to receive financial assistance from the Green Jobs-Green New York 
Revolving Loan Fund; and (ii) pledge and assign to the Trustee in respect of the Series 2020A Bonds all its right, title and 
interest in and to the Pledged Funds and the Pledged Revenues to be received under the Indenture, subject to certain 
exceptions set forth in the Indenture, and to secure the Series 2020A Bonds in the manner contemplated by the Indenture. 

2. The Authority has the right and power pursuant to the Act to enter into and perform its obligations 
under the Indenture and the Indenture has been duly authorized, executed and delivered, is in full force and effect and 
constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Authority enforceable in accordance with its terms. 

3. The Series 2020A Bonds have been duly authorized, executed and delivered and issued by the 
Authority in accordance with the Indenture and the Constitution and the Laws of the State of New York, including the Act.  
The Series 2020A Bonds are valid and legally binding limited obligations of the Authority, secured by the Indenture and 
are payable solely as to principal, premium, if any, and interest from, and are secured by a valid lien on and pledge of the 
Pledged Funds and the Pledged Revenues held by the Trustee under the Indenture and available therefor, all in the manner 
provided in the Indenture.  The Series 2020A Bonds are enforceable in accordance with their terms and the terms of the 
Indenture and are entitled to the benefits of the Act and the Indenture.  The Series 2020A Bonds are not general 
obligations of the Authority and shall not constitute an indebtedness of or a charge against the general credit of the 
Authority.  The Series 2020A Bonds do not constitute a debt of the State of New York, and the State of New York will not 
be liable on the Series 2020A Bonds.  No owner of any Series 2020A Bonds will have the right to demand payment of the 
principal of, or premium, if any, or interest on, the Series 2020A Bonds out of any funds to be raised by taxation.  All 
conditions precedent to the delivery of the Series 2020A Bonds have been fulfilled. 

4. Interest on the Series 2020A Bonds is included in gross income for Federal income tax purposes 
pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

5. Interest on the Series 2020A Bonds is exempt, under existing statutes, from personal income taxes 
imposed by the State of New York or any political subdivision thereof (including The City of New York). 

We express no opinion regarding any other Federal or state tax consequences with respect to the Series 2020A 
Bonds.  We render our opinion under existing statutes and court decisions as of the issue date, and assume no obligation to 
update, revise or supplement our opinion to reflect any action hereafter taken or not taken, or any facts or circumstances 
that may hereafter come to our attention, or changes in law or in interpretations thereof that may hereafter occur, or for any 
other reason.  We express no opinion on the effect of any action hereafter taken or not taken in reliance upon an opinion of 
other counsel on the inclusion in gross income for Federal income tax purposes of interest on the Series 2020A Bonds, or 
the exemption from personal income taxes of the interest on the Series 2020A Bonds under state and local tax law. 

The opinions set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 above are qualified only to the extent that the enforceability of the 
Series 2020A Bonds and the Indenture may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium, reorganization 
or other laws or judicial decisions or principles of equity relating to or affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights or 
contractual obligations generally. 
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In rendering the foregoing opinions we have made a review of such legal proceedings as we have deemed 
necessary to approve the legality and validity of the Series 2020A Bonds.  In rendering the foregoing opinions we have not 
been requested to examine any document or financial or other information concerning the Authority or the Pledged 
Revenues other than the record of proceedings referred to above, and we express no opinion as to the accuracy, adequacy 
or sufficiency of any financial or other information which has been or will be supplied to purchasers of the Series 2020A 
Bonds. We also have not been requested to examine the Loans which are the source of the Pledged Loan Payments and we 
express no opinion as to the validity, enforceability and sufficiency of any of such Loans. 

We assume no obligation to update, revise or supplement our opinion to reflect any action hereafter taken or not 
taken, or any facts or circumstances, or any changes in law or interpretations thereof, that may hereafter arise or occur, or 
for any other reason. 

Very truly yours, 
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APPENDIX C 

FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE UNDERTAKING 

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A 

(Federally Taxable) 

CONTINUING DISCLOSURE UNDERTAKING 

This Continuing Disclosure Undertaking (the “Disclosure Undertaking”) is executed and delivered by the New 
York State Energy Research and Development Authority (the “Authority”) in connection with the issuance of its 
Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds Series 2020A (the “Bonds”).  The Bonds are 
being issued pursuant to an Indenture of Trust, dated as of October 1, 2020 (the “Indenture”), between the Authority and 
The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee.  This Disclosure Undertaking is being executed and delivered solely to assist 
the Underwriter in complying with Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”) of the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) 
promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).  Terms not defined herein are 
used herein as they are used in the Official Statement related to the Bonds, dated October 1, 2020 (the “Official 
Statement”).  Certain terms are defined in paragraph 6 hereof. 

To the extent that the Rule requires underwriters (as defined in the Rule) to determine, as a condition to 
purchasing the Bonds, that the Authority will make such covenants, the Authority hereby covenants as follows: 

1. The Authority shall provide: 

(a) within 120 days after the end of the 2020 fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter, to the Electronic 
Municipal Market Access system (“EMMA”) (http://emma.msrb.org) established by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board (the “MSRB”), Audited Financial Statements, and other annual financial information generally of the types found in 
the tables on pages 20-28 of the Official Statement under “THE PORTFOLIO LOANS—Characteristics of the Portfolio 
Loans as of the Cutoff Date” and in the tables on pages 29-35 of the Official Statement under “THE PORTFOLIO 
LOANS—Delinquency and Loss Information”; and 

(b) in a timely manner, not in excess of ten (10) Business Days after the occurrence of any event described 
below, notice to EMMA of any of the following events with respect to the Bonds: 

(1) principal and interest payment delinquencies; 

(2) non-payment related defaults, if material; 

(3) unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties; 

(4) unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties; 

(5) substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform; 

(6) adverse tax opinions, the issuance by the Internal Revenue Service of proposed or final determinations 
of taxability, Notices of Proposed Issue (IRS Form 5701-TEB) or other material notices or determinations with respect to 
the tax status of the Bonds, or other material events affecting the tax status of the Bonds; 

(7) modifications to rights of Holders, if material; 

(8) Bond calls, if material, and tender offers; 

(9) defeasances; 

(10) release, substitution, or sale of property securing repayment of the Bonds, if material; 
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(11) rating changes;  

(12) bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or similar event of the Authority; which event is  considered to 
occur when any of the following occur:  the appointment of a receiver, fiscal agent or similar officer for the Authority in a 
proceeding under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code or in any other proceeding under state or federal law in which a court or 
governmental authority has assumed jurisdiction over substantially all of the assets or business of the Authority, or if such 
jurisdiction has been assumed by leaving the existing governing body and officials or officers in possession but subject to 
the supervision and orders of a court or governmental authority, or the entry of an order confirming a plan of 
reorganization, arrangement or liquidation by a court or governmental authority having supervision or jurisdiction over 
substantially all of the assets or business of the Authority; 

(13) the consummation of a merger, consolidation, or acquisition involving the Authority or the sale of all or 
substantially all of the assets of the Authority, other than in the ordinary course of business, the entry into a definitive 
agreement to undertake such an action or the termination of a definitive agreement relating to any such actions, other than 
pursuant to its terms, if material; 

(14) appointment of a successor or additional trustee or the change of name of a trustee, if material; 

(15) incurrence of a financial obligation of the Authority, if material, or agreement to covenants, events of 
default, remedies, priority rights, or other similar terms of a financial obligation of the Authority, any of which affect 
security holders, if material; 

(16) default, event of acceleration, termination event, modification of terms, or other similar events under 
the terms of a financial obligation of the Authority, any of which reflect financial difficulties; and 

(17) failure of the Authority to comply with clause (a) above. 

Any notice of a defeasance of Bonds shall state whether the Bonds have been escrowed to maturity or to an 
earlier redemption date and the timing of such maturity or redemption. 

It shall be sufficient for purposes of paragraph 1(a) hereof if the Authority provides such annual financial 
information by specific reference to documents:  (i) available to the public on EMMA; or (ii) filed with the SEC. 

All notices, documents and information provided to the MSRB through EMMA shall be provided in an electronic 
format as prescribed by the MSRB and shall be accompanied by identifying information as prescribed by the MSRB. 

Nothing herein shall be deemed to prevent the Authority from disseminating any other information in addition to 
that required hereby in the manner set forth herein or in any other manner.  If the Authority should disseminate any such 
additional information, the Authority shall have no obligation to update such information or include it in any future 
materials disseminated hereunder. 

2. No Holder may institute any suit, action or proceeding at law or in equity (“Proceeding”) for the 
enforcement of any covenant herein or for any remedy for breach thereof, unless such Holder shall have filed with the 
Authority evidence of ownership and a written notice of and request to cure such breach, and the Authority shall have 
refused to comply within a reasonable time and such Holder stipulates that:  (a) no challenge is made to the adequacy of 
any information provided in accordance with this Disclosure Undertaking; and (b) no remedy is sought other than 
substantial performance of this Disclosure Undertaking.  All Proceedings shall be instituted only as described herein, in 
the Federal or State courts located in the Borough of Manhattan, State and City of New York, and for the equal benefit of 
all Holders of the outstanding Bonds, and no remedy shall be sought or granted other than specific performance of the 
covenant at issue. 

3. (a) An amendment to this Disclosure Undertaking may only take effect if:  (i) the amendment is made 
in connection with a change in circumstances that arises from a change in legal requirements, change in law, or change in 
the identity, nature, or status of the Authority, or type of business conducted, this Disclosure Undertaking, as amended, 
would have complied with the requirements of the Rule at the time of the primary offering of the Bonds, after taking into 
account any amendments or interpretations of the Rule, as well as any change in circumstances and the amendment does 
not materially impair the interests of Holders of Bonds, as determined by parties unaffiliated with the Authority (such as, 
but without limitation, the Authority’s financial advisor or bond counsel); or (ii) all or any part of the Rule, as interpreted 
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by the staff of the SEC on the date hereof, ceases to be in effect for any reason, and the Authority elects that this 
Disclosure Undertaking shall be deemed terminated or amended (as the case may be) accordingly. 

(b) If an amendment is made to the basis on which financial statements are prepared, the information 
provided pursuant to paragraph 1(a) above for the fiscal year in which the change is made shall present a comparison 
between the financial statements or information prepared on the basis of the new accounting principles and those prepared 
on the basis of the former accounting principles.  Such comparison shall include a quantitative and, to the extent 
reasonably feasible, qualitative discussion of the differences in the accounting principles and the impact of the change in 
the accounting principles on the presentation of the financial information. 

(c) With respect to any Bonds, the Authority’s obligations under this Disclosure Undertaking shall 
terminate upon a legal defeasance, prior redemption or payment in full of such Bonds. 

4. The Authority shall report a failure by the Authority to comply with this Disclosure Undertaking in 
accordance with the Rule.  A failure by the Authority to comply with this Disclosure Undertaking shall not constitute an 
Event of Default under the Indenture. 

5. The Authority shall not be responsible for any failure by EMMA or any nationally recognized 
municipal securities information repository to timely post disclosure submitted to it by the Authority or any failure to 
associate such submitted disclosure to all related CUSIPs. 

6. The following terms used in this Disclosure Undertaking shall have the following respective meanings: 

“Audited Financial Statements” shall mean the Authority’s audited financial statements, prepared in accordance 
with GAAP and audited by an independent firm of certified public accountants in accordance with GAAS; provided, that 
if such audited financial statements are not available in accordance with the dates described in paragraph 1(a) hereof, the 
unaudited financial statements shall be provided and such audited financial statements shall be delivered when they 
become available. 

“DTC” shall mean The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York. 

“Financial Obligation” shall mean a:  (a) debt obligation; (b) derivative instrument entered into in connection 
with, or pledged as security or a source of payment for, an existing or planned debt obligation; or (c) guarantee of any such 
debt obligation or derivative instrument described in clause (a) or (b) above.  The term “Financial Obligation” shall not 
include municipal securities as to which a final official statement has been provided to the MSRB consistent with the Rule. 

“GAAP” shall mean generally accepted accounting principles as in effect from time to time in the United States. 

“GAAS” shall mean generally accepted auditing standards as in effect from time to time in the United States. 

“Holder” shall mean any registered owner of Bonds and, if the Bonds are registered in the name of Cede & Co., 
as nominee for DTC, or any other DTC nominee, any beneficial owner of Bonds. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authority has caused this Continuing Disclosure Undertaking to be duly executed 
and delivered as of October 14, 2020. 

NEW YORK STATE ENERGY RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

By:   
 Acting President and Chief Executive Officer 
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APPENDIX D 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE LIVES AND EXPECTED REDEMPTION PERIODS 
FOR THE TERM SERIES 2020A BONDS 

The projections contained in this Appendix D were prepared by the Underwriter on the basis of data that was 
provided by the Authority concerning the anticipated Portfolio Loans and of assumptions that include those set forth 
below.  These projections are included herein for illustrative purposes only, and no representation is made by the 
Authority or by the Underwriter that the actual performance of the Portfolio Loans will conform to these assumptions, that 
the actual rates, fees and time periods included in these assumptions will conform to them or that actual Term 
Series 2020A Bond principal payment rates will conform to any of these projections.  The Authority has not undertaken to 
update, and does not intend to make available, information updating the assumptions or the projections contained in this 
Appendix D. 

Prepayments on loans can be calculated based on a variety of prepayment models.  The model used to calculate 
prepayments in this Official Statement is based on a constant prepayment rate (“CPR,” see discussion below). 

CPR is stated as an annualized rate and is calculated as the percentage of the loan amount outstanding at the 
beginning of a period (including accrued interest to be capitalized), after applying scheduled payments, that prepays during 
that period.  The CPR model assumes that loans will prepay in each month according to the following formula: 

Monthly Prepayments = (Balance (including accrued interest to be capitalized) 
after scheduled payments) × (1-(1-CPR)1/12). 

Accordingly, monthly prepayments, assuming a $1,000 balance after scheduled payments, would be as follows for various 
levels of CPR: 

CPR 2% 3% 4% 

Monthly Prepayment $1.68 $2.54 $3.40 

 
The CPR model does not purport to describe historical prepayment experience or to predict the prepayment rate 

of any actual loan pool.  The Portfolio Loans will not prepay according to the CPR, nor will all of the Portfolio Loans 
prepay at the same rate.  You must make an independent decision regarding the appropriate principal prepayment 
scenarios to use in making any investment decision. 

Weighted average lives are influenced by, among other things, the initial parity ratio, Excess Revenue 
redemptions, actual prepayments, bond interest rates, bond redemptions, reinvestment income, Borrower delinquencies 
and defaults, default recoveries and Administrative Expenses.  Actual results may vary. 

The table below shows the weighted average remaining lives and expected redemption periods for the Term 
Series 2020A Bonds under three CPR scenarios. 

For the sole purposes of calculating the information presented in the table, it is assumed, among other things, 
that: 

(a) the Cutoff date is July 31, 2020; 

(b) the Date of Issuance is October 14, 2020; 

(c) each scenario assumes a 5% cumulative default rate, spread evenly over the first five years of 
repayment, with no delinquencies, deferment or forebearance; 

(d) a 30-day lag on Borrower payments; 

(e) debt service payments are made semiannually on April 1 and October 1 of each year, 
commencing on April 1, 2021, whether or not a Business Day; 
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(f) the average interest rates for the Series 2020A Bonds will be equal to 2.37%; 

(g) administrative expenses are capped at $160,000 annually; 

(h) the Reserve Fund has an initial balance equal to $333,800 and is to be maintained at an 
amount equal to the greater of:  (a) two percent (2.00%) of the aggregate amount of all Outstanding Series 2020A 
Bonds; or (b) $50,000; 

(i) amounts on deposit in the Funds are reinvested at the assumed reinvestment rate of 0.25% per 
annum; and 

(j) an optional redemption does not occur on first Interest Payment Date immediately following 
the date on which principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds is less than or equal to 10.00% of the original 
principal amount of the Series 2020A Bonds, 

The tables below have been prepared based on the assumptions described above (including the assumptions 
regarding the characteristics and performance of the replines, which will differ from the characteristics and performance of 
the actual pool of Portfolio Loans) and should be read in conjunction therewith.  In addition, the diverse characteristics, 
remaining terms to scheduled maturity and loan ages of the Portfolio Loans could produce slower or faster principal 
payments than implied by the information in these tables, even if the dispersions of weighted average characteristics, 
remaining terms to scheduled maturity and loan ages are the same as the characteristics, remaining terms to scheduled 
maturity and loan ages assumed.  See the caption “INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS” and “THE PORTFOLIO 
LOANS—Characteristics of the Portfolio Loans as of the Cutoff Date” in this body of this Official Statement. 

The weighted average life is likely to vary, perhaps significantly, from that set forth in the table below due to the 
differences between the actual rate of prepayments on Portfolio Loans and the assumptions described herein. 

Each set of projected weighted average lives reflects a projected average of the periods of time for which the 
Term Series 2020A Bonds are Outstanding.  Such projected weighted average lives do not reflect the period of time which 
any one Term Series 2020A Bond will remain Outstanding.  At each prepayment speed, some Term Series 2020A Bonds 
will remain Outstanding for periods of time shorter than the applicable projected weighted average life, while some will 
remain Outstanding for longer periods of time. 

Weighted Average Lives and Expected Redemption Dates 
of the Term Series 2020A Bonds at Various Percentages of CPR 

CPR Expected Average Life (years)1 1st Bond Redemption Last Bond Redemption 

2% 5.14 10/1/2021 10/1/2028 
3% 4.17 10/1/2021 10/1/2027 
4% 3.46 10/1/2021 10/1/2026 

_______________ 
1 The weighted average life of the Term Series 2020A Bonds (assuming a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day 
months) is determined by:  (a) multiplying the amount of each principal payment on the Term Series 2020A Bonds by the 
number of years from the Date of Issuance to the related principal payment date; (b) adding the results; and (c) dividing 
that sum by the aggregate principal amount of the Term Series 2020A Bonds as of the Date of Issuance. 
 
Historical Prepayment Information for Program Loans 

The following chart shows the historical CPR rate for Program Loans issued from 2010 through July 31, 2020.  
The composition of historical Program Loans by Loan Type, Project Type, and Underwriting Tier may differ from the 
composition of the Portfolio Loans.  In addition, historical CPR information for On-Bill Recovery Loans and Solar 
Photovoltaic Project Types has less historical prepayment history than for Smart Energy Loans and Energy Efficiency 
Project Types.  Lastly, aggregate Program Loan historical information does not yet reflect the weighted average loan term 
of Portfolio Loans.  As a result, the final weighted average CPR rate for the Portfolio Loans could be substantially 
different than the historical CPR rate for Program Loans. 
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External Review Summary 

First Environment Inc. (First Environment) was engaged to perform an external review of the New 
York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) Green Bond Framework 
and its application to the pre-issuance of NYSERDA’s Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency 
Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A and to evaluate alignment with the Green Bond 
Principles 2018 (“the GBP”).  This bond builds on NYSERDA’s 2019 Residential Solar and Energy 
Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2019A and NYSERDA’s 2018 Residential 
Solar Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2018A which was Climate Bond Certified in 2018. 
 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, issuance of the Series 2020A Green Revenue Bonds was 
delayed to September 2020.  This report has been updated to reflect consideration of the current 
Preliminary Official Statement (POS). 
 
The following table summarizes the results. 

GBP Core 

Component 
Supporting Documentation Conclusion

Use of 

Proceeds 

1. NYSERDA’s Green Bond 
Framework 

2. Loan Tape 
3. Field Inspection Report 
4. Solar & energy efficiency loan 

program websites 

Utilization of bond proceeds is 
clearly designated for solar 
(renewable energy) and energy 
efficiency projects in residential 
structures. 

 

Process for 

Project 

Evaluation & 

Selection 

1. NYSERDA’s Green Bond 
Framework 

2. Solar & energy efficiency program 
eligibility guidelines, program 
manuals and participant 
agreements 

3. Program enabling legislative  

Project evaluation & selection is 
clearly communicated to 
investors including 
environmental objectives, 
eligible green projects 
categories, and eligibility criteria 
such as technical specifications.  
This process is supplemented by 
an independent external review. 

 

Management 

of Proceeds 

1. NYSERDA’s Green Bond 
Framework 

2. Officer’s Certification for Loan Fund 
Requisition 

3. Preliminary Official Statement 
(POS) and related offering 
documents 

4. Loan Tape 

Proceeds are tracked and 
attested to in a formal internal 
process linked to the lending and 
investment operations for green 
projects.  This process is subject 
to internal and external reviews 
and audits. 

 

Reporting 

1. NYSERDA’s Green Bond 
Framework 

2. Solar & energy efficiency loan 
program websites and datasets 

3. Energy efficiency projects impact 
evaluation reporting 

4. Official reports posted on the 
Electronic Municipal Market Access 
(EMMA) System of the Municipal 
Securities Rulemaking Board 

Current information on the use of 
proceeds is made available on 
an ongoing basis, including the 
number of solar and energy 
efficiency loans issued. 
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Based on these results and our environmental technical expertise, First Environment is of the 
opinion that NYSERDA’s Green Bond Framework is aligned with the GBP and has been 
consistently applied to the pre-issuance of their Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing 
Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A.
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Introduction 

The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, or NYSERDA, is a public 
benefit corporation in New York State that is committed to developing and implementing new 
energy technologies consistent with positive economic, social, and environmental objectives.  
NYSERDA also promotes climate-friendly actions by empowering people to choose clean and 
efficient energy as part of their everyday lives.  Specifically, NYSERDA works with New York 
State stakeholders to develop, invest, and foster conditions that attract private sector capital to 
expand New York’s clean energy economy; overcome barriers to large-scale clean energy usage; 
and enable communities and residents to benefit from energy efficiency and renewable energy.1   
 
NYSERDA issued the Residential Solar Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2018A as its 
first Certified Climate Bond.  The Series 2018A Bonds were independently verified by First 
Environment.  NYSERDA followed this issuance with the Residential Solar Financing Green 
Revenue Bonds, Series 2019A.  The Series 2019A Bonds were externally reviewed by First 
Environment and confirmed to be in alignment with the Green Bond Principles.  

Overview of Engagement 
NYSERDA engaged First Environment to conduct an independent external review and provide a 
second-party opinion on the alignment of their Green Bond Framework, dated January 14, 2020, 
and its application to the pre-issuance of NYSERDA’s Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency 
Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A to the Green Bond Principles 2018 (“the GBP”).  
The scope-of-work included reviewing relevant documents and determining alignment with the 
GBP.  First Environment also used the Independent External Review Form (Appendix A to this 
report) to determine alignment with the GBP.  The scope did not include identifying environmental 
or social risks associated with the projects funded by the Series 2020A Bonds.  
 
This external review engagement was conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for Green, 
Social and Sustainability Bonds External Reviews (June 2018).2  

1 https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About 
2 Issued by the International Capital Markets Association (ICMA), June 2018. 
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Framework Overview 

NYSERDA’s Green Bond Framework (“Framework”) describes the Authority’s commitment to 
climate-friendly policies and outlines how NYSERDA plans to use the Series 2020A Bonds 
consistent with its purpose and transparency to investors.  
 
The Green Bond Framework contains the following four sections that map to the core components 
of the GBP:  

1. Use of Proceeds - description of programs to be funded.  
2. Selection and Evaluation of Eligible Projects – description of criteria used to select and 

evaluate participants in the funded programs. 
3. Management of Proceeds – description of internal procedures for tracking and 

management of bond proceeds. 
4. Reporting – description of NYSERDA’s commitment to annual reporting. 

 
In addition, the Framework addresses assurance in the form of independent external review.  This 
framework builds on an earlier version that was third-party verified leading to Climate Bond 
Certification of NYSERDA’s Series 2018A Bonds used to fund rooftop solar project loans.
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Bond Issuance Overview 

The Series 2020A Bonds will be used to fund two ongoing NYSERDA programs: loans for the 
installation of residential solar electric systems and loans for the installation of residential energy 
efficiency projects.  Both programs are part of the Green Jobs – Green New York (GJGNY) 
Program, and participants in the solar and energy efficiency programs must qualify under GJGNY.  
Details about these programs, and the required qualifications, can be found on the GJGNY 
homepage.3  
 

Figure 1: Summary of 2020 NYSERDA Bond Issuance 

Issuing Entity 
New York State Energy Research and Development 
Authority 

Bond Issuance/s 
Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green 
Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A 

Green Project 

Category 

Renewable Energy (solar electric systems) 
Energy Efficiency (energy efficiency projects, including 
Energy Star product installations) 

Sources of 

Information 

1. Green Bond Framework (January 14, 2020) 
2. Preliminary Official Statement (POS) (Draft provided 

August 14, 2020) 
3. Field Inspection Report (November 22, 2019) 
4. NY-Sun Con Edison Program Manual (August 2019)  
5. NY-Sun Upstate + Long Island Program Manual 

(August 2019) 
6. NY-Sun Participation Agreement (July 2019) 
7. GJGNY Loan Fund - Financing Implementation 

Manual (December 11, 2019) 
8. GJGNY Loan Fund - Residential Financing 

Participation Agreement (December 10, 2019) 
9. Residential Energy Audit Program Manual 

(December 12, 2019) 
10. Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® Program 

Impact Evaluation Report [PY2010-2013] (November 
2016) 

11. Loan Tape (October 31, 2019) 
12. Officer’s Certification for Loan Fund Requisition 

(June 7, 2019) 
13. Enabling program legislation (GJGNY Act 2009) 
14. Solar & energy efficiency loan program websites and 

datasets 
15. Reporting available on the Electronic Municipal 

Market Access (EMMA) System of the Municipal 
Securities Rulemaking Board 

3 GJGNY homepage—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Researchers-and-Policymakers/Green-Jobs-Green-New-York 
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Assessment of Core Components 

Use of Proceeds 
Both project types funded by the Series 2020A Bonds will provide clear environmental benefit.  
As listed on the Loan Tape, 35 percent of loans are issued for the installation of residential solar 
electric systems and 65 percent of loans are issued for the installation of residential energy 
efficiency projects.  
 
The residential solar loans increase the ability of New York residents to install solar panels on 
their homes and, where eligible, to install energy storage systems.  These systems reduce 
electricity usage from the grid and increase the amount of green energy used in the state, directly 
correlating to less greenhouse gas emissions.   
 
The residential energy efficiency loans help homeowners learn about and implement strategies 
to increase the energy efficiency of their homes.  This results in lower energy usage, including 
both electricity and natural gas usage, which directly correlates to less greenhouse gas emissions.  
 
Samples of completed solar electric system and energy efficiency projects are inspected monthly, 
and another sample of energy efficiency projects was assessed to quantify the energy savings 
associated with completed projects.  The contractor program manuals for the NY-Sun Initiative 
and the energy efficiency program demonstrate that 15 percent of solar and energy efficiency 
projects are field inspected monthly by third parties to assess whether projects meet NYSERDA’s 
project standards.  The Field Inspection Report provided by NYSERDA demonstrates that energy 
efficiency projects are assessed for compliance with program standards, and non-compliant 
projects are required to take corrective action to ensure projects actually achieve increased 
energy efficiency.   
 
Additionally, NYSERDA conducted a third-party assessment of the energy efficiency projects 
installed under the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® Program.  The assessment 
measured the energy savings of participating homes.  A billing analysis demonstrated a 2 percent 
annual reduction in electricity spending and a 14 percent annual reduction in natural gas spending 
for the program year 2010 to 2011.  A reduction in energy spending is directly correlated with a 
reduction in energy usage, which in turn results in less greenhouse gas emissions.  Such quality 
assurance and impact evaluation measures ensure the completed projects qualify as solar and 
energy efficiency projects. 
 
According to the Green Bond Principles, Renewable Energy (including solar) and Energy 
Efficiency projects are identified as “eligible Green Project categories.”  Field inspections ensure 
the quality of solar and energy efficiency projects and the third-party assessment has shown that 
funded energy efficiency projects have been effective in reducing energy costs.  Thus, 
NYSERDA’s green bond offering is aligned with the GBP’s Use of Proceeds core component and 
has demonstrated tangible environmental benefits. 
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Process for Project Evaluation and Selection 
The Green Bond Framework identifies NYSERDA’s environmental sustainability objectives; 
namely, advancing energy solutions and technologies to increase New Yorkers’ access to clean 
and affordable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  According to NYSERDA’s website 
and the GJGNY Act, these sustainability objectives are integrated within the company’s 
overarching goals and the GJGNY Program’s purpose.4 
 
The projects funded by the Series 2020A Bonds must qualify under either the residential solar 
loans program or the residential energy efficiency loans program.  Residential solar electric 
systems—including photovoltaic cells and, where applicable, energy storage systems—are 
eligible under the solar loans program when installed by contractors approved through the NY-
Sun Initiative.  Home energy efficiency improvements—including building shell improvements, 
high-efficiency heating and cooling improvements, and ENERGY STAR® appliances and 
lighting—are eligible for the energy efficiency loans program when installed by NYSERDA-
approved contractors.  The evaluation and selection process behind both loan programs ensures 
that each project fits within one of the GBP’s recognized “eligible Green Project categories”: 
Renewable Energy (solar) and Energy Efficiency.  
 
Participants in both the solar and energy efficiency loan programs must qualify according to 
NYSERDA’s and GJGNY’s eligibility requirements, described on the GJGNY homepage.  These 
criteria ensure that projects are likely to be effective and minimize the risk of offering loans.  For 
example, the Framework and the contractor manual for the energy efficiency projects explain that 
homeowners can qualify for a larger energy efficiency loan (up to $25,000) if they meet higher 
cost effectiveness standards.   
  
Homeowners and contractors interested in the solar electric system program and the energy 
efficiency program can find program manuals and other documents at NYSERDA’s and their 
partners’ websites. 5  Resources for the residential solar program can be found on NY-Sun 
homepage and resources for the home energy efficiency program can be found on NYSERDA’s 
Home Energy Efficiency Programs webpage.6  These program manuals and other documents 
define the eligibility requirements and the online application presents an opportunity for initial 
screening of applicants. 
 
NYSERDA’s project selection process considers several factors including stated environmental 
and social objectives, green projects type (solar or energy efficiency), and established eligibility 
criteria, including green standards (e.g., technical specifications and Energy Star standards).  In 
addition, the process for selecting solar projects has been independently verified as part of 
NYSERDA’s Climate Bond certification process.7  NYSERDA’s green bond offering is aligned with 
the GBP’s Project Evaluation and Selection core component because the objectives, process, 
and results for project evaluation and selection are clearly communicated to the public online.   

4 About NYSERDA—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About  
5 About NYSERDA—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About    
6 NY-Sun webpage—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun; NYSERDA’s Home 
Energy Efficiency webpage—
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/Home%20Energy%20Efficiency%20Upgrades 
7 Climate Bonds – Green Bond Fact Sheet, 21-Mar-2018, https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/2018-
03%20US%20NYSERDA.pdf 
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Management of Proceeds 
NYSERDA will only use the proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds to fund solar and energy 
efficiency loans.  The Framework explains that proceeds will not be used as collateral in any other 
transactions and will be tracked according to NYSERDA’s internal procedures.  All Series 2020A 
Bond proceeds will be deposited to the Loan Fund and applied to fund or reimburse the GJGNY 
Revolving Fund to finance the solar and energy efficiency loan programs.  The Preliminary Official 
Statement indicates that NYSERDA also intends to communicate in the Final Statement the type 
of temporary placement for the balance of unallocated net proceeds from the Loan Fund. 
 
As demonstrated by a representative program Loan Tape (October 31, 2019), all loans are 
tracked and labeled according to their purpose (Energy Efficiency [EE] or Solar [PV]).  The 
Officer’s Certification for Loan Fund Requisition (June 7, 2019) demonstrates that the 
disbursement of loan funds is tracked according to the formal internal process.  The Officer’s 
Certification and the Framework demonstrate that the allocated portfolio of pledged loans is 
intended to be at least equal in value to the net proceeds of the Series 2020A Bonds.  
 
Additionally, NYSERDA continues to use the processes and procedures that were previously 
certified by the Climate Bonds Standard Board.  The Series 2020A Bonds are therefore aligned 
with the basic Climate Bond Standard criteria, which represent best practices for green bonds.  
NYSERDA is not pursuing Climate Bond Certification for the current offering because the energy 
efficiency loans, on average, do not demonstrate the highest performance necessary to qualify 
under the Climate Bonds Standard Buildings Sector Requirements (April 2018).  However, 
because the energy efficiency program does result in significant reductions in energy use, the 
program does have a demonstrable positive climate impact.  
 
Therefore, NYSERDA’s green bond offering is aligned with the GBP’s Management of Proceeds 
core component because proceeds are tracked and attested to in a formal internal process that 
is linked to the lending and investment operations for green projects.  Supporting procedures and 
controls are subject to internal and external reviews and audits; and such information is clearly 
communicated to investors through the Preliminary Official Statement and online. 

Reporting  
While the Bond is outstanding, NYSERDA intends to publish annual reports on the use of 
proceeds and the currently allocated and outstanding amounts.  Public access to these reports 
will be available on the EMMA website.8  
 
NYSERDA also issued a report, which included quantitative performance measures, for the 
residential energy efficiency projects.  The assessment was conducted by a third-party consultant 
who reported on a selection of projects to measure energy savings and other performance 
metrics.  This report is available on the NYSERDA website.9 
 

8 EMMA: NYSERDA Homepage—
https://emma.msrb.org/IssuerHomePage/Issuer?id=9DC5BAB5FE082980E053151E6E0A3F25&type=M  
9 2016 NYSERDA Evaluation Reports—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About/Publications/Program-Planning-Status-
and-Evaluation-Reports/Evaluation-Contractor-Reports/2016-Reports 
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The NY-Sun Initiative, which includes the residential solar loan program, also publishes periodic 
reporting and annual performance reviews.  These reports are available on the NYSERDA 
website.10    
 
NYSERDA also maintains detailed datasets online about all residential loan programs, including 
the solar and energy efficiency loans.11  Information available includes metrics such as number 
and type of loans issued, total loan amount, and average interest rate.  
 
NYSERDA’s green bond offering is therefore aligned with the GBP’s Reporting core component 
because current information on the use of proceeds and the currently allocated and outstanding 
amounts will be made available on an ongoing basis, including the number of solar and energy 
efficiency loans issued.  While NYSERDA’s reporting procedures cover the Bonds’ use of 
proceeds and allocations, improvements could be made in the area of achieved impacts.  Past 
reports demonstrate that the solar and energy efficiency loans provide energy savings and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.  These environmental impacts could be updated and reported on an 
ongoing basis. 

 

10 NY-Sun Performance Reports—https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About/Publications/Program-Planning-Status-and-
Evaluation-Reports/NY-Sun-Performance-Reports 
11 GJGNY Residential Loan Portfolio: Beginning November 2010—https://data.ny.gov/Energy-Environment/Green-
Jobs-Green-New-York-GJGNY-Residential-Loan-P/9evn-drxk  
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Opinion 

Based on our External Review, First Environment is of the opinion that the NYSERDA’s green 
bond framework is aligned with the GBP and has been consistently applied to the pre-issuance 
of their Residential Solar and Energy Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A.
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First Environment, Inc.

First Environment is an environmental engineering and consulting firm headquartered in New 
Jersey that has been providing cutting edge environmental solutions since 1987.  First 
Environment has extensive credentials in validation and verification of climate-related assertions 
including international accreditation under ISO 14065 (requirements for greenhouse gas 
validation and verification bodies for use in accreditation or other forms of recognition).  In 
addition, First Environment has been approved by the Climate Bonds Standard Board as a 
Climate Bonds Verifier since March 2017.  
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Green Bond / Green Bond Programme

Independent External Review Form 

Section 1. Basic Information 

Issuer name: New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) 
Green Bond ISIN or Issuer Green Bond Framework Name, if applicable: Residential Solar and Energy 
Efficiency Financing Green Revenue Bonds, Series 2020A 

Independent External Review provider’s name: First Environment, Inc. 
Completion date of this form: February 18, 2020 
Publication date of review publication: February 20, 2020; updated August 25, 2020 

Section 2. Review Overview 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 
The following may be used or adapted, where appropriate, to summarise the scope of the review.  

The review assessed the following elements and confirmed their alignment with the GBPs: 
 
� Use of Proceeds � Process for Project Evaluation and Selection 
� Management of Proceeds � Reporting 

ROLE(S) OF INDEPENDENT EXTERNAL REVIEW PROVIDER 

� Second Party Opinion � Certification 

� Verification � Scoring/Rating 

� Other (please specify):   

Note: In case of multiple reviews / different providers, please provide separate forms for each review.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REVIEW and/or LINK TO FULL REVIEW (if applicable) 

See External Review Summary of the full review. 

Section 3. Detailed Review 

Reviewers are encouraged to provide the information below to the extent possible and use the comment section to 
explain the scope of their review.  

1. USE OF PROCEEDS 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  

See Use of Proceeds section of the full review. 
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If applicable please specify the environmental taxonomy, if other than GBPs: 

2. PROCESS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  

See Process for Project Evaluation and Selection section of the full review. 

Evaluation and selection 

� Credentials on the issuer’s 
environmental sustainability objectives 

� Documented process to determine that 
projects fit within defined categories  

� Defined and transparent criteria for 
projects eligible for Green Bond 
proceeds 

� Documented process to identify and 
manage potential ESG risks associated with 
the project 

� Summary criteria for project evaluation 
and selection publicly available 

� Other (please specify): 

Information on Responsibilities and Accountability  

� Evaluation / Selection criteria subject to 
external advice or verification 

� In-house assessment 

� Other (please specify):  

3. MANAGEMENT OF PROCEEDS 

Overall comment on section (if applicable): 

See Management of Proceeds section full review. 

 

Use of proceeds categories as per GBP: 

� Renewable energy 
 

� Energy efficiency  
 

� Pollution prevention and control 
 

� Environmentally sustainable 
management of living natural resources 
and land use 

� Terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity 
conservation 
 

� Clean transportation 

� Sustainable water and wastewater 
management  
 

� Climate change adaptation 
 

� Eco-efficient and/or circular economy 
adapted products, production technologies 
and processes 
 

� Green buildings 
 

� Unknown at issuance but currently 
expected to conform with GBP categories, 
or other eligible areas not yet stated in 
GBPs 

� Other (please specify): 
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Tracking of proceeds: 

� Green Bond proceeds segregated or tracked by the issuer in an appropriate manner 

� Disclosure of intended types of temporary investment instruments for unallocated proceeds 

� Other (please specify): 
 

Additional disclosure: 

� Allocations to future investments only � Allocations to both existing and future 
investments 

� Allocation to individual disbursements � Allocation to a portfolio of disbursements 

� Disclosure of portfolio balance of 
unallocated proceeds 

� Other (please specify): 
 

4. REPORTING 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  
 
See Reporting section of the full review. 

 

Use of proceeds reporting: 

� Project-by-project � On a project portfolio basis 

� Linkage to individual bond(s) � Other (please specify): 

 Information reported: 
 � Allocated amounts � Green Bond financed share of total 

investment 
 � Other (please specify): Reporting on 

green loans funded by proceeds. 
  

 Frequency: 
 � Annual � Semi-annual 

 � Other (please specify):  

 
Impact reporting: 
� Project-by-project � On a project portfolio basis 

� Linkage to individual bond(s) � Other (please specify): 

 Frequency: 
 � Annual � Semi-annual 

 � Other (please specify): Reported in 
2016. 

  

 Information reported (expected or ex-post): 
 � GHG Emissions / Savings �  Energy Savings  

 � Decrease in water use �  Other ESG indicators (please specify): 
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Means of Disclosure 

� Information published in financial report � Information published in sustainability report 

� Information published in ad hoc 
documents 

� Other (please specify): Impact evaluation 
reports and websites. 

� Reporting reviewed (if yes, please specify which parts of the reporting are subject to external 
review): 

 
Where appropriate, please specify name and date of publication in the useful links section. 
 
USEFUL LINKS (e.g. to review provider methodology or credentials, to issuer’s documentation, etc.) 
 
 
See footnotes in the Reporting section of the full review. 
 
 
 
SPECIFY OTHER EXTERNAL REVIEWS AVAILABLE, IF APPROPRIATE 
Type(s) of Review provided: 

� Second Party Opinion for 2019A Bonds � Certification 

� Verification for 2018A Bonds � Scoring/Rating 

� Other (please specify): 
 
Review provider(s): First Environment, Inc. Date of publication: 2/20/2020; updated 

8/25/2020 
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ABOUT ROLE(S) OF INDEPENDENT REVIEW PROVIDERS AS DEFINED BY THE GBP 

1. Second Party Opinion: An institution with environmental expertise, that is independent from the issuer 
may issue a Second Party Opinion.  The institution should be independent from the issuer’s adviser for 
its Green Bond framework, or appropriate procedures, such as information barriers, will have been 
implemented within the institution to ensure the independence of the Second Party Opinion.  It normally 
entails an assessment of the alignment with the Green Bond Principles.  In particular, it can include an 
assessment of the issuer’s overarching objectives, strategy, policy and/or processes relating to 
environmental sustainability, and an evaluation of the environmental features of the type of projects 
intended for the Use of Proceeds.  

2. Verification: An issuer can obtain independent verification against a designated set of criteria, typically 
pertaining to business processes and/or environmental criteria.  Verification may focus on alignment with 
internal or external standards or claims made by the issuer.  Also, evaluation of the environmentally 
sustainable features of underlying assets may be termed verification and may reference external criteria.  
Assurance or attestation regarding an issuer’s internal tracking method for use of proceeds, allocation of 
funds from Green Bond proceeds, statement of environmental impact or alignment of reporting with the 
GBP, may also be termed verification.  

3. Certification: An issuer can have its Green Bond or associated Green Bond framework or Use of 
Proceeds certified against a recognised external green standard or label.  A standard or label defines 
specific criteria, and alignment with such criteria is normally tested by qualified, accredited third parties, 
which may verify consistency with the certification criteria.  

4. Green Bond Scoring/Rating: An issuer can have its Green Bond, associated Green Bond framework 
or a key feature such as Use of Proceeds evaluated or assessed by qualified third parties, such as 
specialised research providers or rating agencies, according to an established scoring/rating 
methodology.  The output may include a focus on environmental performance data, the process relative 
to the GBP, or another benchmark, such as a 2-degree climate change scenario.  Such scoring/rating is 
distinct from credit ratings, which may nonetheless reflect material environmental risks.  
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